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Abstract 

This thesis analyses liberal and communist views of distributive justice and 

evaluates the normative daims of both in relation to the realities of capitalism and 

"actually existing socialism" . The strengths and weaknesses of both types of societies are 

discussed. Liberalism and meritocracy will be critically anaiysed. The works of the Iiberal 

philosopher John Rawls will be examined followed by Carol Gould. who provides a 

socialist critique of his views. 1 vd l  argue that communism is not just an ideal but a 

feasible system in the contemporary world. The communist tenet, "from each according to 

his abilities, to each according to his needs", will be explored by invoking and utilizing the 

concept of effort. 
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Chapter One 

n: Framework 

The focus of this thesis is to set out the key normative ideals of communism and liberalism 

and to conûast them with a c W y  exkting societies (realities) that implement these principles 

as mandates for economic activity. 1 will attempt to clarifi the economic principles and ideas 

of communism as an alternative to a capitalist market economy. It is important to note here 

that communism as an ideal has never been achieved anywhere in modem state-based 

societies, and that state-socialist societiesl of the past and those which still exist have had 

economic and political problems. Therefore state-socialist societies did not become the 

stepping Stone for communism as many hoped it would. 

1 will conduct a systematic review of relevant issues that deal with classical liberalism, 

reform liberalism, and communist core ideas that pertain to distributive justice. The normat- 

ive view of classical liberalism will be presented, followed by the work of the liberal philo- 

sopher John Rawls, who in his book Theory of Justice (1971). outlined a vision of what 

capitalism 'ought' to be. 

In addition, the communist vision will be outlined as an alternative ideal. In order to 

introduce the normative views of commuaiSm, the works of scholars such as Carol Gould and 

Kai Nielsen will be reviewed. The works of these philosophers argue the feasibility of 

individual freedom under collective property O mers hip and democ rac y under socialism 

(the transitional stage for communism) and the economic pnnciple of communism. 

Furthermore, the thesis will have a bnef feminist perspective on dismbutive justice and 

'This thesis employs the term state-socialism in reference to existing countries in order to 
distinguish it from communist ideals. 



will include both liberal feminism and Marxian feminism. analysed in Chapter Five. 

Adationally, the argument here will provide a philosophical critique of the market economy 

and its ideology, by analysing the liberal justification for inequalities. based on principles of 

equality of opportunity and meritocracy. I will dso try to expand and defend the M h s t  

economic principle 'fkom each according to theu abilities to each according to their needs as 

noted by M m  in the Critique of the Gotha Programme (1875). My own understanding of this 

principle is based on my view of egditarianism. which is in m m  based on needs. 

My rneaning of 'needs' within this context is the notion that everyone should have the 

basic essentials of life: food, shelter, ciothing. health care. and a livelihood. with needs 

extending into 'wants' as a society may decide how to reconcile collective and individual needs 

and interests. Nevenheless. terms such as 'needs'. 'equality'. 'effort' and 'abilities' will be 

given close scrutiny in the first part of the thesis. 

The second part of the thesis will compare the ideal of reforrn liberdism. which 

emphasizes the importance of private property and the market rnechanism, with the actuai 

realities of capitalisrn. The communist ideal of cornmon property will be outlined and 

compared to the realities of 'acaially existing' socialist economies, which are comprised of 

mixed economic doctrines but with state ownenhip dorninating. Cuba as a variant form of 

sociaiism will be presented as a sociew striving towards communism and the kibbutz wiil 

represent the 'acnial fom' of comrnunism. It is important to note that the idea of socialism 

within Marxism is a recognition that the conditions for communist society do not exist, 

however, a socialist stage is wcessary to achieve comrnunism. Therefore. co~~munism. as a 

political fom, is an ideal. 
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In conclusion. the positive and negative aspects of both existing capitalism and state- 

socialist economic systems will be discussed in order to discern their advantages and 

disadvantages regarding employment . health care, educa tion, s helter . food, clo thing and demo- 

cracy. More importantly. since my argument is clearly in favour of cornmunism. the attempt 

will be made to demonstrate that cornmuniSm is possible. and the serious defects of 'actuaily 

existing socialism' are not inevitable. but could be overcome in the transition to cornmunism. 

Within Western political thought there exists the fundamental values of equality. liberty 

and democracy which are derived from the 'bourgeois revolution' and the work of the 

Enlightenment philosophers . Al1 mainsmeam political thought. including Marxism refers to 

them. appeals to them, and provides for the realisation of these values in their individual 

doctrines. Al1 of them champion the merits of equality . freedom and democracy . None of 

them. with the exception of a few exneme right-wing fascist groups. argue in favour of 

inequality, bondage aed undernocratic measures. Therefore. al1 political doctrine is a variation 

of tliese fundamental social mores. Various political theories or thought have severai 

meanings and interpretations which conflict with one another. Furthemore. members of a 

society will reference and invoke these various principles in order to strive for what is 

desirable and feasible. A society's citizens usually strive to make a m b l e  what is desirable. 

In contemporary Western thought there are various notions of equality which are worth 

identifjing before analysing the views of classical and refonn liberdism. Basically. there are 
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three variants of liberal equaiity, al1 of which envision a competitive society, where inequality 

is the resuit of the realisation of the values of 'talent' and 'effort'. These are al1 versions of 

the liberal concept of equaiity, with different principles: I )  Firstly. there is the notion of 

'equality of opportunity for ail' without discrimination. Within this variant of equality . 
everyone has a chance to climb the economic ladder of success within a market economy. 

However meagre the opportunity, if a poor iedividual climbs the econornic ladder and makes 

it, then this is seen as 'equaliy of opportunity for ail'. 2) Another variant of equality is the 

concept of an equal s t a n  in life. It operates within the realm of a competitive world. and 

incorporates an ideology of acceptance towards highiy unequal results. but insists that no one 

should be left behind at the start. For example, The Child Poverty Act and affinnative action 

policies are designed to provide an equai opportunity for al1 individuals. 3) The third 

adaptation of equality is the idea of continuous access to opportunity throughout life. This 

implies the belief that everyone should have the opportun@ to start over again if their first 

attempt was a failure. It is a type of equality which stresses the point diat the community 

should not give up on anyone who smves to improve themselves. This is evident in many 

welfare-state programs such as prisoner, drug and alcohol rehabilitation programmes, adult 

education, and other  MO^& of conthuous ieaming. 

When we speak of equality it is important to discuss the rnany dimensions of the concept 

itself. There are, for instance, the foliowing meanings of equality: 1) equal treatment under 

the law ; 2) qua1 economic opportunity ; 3) equal political access for positions of power; and 

4) equal voice or oppominity for communication. Furthemore. there is equality for 

individuals (adult citizens) anci for groups, for example, native people and immigrants. 
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Various interpretations of the phiiosophy of equality may conflict. A case in point is ttre 

position of disabled people who have fought for laws requiring buildings to be modifiai in 

order to have equal access with able-bodied individuals. If an individual would advocate a 

strict 'equal treatment' interpretation thea she would argue against the special provisions for 

the disabled. However. in order for the disabled individuals to achieve an equal statu. special 

provisions, or 'differentiai treatment' is a requisite. The majority of individuals would a g m  

with this version of equality. however they rnay seem reluctant to extend the same principle 

to programmes such as a head s t a r t  for pmr kids. or affumative action procedures for 'visible 

minorities' and women. 

There are many normative theories of justice which clash with one another. yet what they 

al1 have in comrnon is the term 'equality'. Every ethical theory pertaining to social 

arrangements demands the principle of equality in some fom. For example. libertarians such 

as Robert Nozick argue for equality of property nghts. whereas John Rawls daims a need for 

equal liberty and opportunity (Sen. 1995. pp. 12-13. 130). The communist notion of equality 

is based on need irrespective differences in consequence. 

AU these normative theories discuss equality, which seems a uniting f e u e ,  however they 

are in a different 'particular space' (Sen, 1995. p. 14). This means that tu be in favour of 

equaiity in one 'space' , can lead one to be anti-egalitarian in another . A libertarian would 

contend that equality means that everyone should have the freedorn to accumulate vis-a-vis the 

market and that no one. including the state should interfere with this right. However, this 

notion of equality rnay violate the 'equal opportunity' concept of equaiity since the strict 

libertarian mode1 charges that everyone has the liberty to accumulate within the sphere of a 
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private market by uulizing their talents and efforts. This libertarian tenet violates the 'equal 

o p p o d t y '  principle, since it does not take into account that rnany people in destitute 

economic conditions do not have the means to exercise their liberty - ie. homeless and the 

poor. It is possible that strengthening equality of rights (individual) will generate greater 

inequaiity of income and wealth. For exarnple. eradicating affirmative action will mean that 

membm of the dominant groups in society (men. whites) will not be discnminated against in 

hiring, admission to university, etc. That cm strengthen 'individual nghts" where it is 

understood as abstract individualism (the law is blind, 7egardless of race and sex"). The 

elimination of affirmative action will create greater inquality of income because it w il1 make 

it easier for the members of dominant groups to predorninate in hiring. admission. etc. So the 

equality principle upheld by the Right actually creates greater inequality of income. On the 

other hand, if equality based on 'equal oppormnity' is implemented. then there may be certain 

restrictions on some individuals' liberty in order to fulfil the principle 'equality of 

opportunity ' . Therefore, in this exarnple, an individual's liberty may be cunailed in order to 

provide everyone in society with the same opporcunity. In today's modem state capitalist 

system, 'progressive' taxation is an example where equal liberty is diminished in order to 

provide those l e s  fortunate - the poor - with equal access to certairi institutions, Le., schools . 

(Sen, 1995, p. 16). Each theory stresses a demand for equality , and the 'equality of what' is 

answered within each paaicular theory within the context of a particular 'space'. Every 

theory has an aspiration to extend equal consideration to al1 humans (p. 130). 

Human beings are different due to both externa1 physical characteristics and individual life 

circumstances. Life does not begin equaiiy, since people differ with respect to nanual 
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endowments, inherited wealth and the environment in which they live (p. 19). As 

individuals, human beings also difTer by age. sex. physical and mental chatacmristics. and 

talents (internai qualities). These amibutes are very important when aoalysing imquality . 

For example, a disabled individual cannot function the same way as an able-bodied person, 

even though both may receive exactly the same incorne. The point here is that equality based 

on income is in one 'space' , whereas. in another 'space' there exists a fom of inequality (in 

this case, functioning ability) (p. 20). 

Equality is often compared with freedom. For exarnple. the libertarian philosopher, 

Robert Nozick is seen as an antiegalitarian because of his prirnary concern with liberty. 

Those labelled as egalitarian may focus less on liberty since they may become mired in the 

philosophical demands of equality (p. 2 1). Furthemore. itiequality of opportunities cannot 

solely be deduced from inequality of incornes. since what is or is not achieved does not 

necessarily depend on income, but on factors such as physical or social characteristics (p. 28). 

For instance, a disabled individual may have the incorne or resources to potentially achieve 

a certain goal, but because the person rnay be so greatly disadvantaged. hislher goal may be 

curtailed (p. 29). Or, a person may have admission to more income and nutritional intake, 

however less freedom or ability to live a well nourished life because of a higher basal 

metabolic rate, or because s h e  is more vulnerabie to parasitic diseases (pp. 8 1-2). This 

physical deficiency may hamper or preclude an individual's freedom to pursue a given goal. 

in order to achieve a sense of well-king , it is indispensable for human beings to possess 

access to social security, the alleviation of poverty, the eradication of gross economic 

inequalities ami the pursuit of social justice (pp . 7 1-2). It can be argued that having p r i m q  
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goods is a means to freedom. h order for this to occur for everyone. it entails the equal 

opportunity of the wans to resources (p. 80). 

Wbat Sen has pointed out is the multitude of fînely nuance meanings in concept of fieedorn 

itself. He iflustrates how complex a concept or notion may be and if we were to define 

freedom or equdity in one context or within a particular 'space' . it cm violate the d e f ~ t i o n  

of freedom or equality in another 'space'. Carrying the argument m e r .  Sen also points out 

that within rich counuies one reason that many are poor is due to their low incomes and the 

lack of primary goods. However, characteristics such as age, disability . and morbidity . would 

have to aiso be taken into account. These factors make it more difficult for people to convert 

primary goods (even though they may be limired) into basic capabilities. i.e.. to be able to 

move about, to lead a healthy life, or to interact with the community. Neither the primary 

goods or resources c m  be said to be a factor effecting capability. since age, disability. and 

proneness to disease are other factors that prevent one to act and achieve a particular goal 

(p. 82). 

Nevertheless. with respect to the great diversity among human beings. it is virnially 

impossible to equalize potential achievements, and thus there is arnbiguity in assessing 

achievement or the fieedom to achieve (p. 9 1). As mentioned in the previous example, if 

there is an individual who is seriously disabled, then acnial levels of achievernent are difficuit 

to evaluate. 



In order to explain classical and reform liberal ideas of distributive justice, 1 shall fmt 

outline three main arguments against equality. Le.. socialist notion of equality. Tnese 

arguments are called: 'the wrong space', the 'incentive' and the 'operational asymmetry' 

arguments. The fvst argument bas already been discussed in the last section. Bnefly, it 

asserts that equality in one context would not be applicable in another context, or in some 

other 'space' (Sen, 1995. p. 139). This implicitly srates that one theory of equality cannot 

daim to be more correct than another since it vitiates another theory of equality within a 

particular 'space' or context. 

The second debate pertahhg to equaliry is the confiict that can occur between equality and 

efficiency . W ithin the 'space' or notion of inequality . it is said. that in generai it rnay be bad, 

but that efficiency outweighs the negative consequences of diis 'space'. Any attempt to 

eliminate the inequalities within this particular 'space' would be worse for most or al1 people 

within the society . 

Critiques of equality within this 'space' (liberal arguments). would also be in favour of the 

'incentive' debate. This reasoning focuses on the need to provide people with the incentive 

to do the 'correct' thing at work. that is. to produce goods with quality and efficiency. 

Furthemore. liberals would bist that inequaiity may provide the functioaally usefûi role of 

encouraging work, enterprise and investment (p. 139). The incentive argument has been 

invoked many tirnes to dispute egalitarian concem - advocates of inequality would accentuate 

the failmes of egalitarianism by pointing to the fonner state-socialist societies or by criticking 



the redistributive characteristics of welfare policies (p. 140). 

The same advocates of inequaiity would argue chat there is a need for 'operational 

asymmetry'. meaning that the higher remuneration individuals receive over others is in 

proportion to ability, skill or talent. and that through this process everyone would benefit (pp. 

140-1). Inequality here operates within a particular 'space' - the meritocratic notion of 

capability/talent and what value it provides to society. This may not be relevant to other 

'spaces' for example, the communist tenet of 'enlightened selfishness'. 'selflessness' and the 

principle of sharing. 

One may make an argument that there is equality that exists within the inequality of 

incomes. This may seem a contradiction. however. it is ideologically founded on the notion 

that higher taxes contributes to maintainhg social prograrns. This. in tum. it is argued, 

benefits soc.iety's least advantaged since the poor have their incomes and their social 

prograrns. This then b ~ g s  us to a 'zero' level of inequality (pp. 97-98). In other words. 

because the least advantaged in society receive social welfare on top of their regular incomes, 

equality may be said to have been achieved. 

Sen then analyses marginal utility and warrants that it shouid be reduced slowly in 

proportion to increased. income. For example, if someow makes more money. then the 

marginal utility for that person will be reduced. If marginal utility goes down slowly, then 

the utility gap that is related to the h o m e  gap would be more. Utility inequaiity related to 

an incorne inequality would be larger than otherwise. Sen argues that the more inequality in 

utilities, the lower the index of inequality - the lower the income inequalities (p. 98). 

Therefore, income inequalities go down as utility inequality goes up. This principle. also 
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knom as the Arkinson index (a measurement of inequalities) is similar to Rawls' argument 

in his book nieory of J , c e  (197 1). Additionally , this tenet seems to approach equality of 

needs by increasing public utilities or social programs. 

When we consider poverty, it is usuaUy identified or defined by a specific cut-off point 

cdled a 'poverty line'. However, according to Sen. the definition of poverty should not be 

resnicted to income levels alow, but would have to take into account the 'capability set' of 

an individual (pp. 102. 107). This surely makes the defuii:.ion of poverty more complex and 

deepens the analysis of poverty as it relates to distributive justice. 

In this regard, let us consider two hrpothetical individuals. person A and person B. 

Individual A has less income than B. but the latter has a kidney problem and is in need of an 

expensive dialysis machine. This then begs the question as to which individual is poorer - is 

it A who has less income or B who has a restricted 'capability set' (p. 107). Sen is here 

trying to point out that defining poverty solely based on income would be insufficient because 

poverty includes the 'capability set', and whether one is lirnited within a particular context. 

If the means to achieve is confinai, then it would suggest that there is some inability to pursue 

well-being, thus one may become entrenched in a situation of poverty. For example, an 

individual may be rich in terms of income, but due to his/her illness, cannot conven the 

wealth into a particular function. This then, would be considered poverty, since there is an 

inability to pursue well-king (p. 1 10). 

Poverty aaalysis should relate capability to hction rather than what is actuaily achieved, 

that is, incorne (p. 1 1 1). Another example demonstrates this point. Of NO penons, one has 

the means to eat, but chooses to fast aiad starve, while the other does not possess the means - 
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capability - and also starves. Both wili starve to death. but the person having no means is 

poorer than the person who chose to fast. Poverty, therefore, has to be defined within the 

context of capability or the means to achieve. However, a certain income is crucial to avoid 

poverty, but as the previous examples pointed out. poverty should not be defined only through 

income. Low income is only one aspect of poverty. Other aspects are access to health care. 

the social environment, family life, and the possibility of attaining social and personal goals. 

We can observe tday  that capability depnvation can be very high in the most affluent 

countries in the world. For example. a 1990 study in nie Nav Englond Jounal of Medicine 

indicated tbat men in Harlem, New York have a less chance of living beyond the age of 40 

than Bangladeshi men. The reason is not incorne. since the average income in Bangladesh is 

lower than in Harlem. The capabilities of men in Harlem are affected by the problems of 

health-care, the inadequacy of medicai attention, the constanc y of urban crime. racism, 

unemployment and underemployment (p. 114). Again. Sen demonstrates that income is not 

the oniy variable or causation of poverty, but rather the limited capabilities of many residents 

in Harlem impeding them Born achieving well-king in their [ives. 

There is often a comection made between income and capabilities. However, Sen 

provides us with an example which demonstrates that this is not aiways the case. He compares 

the average G.N.P. of both the U.S. ($20.910.00 per cqpita) to that of Costa Rica ($1 ,780.00 

per capita), and then matches the U.S. life expectancy (76 years old) to that of Costa Rica (75 

years old) (p. 126). By n o ~ g  the difTerences in G.N.P. between both coumies, one would 

expect the average U.S. citizen to live much longer than the average Costa Rican citizen. 

Nevertheless, we observe that the life expectancy of both countries is airnost the same 



irrespective of the huge gap in the two G.N.P.'s calculated on a per capita basis. 

Sen provides the answer to this conundnim. Having more does not imply one may have 

the capabilities to achieve a goal (recall the example of the individual who is disabled, but 

wealthy, bas the income, but not the functional capability). The reason why Cosüi Rica bas 

approximately the same life expectancy as the U.S.. which has a much higher G.N.P. per 

capita, has to do with the difference in the social, educational and epidemiological conditions 

of Costa Rica. The achievements of China. Sri Lanka and Costa Rica in regards to the length 

of life expectancy is related to policies that pertain to communal heaith services. medical care 

and basic education (p. 126). 

In summation, Sen's contention is basically diat poverty is not necessarily a consequeme 

of income inequaiities. but rather due to lack of government policies that would be conducive 

to the weli-king of al1 its citizens. It is my impression that Sen's analysis is sirnilar to Rawls' 

theory of justice, which will aiso be examined in Chapter Three. Furthemore. it seerns that 

Sen does not seem to attribute poverty to a structural problem, for example, the economic 

system. Although he does not ovenly daim it. he rnay be implicitly suggesthg that the 

correct policies would provide individuals with capability functions necessary for them to 

pursue well-king . 

Sen has clearly demonstrated that not only are there rnany mutually exclusive notions of 

equality, but that each theory of equality has its own menu that could supposedly be 

incorporateci into the miefinition of the concept of equality. It has been his analysis of 

equality that has provoked us to rethink the notion of equality. so that it may include the 

positive of al1 the theories mentioned. This not only calls for a redefinition of the notion of 



equaiity but encourages a greater understanding of justice as a concept. 



Chapter Two 

r J- of ~n . . *vate Pr- 
d N e o - r j b e r a l  of -ve J e  0 .  r 

John Locke was perhaps one of the most weii h o w u  philosophers advocating the nght of 

individual ownership and the concept of private property. His ideas reflect the emergence and 

growth of industrial capitalism and his phiiosophy has been influentid and entrenched in the 

formation of the constitutions of individual capitalist nation States. 

Locke argued that it is a natural right of individuais to accumulate property in unlimited 

amounts. What made Locke's argument so convincing was the notion that unrestricted 

ownenhip of private property was an equal right which was claimed by virtue of one's labour 

on the land (Macpherson. 1989, p. 14). in other words. for an individual to claim land to 

be private, his/her labour had to be e n ~ i n e d  with the land. By virtue of the fact that an 

individual's labour transfomeci the state of nature, other human beings should be excluded 

fkom owning hisher property . For Locke. this nght was guaranteed to everyone, since land. 

during the time of his theorking . was abundant (p. 18). 

However, Locke qualifieci the appropriation of land. Fint appropriation should be limited 

to what was a c W y  needed. This was indispensable, if other individuals were to accumulate 

property. Secondiy he argued that there should ideally be no spoilage of accumulatecl goods 

and those goods that were created beyond one's needs belonged to others (Macpherson, 1962, 

p. 201). He noted, however, that a surplus of land is justified when it is exchanged for 

money. With the emergence of money, spoilage pertaining to land and its hits was no longer 

a factor that precluded humans fkom accumulating unlimiteci amounts. Therefore, humans may 

15 
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possess more land than what they can use by receiving money in exchange for the surplus. 

hence this would not create spoilage of the I d  or of its h i t s .  Money, gold or silver may 

be the exchange and when hoarded, created no injury to anyoae. Locke believed that 

accurnulating money without usuig it as capital (transfoming money into production of 

goods), would also be considered spoilage and therefore immoral. Individuai enterprises 

should transfonn land and money into capital. The money should be used to invest in stock 

or materials and wages, and land was to be used to produce commodities for trade (p. 205). 

Neo-liberalkm derives its economic philosophy from John Locke and Adam Smith. It was 

Adam Smith who integrated Locke's philosophy of private property with the workings of the 

market. Smith argued that individuals seeking private accumulation of wealth coupled with 

the division of labour creates economic growth and prosperity for most individuals in society. 

Smith borrowed from Locke the notion that prosperity is achieved from each individual 

seeking h i s k r  pnvate gain. Neo-liberals today echo the philosophy of Locke and Smith by 

suggesting that economic growth would be generated if taxes are reduced, augmenthg 

investors money and enabling capitaiists to invest in stocks or capital. They also contend that 

investors are rational and therefore should not be interfered with by the state. According to 

Locke's philosophy the unlimiteci accumulation of land was justified because the great 

productivity ami growth overcame the lack of avaiiable land for othen. It is Unportant to note 

that Locke here assumed that those without land but dependent on wages would benefit. In 

other words the major@ of the landless class would benefit from capitai investment. 

This asseaion made by Locke seems to be inconsistent with his onginal argument that the 

nght to appropriate beyoad need is restricted for others to appropriate and use land (p. 213). 
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However. this principle was altered as Locke realized the 'benefits* of money, investment, 

capital expansion and subsistence wages, deriving frorn the accumulation beyond need (p. 

214). For Locke, those who did not own property. but sold theû labour power to capital still 

possessed their labour as property, therefore an individuai's labour was hislher own property 

that may be sold freeiy for capitai (p. 2 15). 

Funher. he argued tbat the ownership of land implied that the owner had the right to use 

land or capital as slhe sees fit as long as the owner dws not preclude someone from the same 

oppominity to acquire private property, or in any way interfere with someone's private 

property (Hoppe, 1993, p. 40). For Locke these were nghts that were self-evident. and since 

every individual was bom with the potenual to expropriate nature, there was equal oppommity 

to accumulate property or possessions (Macpherson, 1962, p. 199). 

Unemployment, according to Locke, did not result from the econornic system. but rather 

was the outcome of moral depravity. The unemployed had relaxed their sense of discipline 

and possessed compt manners (pp. 222-3). Locke propounded that the labouring class was 

incapable of rationality and that the unemployed people are degraded by their own choice. 

From this he coacluded that members of the labouring class should not be able to participate 

in politics (p. 226). 

Nevertheiess, individuaiism for Locke rneant that every individual is the owner of his/her 

labour and owes nothing to society for their capacity to labour. Since individuais differ in 

their naturai endowments, talents and abüities. then the differentiation of property would aiso 

be naturd (p. 231). This definition of individualism is strictly based on greed and possess- 

iveness. Furthemore, the state shouid not be able to expropriate the property of an individual 
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without the individuai's consent. Here Locke is referring CO consent of taxation. since it is 

accumuiated fkom the profits of pnvate property (p. 253). The contention that the state bas 

no right to tax individuai's property (profit) continues to be advanced by neo-liberais today. 

They argue that the state is a liability to ecowmic growth by implementing taxes on profits 

of capital and on wage labour incornes. 

In addition, classical liberals or neo-liberals contend that tax reductions and less 

dependency on the state wouid unleash the powen of economic prosperity for the majority of 

people despite inequaiities that would result. Classical liberais or neo-liberals preserve Locke's 

notion that individuais can rationally accumulate and possess goods on their own through the 

cornpetitive market without guidance from the state and further stress that individual freedom 

and the right to the accumulation of property is sacred (p. 266). This philosophy of private 

property and possessive individualkm belongs to the historical context of Locke's philosophy 

during the emergence of indusaial capitalh. as he defined the property of humans to be their 

lives. liberties and estates (Macpherson, 1985. p. 77). 

Before commencing a M e r  outline on classical liberalism it is important to note the 

foundations of liberalism in generai . Fint , liberalism maintains the prùiciple of ' persona1 

freedom', where there is the absence of coercion in life and where free speech. religion, 

pnvate property and the right to form political parties are sanctioned. Second, liberalism 

espouses a limited govermnent in the aff.airs of the people. Third. liberalism proclaims 

'equality of right'. where al1 members abide by law of the state and where the laws are 

enforced by the state impartialiy. Fourth, liberalism means 'consent of the governed'. 

rneaning electoral democracy where the govenunent is responsible to its citizens, and by 
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'democracy' the people are able to replace the governent (Dickerson & Flanagan, 1988, p. 

78). 

Classicai libetaiism defends W o m  in al1 aspects of human life which incorporates social, 

economic and politicai interaction. The role of the state is to limit itself in the goveniance of 

these fieedoms and that its only function is the protection of Me, health, libew and private 

property. This philosophy is entrenched in the constitutions of rnany liberal democracies - 

'that d l  men are created equal and are endowed with certain 'inalienable rights' (p. 82-3). 

Classical liberalism is identified with the free market and despite the fact that Locke did not 

develop a theory on the workings of the market, he created a foundation for capitalism by 

stressing the role of government as the protector of pnvate property (p. 84). 

Adam Smith in his Wealth of Nations (1776) aniculated the main belief of classical 

liberalism by stating, 'that the common good can be served by individual initiative without 

state direction in the economic sphere' (Quoted in Dickerson & Flanagan. 1988. p. 85). He 

argued that the role of the state should be limited to specific functions, which go beyond the 

workings of the market. Fint, the state should protect society from outside invasion. Second, 

the state should protect every individual fiom injustice and oppression within its own society. 

Third. the state has the duty of building and maintaining certain public works and institutions 

for the interest of al1 its citizens (p. 87). 

A term used to describe the liberal concept of limiteci government interference is the term 

laisser-faire. The 'invisible han& and laisser-faire are both tenns which imply that human 

needs are best served when the state does not meddle with the market place. Scholan 

advocating classical liberaiism believe that governments hamper market cornpetition by 
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implementing high tariffs in order to discourage irnpons. or by creating monopolies of 

favoured interest. In general they believe the market alone can soive the process of dismbu- 

tion best (p. 85). Classical liberais believe, as mentioued, that the state should not have a 

mandate of correcting the inequalities that arise from the market place. This is because 

inequality is seen as an inevitable result of ftee cornpetition and meritocracy in the market. In 

addition, these neo-liberals believe that in the long run h~sserffae policies wouid evennially 

benefit the poor (supply-side economics), and. as capital is re-invested, it creates more jobs 

and opportunities (p. 86). 

Advocates of neo-liberalism would argue that the 'coercive state redistribution of wealth 

and income' is inefficient, and that only with the supply/demand mechanism and free 

bargaining can there be the most efficient process of distribution. One who accumulates 

wealth by this mechanism is contributing to the welfare of society and therefore. the state 

should not ùitempt the benefits putatively available to al1 its rnembers. Furthemore. the fact 

that individuals gain in the marketplace is an incentive for individuals to contribute to the 

common good (p. 88-9). Neo-liberals repudiate the idea of redistribution of wealth and 

income because this violates the concept of equality of rights. where the property of every 

individual is protected regardless of the wealth one possesses (p. 89). Further. some neo- 

liberals such as Hayek. who we will look at below, would contend that state intederence 

(welfare state) in the competitive market debiiitates fieedom and paves the path to a totalitarian 

society. Today well k n o m  neo-liberals such as Gilder. Friedman and others espouse the sarne 

views as Locke and Adam Smith did, and believe that individual freedom is the most efficient 

ideology in society and that no cenaai powers can solve problems of distribution (p. 85). 
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Hayek and other neo-liberals accentuate the importance of Ereedom in economic affairs, 

i.e., individuais should, as Adam Smith also believed. have the fieedorn to produce for a given 

demand and to sel1 for more than the cost of production in order to make a profit. The 

iiadividual producer should think for hislher own gain (possessive individualisrn) . b y having 

unrestricted made (govemment policies of no state interference. no regulaaon. no limited 

amount of taxation or no taxation at ail). and the equal oppoRunity to engage in the economic 

sphere (Hayek. 1944. pp. 13-14). 

Capitalkm and democracy. according to Hayek. are inseparable and the latter extends 

individual freedom. Democracy in the neo-liberal context suives for equality and freedom, 

w hereas socialism proceeds towards equality w ith restraint (p. 24). 

Hayek goes on to assert that it is through laisser-faire economics rhat ensures the best 

possible use of forces of competition and the coordination of human efforts and it is effective 

cornpetition that is a better way to guide individual efforts. Classical liberalism regards 

competition to be superior to any other economic system not only because it is efficient. and 

beneficid for vimially aii coasumers, but because the activities and adjustments through this 

method are done without coercion or through the arbitrary intervention of the state (Hayek, 

1944. p. 36). Within this kind of system, no one is dictathg. thus the market rnakes no 

judgements - it is amoral. Cornpetition dispenses the need for 'consciws social control'. An 

individual under this system would decide on their own whether the prospects or profitability 

of a particular occupation is sufficient to compensate the risks. or whether it is 

disadvantageous (p. 36). 

It is through cornpetition as a principle of social organization that coercive interference in 
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economic life are precluded. People within a private market economy should be free to 

produce. sel1 or buy any commodity. Moreover, entry into trading, producing and s e l u  

should be open to al1 individuals on quai terms and the law should ensure the protection of 

individuais frorn the interference of others who also participate in the market economy. 

Finally, the oniy acceptable state interference should be the provision of knowledge to 

entrepreneurs, in order to encourage them with their plans (pp. 37. 8 1). 

Conversely, Hayek notes that having a system where prices and the quantities of 

commodities are conuolled undermines competition and in the effective CO-ordination of the 

producers' efforts. This is due to the q g e n t  that if prices cease to change due to 

monopolies. individual cornpetitors would not adapt. hence diis would not be conducive to 

consumers in terms of the price of goods. Funher, this would also not be good in terms of 

efficiency - no incentive to buy new technology and refme and produce more goods. which 

in the long run benefit al1 in society (p. 37). 

Within a decentralized private market economy, there exists the co-ordination of separate 

agencies who are frre to adjust their activities to the knowledge they have accumulateci, so that 

they can consequentiy modify their plans and act. Each individual entrepreneur in a private 

market economy would decide how and what to produce. This in itself makes the market 

efficient since investors typically respond based on the demand. as well as their knowtedge 

and particuiar market interest. Conversely, a centralized system which CO-ordinates 

production and distribution becornes cumbenome and less responsive to the demands of 

society. However, the pnvate market compels producen (entrepreneurs) to purchase new 

techwlogy and knowledge in order to adapt to economic changes. This competition unleashes 
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productivity because it creates an incentive to outdo the competitor (p. 49). Within a private 

market economy there exists responsiveness to the market due CO the demand, efficiency due 

to cornpetition. and the freedom to decide without any authority . The capitalkt system creates 

an incentive structure which hamesses self-interest and meets the demands of others via the 

market. 

Hayek points out that to direct activities to implementing a plan subordinates the individual 

to the planner and their ethical code. In a ' free ' society . the market is not prejudiced and does 

not operate by planning and adhering to an ethical code. That is. when an entrepreneur sells 

hisher go& there should be no ideologies hampering the enuepreneurial spirit on how and 

what to produce for the market. For this reason alone. Hayek rnaintains. people under capit- 

alism are not subject to patenialisrn and authoritarianism (p. 57). 

Individuals should follow their own values. beliefs and tastes. rather than be subject to the 

dictates of others, or. in this case. the state planner. The individual ought to govern hisfher 

actions alone. because having values irnposed cannot be considered to be individual economic 

freedorn in the classical liberal sense (p. 59). 

The above discussion has demonstrated that Frederich Hayek, a well known classical 

liberal, argueci that cenaal control of economic activity leads to the development of a 

totalitarian state. It is within a totalitanan state that the individual interest is subordinated to 

the cenaal planning of the state. This kind of a state would use various methods. including 
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coercion if necessary to deprive individuals of the freedom of choice. Here Hayek is referring 

to individu& having the freedom to produce for private gain and for a given demand. 

According to hirn this freedorn would not exist ursder a socialist system (Hayek. 1944. pp. 

viii. xiii). For Hayek, the inevitable consequence of socialist planning would be 

totalitarianism. and therefore concludesi that. 'socialism can be put into practice only by 

methods of which most socialists dkapprove' (p. xvii). Hayek makes the argument that there 

are many people who value the ends of socialism. but refuse to support it because of the 

possible methods proposed by a socialist state that would undermine other values and fieedoms 

of people (p. 33). Hayek views socialism as a regirnentation of economic life. and in order 

for the socialist state to support itself it must implement oppressive and tyrannical mesures 

(p- 34)- 

For Hayek. planning paves the road to dictatonhip and dictatonhips are the most ef fdve  

instrument to coerce and enforce ideals, thus they are essential for central planning to operate 

(p. 70). Within a planned economy there is no impanialicy, thus the state may take sides by 

deciding and imposing upon the people what their needs are. The state may become a 'moral' 

institution, where it imposes its views on its members (p. 77). In a planned economy. the 

complex system of economic actkities is consciously directeci by 'experts'. Plamers or 

socialists contend that rewards or incentives through the provisions of money c m  be 

substituted by the offering of betkr housing, food. oppornuiities in travel. education and more 

participatory democracy. However. as Hayek points out, this would mean that under a 

p l m e d  economy, people would not be allowed to choose because everything is already 

piamed and there is a fuced reward (pp. 89-90). State planning can be interpreted as the 
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controi of people's ends or goals. Additionally. if the state or planner has control of the 

means, then they would determine how the ends are to be served (p. 92). In summation. 

classical liberaiism contends that within a planned economy , people cannot chwse what to 

buy, or in what quantities. since the authorities control production and distribution. 

As mentioncd previously, in a competitive and 'free' society people can refuse to buy the 

goods of an individual producer in the market and tum to another. However. if there is a 

monopoly, this would not be to the consumer's advantage. A planned economy would 

therefore be considered a powerful monopoly, where it possesses the power to decide what 

is to be given and by what measures (p. 93). Within this system the srate would decide what 

commodities and services are to be available and in what amount. It would have the authority 

to direct distribution to groups or regions, and if it wanted to. could discriminate against a 

group or individual, which in a private market economy would be more difficult to execute 

(P. 93). 

Price in a market economy is determineci by the supplyldemand mechanism and not by the 

conscious will of planners as Ui a command economy. Thus, if buying commodities proves 

to be too expensive in a competitive market, individuals in that society would try someone 

else. Furthemore, in a competitive market economy there are many individuais who 3ct 

independently and competitively, and therefore no one individual has complete power over the 

society. As individuals, people decide whether to work for sorneone for a wage or to start 

their own business. Conversely, ciassical liberal ideology is based on the idea that a 

comrrun<i economy wouid use theV powers to prevent individuals from achieving their goals 

since it is the planners who would dictate to society about what was acceptable to Iike or 



dislike (pp. 94. 104). 

Withîn a competitive market p p l e  have the freedom to choose occupations. Hayek points 

out that within a command economy the temu of employment are thceci by regulating 

numbers. with remuneration prescribed to a set of people. Hayek asserts chat through this 

process citizens are prevented from entering the trade or profession they desire (p. 95). 

According to neo-liberais. such as Hayek, a system based on private property not only 

guarantees freedom for both those who own property and diose who do not, but it also 

provides a poor person the 'opporfunity ' to become wealthy (p. 104). Although. by allowing 

the state to interfere in the market system in order to provide social security. the greater the 

insecurity that is likely to arise. Hayek States that this is due to the idea that it is through the 

authority of the state that the competitive market is regulated and can provide for the 

'privileged', as opposed to those who are increasingly insecure hence are underprivileged. 

Hayek contends that as the number of insecure people in a society rises. the social values of 

society gradually change. What develops is not independence. but security which provides 

rank and stanis. This point is important to make, because according to Hayek and other 

classical liberals, when independence (individualism. one of their main ideas) is disparaged 

among the people in a society , then people would not invest and take Nks. Further. people 

would not have individuai initiatives and society would decfea~e its capacity to be creative and 

productive (p. 130). Perhaps more cmcial to Hayek. if individuals in society depend so much 

on the state for social security or welfare, then people would deprecate individual initiatives 

and independent thinking, potentially leaving this task to the will of a despot w i t h  the state. 

Hayek is arguing here that the psychological and material dependence on the state by the 
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people under the name or titie of social security may create a situation where people would 

lose theu freedom and pave the road to a dictatorship. 



Chapter Three 

3.0 Liberal of ofstnbutrve Justice: O *  

An individual's social and economic status rnay in most cases determine theu conception 

of justice and they may feel that their notion of justice is more sensible than another. For 

example, it is a rational assumption that a wealthy individual would consider taxes for welfare 

measures unjust. Conversely, most poor individuals would consider these same taxes just 

(Rawls, 197 1, pp . 17, 19). At the same tirne, it is important to note that there are wealthy 

individuals who favour a progressive tax system so that the poor can be looked after. It is, 

however, questionable whether the majority of wealthy people care for the poor and their 

destitute conditions. Most likely these bourgeois individuals consider the implementation of 

policies such as welfare in order to attain stability as a type of social control in society . 

Fortunately, there are scholars who sincerely consider the poor in society and are 

individuals who should not be perceiveci as supporters of capitalism. One such scholar is John 

Rawls. In his book nieory of Justice (1971) Rawls introduces the notion of refective 

equilibrium. 'Equilibnum' refers to the various principles and judgements which coincide 

between dBerent srnietal groups and 'reflective' refer to judgements conforming to principles 

that rnay shifi with ever changing conditions or circumstances. Equilibrium is not constant, 

but rather, is unstable, since it is inevitable that conditions change, leading those in a 

contractual situation, for instance, to revise their judgements (p. 20). 

In other words, Rawls may be interpreted as stating that those having different roles and 

28 
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interests, Le., class interestS. may amve at a contractuai agreement. This is equiiibrgim, and 

since circumstances between various groups or classes change. both would have to E-examim 

the circumstances. so that new proposais achieve equilibrium. The new revised principles 

accommodate both parties in the social arrangement. In addition. it is worth noting that it 

appean Rawls' 'reflective equilibrium* principle is materialistic and not idealistic, since a 

contractuai agreement based on a revised proposal, satisfying both parties. derive from 

concrete circumstances experienced by them both. 

The reflecrive equilibrium principle works when rational people advance their inrerests . 
therefore. it is because of reason that two different principles of justice conjoin to fom a 

solution. Justice is 'the virtue of practice*. where there are competing interests, debates and 

persuasion (p. 129). Once principfes are acknowledged. die various parties may conform to 

them. and they would have a sense of justice. by respecting the principles chosen between 

them. If a conception of justice lacks stability or support between the various parties, then a 

different form of justice wiU take precedence. Both parties are assurneci to be rational. in that 

they will commit themselves to an agreement only if they are aware that they would not breach 

it. and do not commit themselves to a hesitant agreement (p. 145). 

Therefore, when both principles or interests are satisfied. their liberties are secured and 

everyone benefits by social cooperation. For Rawls. there mut  be an allegiance to this social 

system in order for everyone to benefit. However. allegiance to this social arrangement 

demand that some have 'advantages' for the greater good of the whole. The system will be 

unstable, unless those making sacrifices identify with inrests beyond their own (pp. 177-8). 

It seem that Rads suggests that sacrifices may be necessary by any group or pany within 
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a social arrangement, so long as it bene= society as a whole. Society benefits when there is 

stability between groups (no contiicts). and when the expectations of the least advantaged in 

society are satisfied - this king the difference p ~ c i p l e  which is examined at length in his 

book meory of Justice (1971). 

John Rawls' Theory of Justice (1971) focuses on the principle of equaiity of opportunity 

and with what he calls the 'difference p~c ip le ' .  This p ~ c i p l e  provides, according to Rawls. 

the equal opportunity for every individual to hirther themselves and participate politically, 

irrespective of the social and economic inequalities that exist within the system. Rawls goes 

on to argue that under this mode1 where equal liberty of opportunity exists. the higher 

expectations of rewards to individuals who are better off, are realized oniy if these higher 

expectations improves the well king of the lower echelons of society. As Rawls himself said: 

The intuitive idea is that the social order is not to estabiish and 
secure the more attractive prospects of those better off unless doing 
so is to the advantage of those less fortunate (p. 75). 

Therefore, individuals who are memben of the entrepreneurid class have a better prospect 

than those who do not own the means of production or the class of unskiiled labourers. 

Accocding to Rawls, this bquaüty can only be justifiable if the expectations of difference are 

beneficial to the individual who is wone. in this case the individual who does w t  own capital 

or is a member of the unskiiled labour force (p. 78). Rawls contends that by having the 

principles of equal opportunity and liberty, entrepreneurs are given the expectation of king 
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rewarded, thus encouraging them to do things which in the long run enhances the lives of the 

labouring classes. Only if this incentive. when provided to the entrepreneurhi class, releases 

the quaiities of eficiency and innovation. is it justifiable. This is known as the 'difference 

p ~ c i p l e '  and. according to Rawls. inequalities in society can only be sanctioned if the 

greatest good or benefit is provided to the least advantaged - the unskilled labourers and 

preslrmably, the unemployed. For Rawls. the difference principle is a maximizing principle, 

providing Liberty and equai oppomnity for individuals to become entrepreneurs if they so 

choose. affording benefits for both classes despite the inequalities. Rawls warrants that the 

difference principle is rantamount to the principle of efficiency and that when the former is 

satisfied. it is impossible that an entrepreneur satisfies his/her expectations while the least 

advanrageci in society does not (p. 79). For Rawls. justice is defined when effkiency and the 

difference principle are 'perfealy filfilied'. Therefore. the difference principle is the notion 

that where al1 individuals. regardless of advantage. fulfil their expectations. with the advan- 

taged having the liberty to possess capital and invest only if it increases the well k ing of the 

poor. And if the basic structure is unjust, then the principles will provide changes that may 

lower the expectations of those who are advantaged. Therefore, democracy would not be 

consistent with the principle of efficiency if this principle does not improve everyone's 

expectations in society (p. 79). As Rawls said. 

Justice is prior to efficiency and requires some changes that are not 
efficient in this sense. Consistency obtains only in the sense that a 
perfectiy just scheme is also efficient (p. 80). 

The difference principle is activateci in a social chain-like procedure. If the expectations of 

the wealthy classes and that of the least favoured are met and satisfied, then the classes in 



between would most likely be satisfied (p.82). 

According to Rawls , justice implies the existence of fundamental rights with duties, and 

the regulation of the social and economic inequalities within a society. Justice implies 

cooperation among people for their mutual advantage. Therefore, the public system would be 

set up so that humans interact together in order to benefit themselves. with the recognition that 

individuals have a right to the share in the proceeds. What an individual can do depends on 

what 'the public rules' say what he/she is entitled to. and a person will be entitled or granted 

on the basis of what slhe does. The distribution process is effected through the expectations 

of society in relationship to the various complex roles that occur (p. 84). Everyone within 

this society is assured the freedom to pursue whatever plan slhe pleases as long there is no 

violation of justice. People would share based on the principle that some can have more than 

others in society as long as the situation of the less fortunate in society is improved (p. 94). 

Rawls points out that if law and government mainrain competitive markets, resources fully 

employed, property and wealth (private property) and an appropriate form of taxation in place. 

then this would guarantee a reasonable minimum for a society. This encompasses the 

assumption that within this system there is equality of opportunity with other liberties 

available. TheMore, it would appear that the resulting distribution of income would satisfy 

the expectations of the difference principle. Liberties and powers are defined by the major 

institutions of society, where the institutions also regulate the distribution of income and 

wealth (p. 92). Rawls would like to see institutions and society in general implement his 

normative view as the alternative to the present day capitalist economic order (p. 87). As 

Rawls wrote, 'as these institutions presently exist they are riddled with grave injustices' (p. 



Rawls acknowledges that within a society practising the principle of equal opportunity, 

with individuais unequai by birth and natural endowment. the result is meritocratic. Here. 

Rawls appears to be saying that he does not believe that it has to lead to a cold-hearted 

mentocracy. As Rawls succinctly said, '1 should like to forestall the objection to principle of 

fair oppornuiity that it leads to a callous meritocratic society' (p. 100). 

Rawls view is the principle of redress, i-e., a creed that acknowledges undeserved 

inequalities by binh and naturai endowments. This principle holds that in order for society 

to treat al1 human beings equal. and provide the notion of equality of opportunity. it is 

hperative diat society provide more attention to those with iess talents and to those who are 

boni to Iess propitious social positions. Rawls' tenet is explicitly a redistributive one. since 

it devotes mources to overcoming birth-kqualities involving social position. For example, 

in applying this principle. greater resources might be spent on education for the 'less 

intelligent' or for the poor rather than for those who are already at an advantage. However, 

the difference principle contends that more resources to the more endowed students is 

p e d s i b l e  only if it improves the long-term expectations of the least favoured. For Rawls. 

in rnaking this decision, education should not be considered in terms of economic efficiency 
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and social welfare, but should be based on the development of culture. so that an individuai 

c m  enjoy and participare in the culture of hisher society and M e r  provide a student with 

a sense of worth (p. 101). 

Rawls points out that even though the redress principle is not the sarne as his difFereace 

principle. it does achieve some of the intent of the former postdate. The difference principle 

is an agreement of distribution according to natural talents as a common asset. Therefore. 

those who have k e n  blessed by name or corne fkom privileged backgrounds. are permitted 

to gain from their good fortune only if their gain improves the lot of those not as forninate 

(p. O 1). Advantaged individuals are not to gain because they are naturaily gifleci. but rather 

are provided with more in order to cover the costs of their education and for applying their 

endowments to assist those less blessed in society (p. 102). 

The difference principle also incorporates the notion of reciprocity . Le.. an ethic based on 

mutual benefit. Within a social structure that adheres to the difference principle. each 

individual accepts their current social position. knowing full well that those individuals 

receiving more contribute to those who are least favoured (p. 103). Consider. for example. 

A and B, with B king the individual who is Less favoured. Now let it be that B can accept 

A's king better off with A's advantages improving the prospects of B. Therefore. if A was 

not aliowed the better position, then B may have been worse of than her present condition. 

The weii-being of both hdividuals depends on the social cooperation of both and that one 

c a ~ o t  do without the other, the difference principle seems to be fair, since those better 

endowed or more fortunate, cooperate with those l e s  fortunate in order to achieve the 

conditions that are favourable to al1 members of society (p. 103). If we observe the crimes 
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of the disadvantaged and rnarginalized, it reflects an anger and determinauon to 'make society 

pay ' for rejecting them. This coincides with Rawls' view that if positive reciprocity fails to 

occur and where the self-interested actions of those advantaged in society fail to provide 

opportunities for the least advantaged. the poor. then the latter will act antagonistically and 

desmictively because society has failed to include them. 

Funhermore. Rawls implicitly asserts that by not adhering to the difference primiple, 

which rnay mean an unrestricted market economy, that a society has a tendency towards a 

'callous meritocracy ' . This social order adheres to the principle of 'equality of oppominity ' 

where those with talents gain econornically and politically. Under this social order there is 

a great disparity between the upper and lower classes in reference not oniy to econornics but 

political authority. Therefore. the culture of the poor is debased while that of the 'goveming 

and techwcratic elite' is secureci, based on their economic and political power. In this context 

'equality of opportunity ' means that there lies the opportunity to leave the less fortunate in 

society behind (p. 106). Through a carehil reading of Rawls one can discem that he refutes 

the core notion of market equality (classical liberalism) as king adequate for a jusr society. 

A society implementing the differeoce principle could possibly be transfomeci into one of 

mutuai cooperation and respect. Under this social arrangement. the conficlence of the least 

advantaged wouid be sought, which in turn would limit hierarchy and inequality . For 

example. resources in education would be aiiocated not only to provide trainhg and schooling 

that would ultimately be used for work. but assets should also be allocated to e ~ c h  the 

personal and social life of every citizen. including the less gifted, and as society progressed 

this tenet would be redked to a greater extent (p. 107). 
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Rawls has also outiined these principles as ones for individuals to foiiow. as king the 

cornponents necessary for his normative view to function properly. Every individual is 

required to do their part in the social order as defined by the laws or rules of its institutions. 

Two conditions must be satisfied. First. institutions are deemed just through satisfying the 

two principles of justice. the ciifference principle and equality of opportunity; and second. the 

individual has voluntarily accepted the arrangements and benefits wirhin the sociai structure 

( p  1 1 2  Rawls* main theme is the idea that when a nurnber of individuals in society engage 

in a cooperative project, in accordance to the niles. and when people restrict their freedoms 

in order to provide advantages to ail, then those who have restricted their freedoms have a 

right to have others submit to them, since the least advantaged have benefired from those 

individuals who have acquiesced to restrictions. As Rawls notes. 'We are not to gain from 

the cooperative labours of othen without doing our fair share' (p. 112). Therefore. each 

individual has an obligation within this social order. However. this presupposes that the 

society is just. 

To extend the issue of rights and responsibilities. the left should also emphasize their 

responsibilities and not restrict themselves to claiming of rights. For example, people should 

have the responsibility to conmbute to the common good (tlirough taxes). no< to take 

advantage of the poor but to help them, and not to r e m  them. People should also participate 

in the political and social responsibilities of their community . These are responsibilities of 

'socialist citizenship' . 



Political economy is concemed with the public sector and how institutions regulate the 

economy, through the structure of the markets, taxation, and property x-ights. An economic 

system manages what is king produced and through what medium, who receives benefits and 

for what contributions. It is also responsible for determining the involvement of its members 

in how much of its social resources are allocated to savings, CO pnvate consumption, to public 

go& (consumption), and reinvestment in the means of production. 

Before going further there must be a distinction made between cwo aspects of the public 

sector, the socialist mode of production and the private owning of property. The first aspect, 

the sociaiist mode of production, most or al1 the rneans of production is owned and controlled 

by the state or collectively, with private property kept subordinate. Govenunent owned f m  

may be controlled by state offxcials or by workers' councils. Conversely. in a private 

ownership economy, private property is the dorninate relation, with public ownership being 

subordinate or secondary. 

A public good has two amibutes, an invisible one and a public one. That is, the public 

good is not administered through the privaïe route, but through the state or collective in order 

to ensure that aU members of society have access and services. Rawls does state tbat the 

quantity of goods cannot be divided up as private goods by having individuals purchase them 

through the market in accordance with their preference. Liberals and conservatives debate on 

what ought to be a public good versus private production via the market. Most people would 

not accept a situation, for example, of health care and education where access is determineci 
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simply by the ability to pay. This is an example of underminhg a public good that violates 

Rawls' difference principle. Rawls provides the example of 'full indivisibility' as a public 

good in defence of a nation against invaders. All members of society should be pmvided with 

this good equally (p. 266). This indivisibility and public utility or good is not m g e d  

through the market, but planned and secured through the political process (p. 267). 

Another criterion of a public good is what economists cal1 'extemalities' - the by-product 

of any process of production or consurnption which effects a community or society. Within 

a free market economy, where various parties enter into private contractuai relations with one 

another, or simply buy and sel1 producu on an open market, how are third parties. or the 

public-at-large protected from harmfüi spili over effect of those private activities? This is the 

problem of externalities, where there is no incentive to prevent or minimize these hazardous 

effects. In addition. given the nature of cornpetition under capitalism. self-regulating 

corporations are corrupted by the profit motive in so far as the end product can be produced 

more cheaply when the aftermath of noxious by-products are ignored. Cornpetition within an 

industry compeis companies to poUute the enviromnent so that the go& produced can be sold 

more cheaply. This is the reason why the state intervenes and regulates by fining those 

responsible to ensure the safety of the public.. This is the impiementation of a good in order 

to prevent widespread effeca to society as a whole. For exampie. polio and niberculosis shots 

are maridatory for children because these diseases could spread to others. Therefore, thk pu- 

blic good is not optional since they are extefaalities. 

The third criterion of a public good is a 'nanirai monopoly'. Here. since there is no 

private producer providing a service or public go&, the state steps in to provide for the 
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market imtead. Water nipply, hydroelectric power. and road systems are good examples of 

a 'naniral monopoly'. Here, the municipaiity, province or state is the single provider. AU 

the above mentioned are public good(s) that are operateci and managed through the state. 

From this analysis, Rawls questions the utility process as it is executed through the state. 

He questions whether the public good may contribute to the problem of the 'free-rider', where 

there is the incentive to consume. but no incentive to conmbute. He goes on to suggest that 

where a society has a large population, there is the temptation arnong Mividuals not to 

conmbute as they benefit from the public utilities. In odier words. these individuals would 

avoid doing their part and yet benefit from the collective good regardless of their 

contribution. These individuals would breach the principte of reciprocity which Rawls 

discussed. Nevertheless. those who do wt contribute do not decrease the public utility 

designateci to them. In other words, even though ' free-riden' may not contribute and benefit 

from society's labour through welfare policies. this does not imply that public utility will 

decrease. 

It is important to note here that all  economies and societies have the 'free rider' problem. 

However, the challenge for socialkt advocates is how do we induce individuais to conmbute 

and what is done with those who solely consume but do not contribute to society? This is a 

legitimate and fair question which 1 do not have the answer for. but 1 cm suggest that this 

problem may be rectified under socialism, by having the rest of society democraticaiiy conduct 

collective discussion on the issue. Complex problems and questions that penain to this matter 

cannot be resolved by one individual. 1 think the collective or society as a whole may resolve 

this problem if society adopa and strives for the politics of socialism. 
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The capitalist economy does, however, provide an answer for the problem of the non- 

contributor. If you don't work, y011 aren't paid and life becomes unpleasant, and that is seen 

as fair. There are debates over the unemployed: whether they do not want to work because 

they are lazy ('fm nders'). or becaw there are not enough jobs. and therefore should not 

be accused of being lazy. since they are king de& the oppoitunity to work, and pay their 

own way. 

Rawls believes that the market should be the mechanism determining how goods are to be 

allocated and that any other way would be burdensome. As he stated. 'al1 regimes will 

norrnally use the market to ration out the consumption goods acnially produced.. .any other 

procedure is administratively cumbersome' (p. 270). Furthemore, under private property 

systems, he argues, individuals are allowed to choose their occupation. whiie under command 

economies this -dom is usually not guaranteed (p. 27 1). k w i s  dso contends that under 

the market there is the given that decisions are made for savings and investment. but also that 

a portion of the national wealth that is created is set aside for funire generations and for 

irremediable injuries. A collective decision would detennine this fund through taxation while 

investment would solely be lefi to individual f i .  Here, Rawls is advocating a rnixed 

economy, where collective goods are paid for by taxation and pnvate goods are paid by 

incorne and savings. Many modem economies such as those in western Europe operate this 

way and are hown as capitalist welfare States, though collective goods vary from one 

capitalist state to another. 

For Rawls, the socialist system can use one of the advanmges that the capitalist system 

possesses - efficiency (p. 271). Under capitalism, cornpetition compels f i  to improve their 
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productive methods, which in the end results in lower prices for consumers. This is consistent 

with Rawls' principle theory mentioned before, that is, if entrepreneurs (advantaged 

individuals) benefit by profiting through cornpetition. then the least advantaged in society 

(unskilied labourers) also benefit by aquiring the goods produced in the market at low p r i a  

and having the right to choose between alternative goods. 

Another and perhaps more salient advantage of the market system put forward by Rawls 

is the equal liberties anci fair equality of opporninity that does exist. Citizens are more fkee 

to choose their careea and occupations and under a market economy forced labour ceases to 

exist, with economic power king decencralized (p. 272). Furthemore. under a market 

economy, liberty of conscience and the fkeedom of thought are present with political W o m s  

also king mainrÿined. The govermnent empowers the potential for fairness for every citizen 

by providing equality of opportunity. For example, the capitalist state ought to ensure the 

equal chances of education and culaire to its citizens by running public schools . Some States 

also enforce equality of opporninity within the economic sphere, by implementing affirmative 

action policies. In addition, the capitalist state guarantees a social minimum wage by 

providing family aliowances and payments for sickness and unemployment (p. 275). 

However, Rawls does acknowledge the h w s  within capitalism itself. As an illustration, 

he dws recognize market failures, monopolies and lack of information, but contends tha? the 

existing arrangements should change and proceed towards ' idealized' arrangements w henever 

govemments perceive that capitalisrn is moving towarâs gross inequalities and inequities (p. 

272). 

Rawls recognizes that within a cornpetitive market, no consideration is given to the 
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society's social needs, therefore he would suggest thar the market economy cannot operate 

alone in the economy (p. 276). He impiies that it is rational to preserve or implement policies 

that keep in check a market economy that has the likelihood of becoming unjust. Since the 

market is not capable of meeting the needs of some people. then the state shouid have agencies 

or government branches that tramfer resources in order to increase their expectations - that 

is providing the social minimum for the least advantaged in society. 

Such resources are accurnulated by the state through taxation. The purpose of tax 

accumulation by the capitalist state is to continually correct the distribution of wealth and to 

prevent the concentration of power by a few. that would jeopardise political liberty and 

equality of o p p o d t y  for the rest of the society . A deregulated market economy has the 

tendency of concentrating wealth in a few individuals. This vansfer of wealth to a few people 

in the economy may harm the least advantaged, Rawls counsels, because economic wealth may 

vitiate the democratic process, hence resources may not be allocated for public good, which 

then restricts the notion of equality of opportunity for those less able to attain education and 

adequate heaithcare, etc. According to Rawls. keeping a market system in check is 

indispensable in order for the equality of iiberties to be present (p. 277). 

Rawls submits that unequal inheritmce of wealth is permitted within his mode1 only if the 

inequalities are conmbutory to the least fortunate and is compatible with equality of 

opportunity and liberty. In other words, if inequaiities provide the equal opportunity to the 

least fortunate in society, then the inequlities denved from inheritance would be permittexi 

by the state (p. 278). Rawls contends that inheritance wealth is subject to taxation in order 

to contribute to the collective good or public goai necessary for the least advantaged in 
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sociecy. This argument is ÜuitamoUIlt to the belief that labourers benefit by supporthg the 

capitalkt but limitbg what they can do, in other words. the nch can assist the working ciass 

by providing them a job in order to subsist. Capitalist profit or inequality which includes 

wealth by inheritarirr~: can only be justified under Rawls' difference principle, where the larger 

objective is to satisfy ali members of society. Therefore. providing jobs to those who need 

money is vital in order to justify capitalism. 

As rnentioned above, equality of oppommity implies that the state and its institutions 

assure everyom in society similar prospects for education and culture. According to Rawls 

these institutions would be undermineci if the concentration of economic power reached its 

1 imits - furthemore, political liberty would be undennined and representative democracy 

would cease to exist. Taxation by the state is necessary to prevent this from occurring. Rawls 

propounds that the state has to depend on theory and good sense in order to acknowledge when 

the limits of justice is in jeopardy, so that policies would be implemented in order to rectify 

problems of this name (p. 278). 

Therefore, under Rawls* model. taxation is indispensable in order for the govemment to 

fulN payments that are necessary to satisfy the 'difference principle'. Taxation under this 

design would M e r  be in accordance with how much a person purchases. or, there would 

be a progressive incorne tax system in place. In order for justice to be maintained under 

Rawls* model, there mut be inheritaace and progressive income taxes (p. 279). Rawls' 

model society achieves distributive justice, since the least advantaged in society have their 

expectations met - the social minimum. Furthemore. his model shouid have the effect of 

silencing the socialkt critics of the market economy (p. 280). 
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Although Rawls' normative view of distributive justice is to bring the existing capitalist 

rea i i~  towards equity, his difference principle may ironicaliy be tantamou to the neo-liberal 

view of justice which is economic growth and prosperity for al1 classes. The reason 1 term 

this 'ironic' is due to the idea that even though Rawls' theory of distributive justice is a 

postdate which resaains the market eMnomy by having the state and i~ institutions interfere. 

his dinerence principle of justice may be interpreted differently and have the opposite effect 

of what his philosophy is proposing. For example. consider the saying, 'what's good for 

General Moton is good for the countryT. Neo-liberal advocates may apply Rawls' difference 

principle by suggesting that if the state reduces taxes. deregulates. cut programs and become 

more efficient and smaller, that the ramifications would not ody be higher profits and 

economic growth, but that the least advantaged individuals in society would be satisfied also. 

dius 'justice' is attained. Therefore, the irony is that the difference principle was argueci by 

Rawls to restrain the market economy, yet the very sarne principle may be utilized by neo- 

liberals to rationalize a normative vision (supply-side ecowrnics). This in no way is a critique 

of Rawls, since everyone is famiiiar with his view. but an observation that 1 found worth 

pointing out. However, just to reiterate, Rawls' conditions are satisfied when capitalist profits 

and the difference principle are coherent . 



Chapter Four 

In this section a normative view of democratic socialism witl be outlined by lookhg at the 

work of Carol Gould, who demonstrates that under democratic socialism a balance between 

collective and individual rights is feasibie without one excluding the other. In other words, 

having one f o m  of human rights outweighing the other prohibits the possibility of attaining 

democratic socialism. Therefore, it is vital that civil liberties and collective nghts are 

balanced when considering a blueprint for this new social structure. 

For a democratic socialist order to be reaiized. the following individual civil Iiberties 

would be essentiai: freedom of assembly , freedorn of speech, &dom of movement, freedom 

of religion and fkdorn to own property. Furthemore, under this system the judicial system 

would be fair by adhering to the statement that one is innocent until proven otherwise. 

Additionally, there are collective rights. This means that every individual under democratic 

socialism owns the means of production through the state, so that they democraticaily decide 

what to produce and how to allocate the miirs of their labour. This collective process ensures 

that every individual in society be given their basic needs by dint of king human. 

Classical liberais contend that equality undermines freedom, and so their main concern is 

the right to liberty in a cornpetitive market economy, however socialists have also made the 

justified argument that within a cornpetitive market economy freedom and equality of 

45 
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opporninity, the very notion that liberais hold so dear. may be vitiated (Gouid, 1988, p. 3 1). 

The civil likrties that have been outiined are derived from the traditional theories of 

individual liberty and democracy. However, these conventional principles have been criticized 

for restricting their analysis to the politicai and jwidical equality and excluding social and 

economic nghts. In order to provide for social and economic rights. some critics have 

proposed democratic renewal, where people would control their own lives. 

Carol Gould points out that the concept of freedom is defined not only as the absence of 

constraint, but as the 'availability of social and material conditions'. so that individuals can 

achieve their plans (p. 32). The requisite of king free is the absence of external constraints, 

enabling one to exercise choice. To realize the choices. the means musr be there (p. 35). It 

is reasonabie to point out that for someone in society to have the basic necessities of life such 

as adequate shelter, food, and clothing one m u t  have a job. However. many individuals 

under capitalism do not have the choice of even attaining the basic necessities that every 

human king needs. This is the absence of fkeedom, where one can abstractly claim that it is 

possible to acquire their choices but are prohibited because there are limitations to their 

choices . 

The traditional liberal view of freedom defines it as the exclusion of extemal constraints. 

This is also h o w n  as 'negative fieedom', which is defineci in a different context than Carol 

Gould's defdtion of the same term. As mentioned. the liberal notion of negative -dom 

presupposes free choice, but is distinguished from the acniai reality of making choices. since 

there are limitations within the fieedoms that exist. For Gould, negative kexxiom entails 

someone making a choice, but king precluded by external impediments or not having the 



means to achieve their choice (p. 36). 

Gould provides an alternative to the liberal view of freedom which I think is feasible in 

practice under a socialist mode of production. She contends that positive freedom would be 

the condition enabling an individual to achieve hislher personal goalls. Gould gives an 

example that is expenemed under a market emnomy - unemployment. She argues that if an 

individual is free to choose a profession, but the= are no jobs available in this particular field, 

rhen choice is consequently limited. For Gould, there must be the enabling factor in order for 

one to make a positive freedom (p.38). There must be the necessary condition for an 

individual to realize their choice. and not al1 choices are realizable, since some fields rnay be 

filled before everyone can be accomrnodated. Without these necessary conditions. &dom 

is lirnited, and thereîore, people's goals become constrained. This may be the case in a 

market economy where many people are excluded from a Iivelihood because there are no jobs. 

Therefore. if there is no employment. a prerequisite to attaining goods and self-respect. then 

an individual's freedom is severely restricted since his/her goals c m o t  be realized. This is 

'negative freedom' in the context tbat Carol Gould defines it. 

Nonetheless, the concept of negative freedom could be expanded to include economic 

exploitation and social domination, since these are impediments additionally imposeci on 

individuais. Poverty or the lack of schooling, due to the fact that there is no meam to pay for 

a good education may be a further restriction to liberty (p. 39). 

Positive fieedom. on the other hand, stresses the importance of availability of the 

materialities and the social conditions necessary for freedorn to be realized. The material 

conditions necessary for the continued existence of human beings are a means of subsistence 
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or labour and leisure. Obligatory social conditions include social interaction. reciprocal 

recognition, access to healthcare and education. 

Negative freedom or the 'freedom from constraints' is essential for individuals to have 

civil liberties d political freedorn (p. 41). This c m  also refer to positive freedom. where 

there is the freedom for individuals to develop themselves, band together. to pressure and 

replace the government. However, through political and economic domination a nation's 

citizem are limited in the development of society under the liberal theory of freedom (p. 42). 

individual liberty (sel f-developrnent) is compatible w ith the col l a  tive interes t . Indiv idual 

liberty under democratic socialism is attained if hislher liberty does not exploit or aiienate 

others. For example. under this system individuals have the right to accumulate personal 

property, but personal property cannot be put to use in order to exploit others in society. 

However. it is worth p o i n ~ g  out that the wealth created today . through the contract between 

labour and capital is not defmed as exploitative relations. Therefore. in a bourgeois legal 

order as long as people freely enter into a contract. such as employment by their own free 

will, the unequal results of that relationship are legal, in other words. contractuai free 

exploitation is legal. Although it is diffidt to prove. it is my belief. that these relations under 

capitalism are exploitative as is defined within the labour theory of value. 

Nevertheless, Gould contends in her normative view, that if an individual did take this 

route. where helshe would exploit or alienate othen, then he or she would be denied the 

support of fellow citizens and the social and material access that are indispensable for self- 

development (p. 52). This is an example of reciprocity between the individual and the 

collective. A p ~ c i p l e  to be learned here is that 'harming others harms oneself (p. 53). 
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Gould couid possibiy mean that initially, people would have the advantage, but this would be 

short-lived. In other words, one rnay take advantage of a situation in the short term. but in 

the long nin it may not be advantageous. This short-sighted vision is one of selfûhness. 

Another objection to this normative argument is that coercion itself can be used by an 

individual for h i s k r  own selfdevelopment. However. the coercer would be so pre-occupied 

with domination or exploitation that hisher selfdevelopment would be diverted. There rnay 

be an incentive to take advantage of othen. however. in understanding Gould's judgment, this 

short sighted self interest act rnay not 1st  forever. In short. exploiters do not last forever. 

Therefore. the principle of justice connotes the principle of equal rights to the condition 

of selfdevelopment or as Gould refers to - equal positive fieedom (p. 60). As was mention& 

before, the traditional liberal democratic theory restricts the principle of equal rights to 

politifal equaiity ( equality of voting) and to civil liberties and rights (p. 60). However. the 

principle of equal rights should not be only political but should extend to include equal rights 

to the social and economic spheres of life (p. 6 1). 

The common activity under democratic socialism is the cooperation of individuals and 

collective groups toward the realization of a goal or ends which satisfies them all. For 

exampie, economic production and political activities require cooperation. Indhiduals 

experiencing this kind of participation undergo one of the conditions of self-development. The 

fact that individuais interact in the economic planning and political decisions of a society 

enhaaces their own Me and selfdevelopment - they would be autonomous. a part of the state. 

and m e r  develop their social, moral and inteiiectual capacities (p.79). The above irnplies 

that under socialism there would be the rearrangement of the separation of the political and 
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economic spheres of Life that are typical under capitalist socieaes. To recombine them would 

be indispensable under socialism, when the population, through the possibility of holding 

public forums, decides where resources ought to be allocated. It may also be the case uader 

socialism the pmcess where the polity and the economy are combined take its shape auto&- 

caliy . 

Traditional liberal politicai philosophy has defined democracy as direct participation or 

representation. AU individuals have political rights and civil libenies, which implies that aii  

individuais, with the exception of minors and in some places prisoners. have these 

prerogatives irrespective of the social and economic difference that exists. This fieedom 

without constraku is seen as democracy, and the state sanctions and protects these rights, with 

elections king held every four or five years (p. 81). The liberal view of democracy is 

restricted to politics and civil liberties, and to a certain extent democracy does corne across 

the social or economic spheres of society. Workers. for example, have gained the nght to 

organize themselves with the formation of trade unions. This is a civil right of assembiy and 

collective bargaining that cuts across the labour market's pattern of treating everyone as 

individuals and making economic gains. The employers have the right to manage the 

enterprise in order to maximize the value of shareholders - this also is legal. However, it is 

fair to suggest that the legal authority protecting the profit system is not democratic, since 

employees are wt legally swtioned to be participants in the decision-making direction of the 

firm. Finns are not orgaaized through democratic prhiples and are not required to be by Law. 

Furthemore, the hl.aditi0na.I liberal view sees the state as a neutrai player. which protects 

the civil li'berties and rights of individuals from others who rnay attempt to violate them. As 
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bas ken refened to previously, there are two versions of liberdisni concerneci with the role 

of the government or state in regard to the private domain of its citizens. The first fom is 

Neo-liberalism or neo-conse~atism, as it is kmwn in North America has argued for the non- 

interference of States in the markets. However. the development of welfare state programs, 

nich as U.I. C., C.P.P. and the minimum wage, which were initiateci and promoted by refonn 

liberals, was a massive interference in private market relations. These benefits have al1 been 

changed by goveniments in recent yean, therefore. liberalism is divided on this question. 

Rawis. as we have observed is a liberal who clearly argued that an unregulated free market 

would not meet his differeace principle because the poor are excludeci. It may be fair to 

caîegorize Rawls as a refom liberal. The second variant of liberalism. mentioned in Chapter 

Two is classical liberalkm which involved 19th cenniry laisser-faire principles and contends 

that market outcornes are both fair and efficient and that the state shoutd not interfere in the 

private, as well as the economic domain of its citizens (p. 82). 

However, it could be argued that the central tenet of the traditional liberal theory of 

political rights may be weak. The liberal political theory that all citizens have equal political 

rights is besmirched because many people lack the political or institutional means to exercise 

their rights. For example, in contemporary liberal democracirs, effective participation in 

politics and decision making depends on one's access to economic means- the rich provide 

literally millions of dollars to candidates who represent their views during elections through 

advertisement and meciia t h e .  In addition, the wealthy have the means and t h e  to organize 

lobby groups and pressure govermnents to adhere to certain policies that would be conducive 

to capital. The apathy of the electorate, especially among the poor, is an experience of 
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poLiticaI marginaüzation and powerlessness in many liberal democratic counÛies (p. 83). It 

seems that Gould argues that economic inequaiities also translates into political oms under a 

liberal democracy . 

Gould defines dernocracy as a system which incorporates individual rights to vote and the 

inclusion of civil Li'berties. This means: a) that Gould values these rights aad seeks to preserve 

them; 2) and she would not cal1 one-party States democratic since voten would not have a 

choice of political parties. Funhermore. she combines equal tights with the social and 

economic conditions of selfdevelopment. Democracy implies that every person engaging in 

the comrnon activity of society has the equal politicai. social and economic conditions for them 

to develop (p. 84). Here, Gould is defining democracy more fully rhan the present situation, 

where liberal societies today possess some undemocratic aspects and are far from king full 

democracies . 

Nevertheless. according to Gould, individuals can. under her mode1 have their persona1 

liberties realised, and at the same the  smve for a collective purpose with society on issues 

such as politics , econornics. health, and education. Every individual should participate in 

politics, so that society c m  plan needs and allocation for a sociaiist system. Therefore. both 

the collective purpose and individuai rights are wt mutuaily exclusive under this normative 

vision. 

Gould then strengthens her argument by contending that if individuais have an equal right 

to determine their actions, and if individuals engage in common activity as one of the 

requisites of an individual's selfaevelopment (realizing their rights to be attained concretely), 

then it wouid only rnake seme that individuals would participate in the conwon, cwperative 
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activities of society where collective aod individual rights are expresseci (p. 84). Therefore, 

common activity in the social, political and economic sphere of society is the condition for 

individual self-developrnent. Since there is an equal right to the conditions of selfdeve@- 

ment, then there is the right to make decisions equaily for the cornmon activity of society (p. 

85). 

4.2 R o g e p n s  for 0 .  

In liberal democratic theory, ownership of private property is a condition available as an 

individual freedom. Convenely. a socialist theory of democracy, is comprised of state 

ownership and control of the means of production as a condition of freedom. The latter is the 

arrangement which 1 would prefer, where the means of production and services are owned and 

controlled by society in order to serve the interest of the people and there may be privatization 

on a smali sale in order to make certain services efficient. Nevertheless, further operational 

policies of this society would be decided by the collective. if this kind of society is ever to be 

realized. 

The liberal theory of property has aiiowed pnvate property ownen to exercise the polity 

over those who do not own the means of production. However, under the former state- 

sociaiist societies of eastern Europe. the bureaucracy had subsumeci the state, where they 

virtually dominateci the social lives of the people, u n d e m g  their democratic rights and 

sovereignty (p. 171). 

The liberal notion of property provides rights that are exclusive - private property gives 
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the right to exclude others from its possession or use and pennits unlimited accumulation of 

capital (p. 172). However. private property and social relations perpetuate the economic and 

social exploitation. Although the labour theory of value cannot be empirically verified, the 

fact is-that the propertyless workers have to sale their labour-power to capitai and h e m  

cannot receive the full value of their labour or wealth that is created (p. 173). 

Under the principle of democratic socialism. the justification of personal property would 

oniy be sanctioned when an individual utilizes hislher possession or property for their own 

happiness. not to be used to dominate aad exploit others (p. 174). However. it is also under 

capitalist relations. that negative freedom (fieedom from constraints) is possible. that would 

enable people to refuse the free entry into relations that would increase their dependence and 

vulnerability . Therefore . the positive freedorns (freedom to realize your goal), could also 

mean the freedom to repudiate the exploitative arrangements. There are for example. two 

conditions which make it hard for individuals to exploit others without the use of force. First. 

there is the security of necessary life provisions so that an individual is not desperate to make 

money by any means they cm. Welfare programs or food stamps are examples of this. 

Second. there is the preference for leisure and self- employment rather than the rat-race of 

working extra houn in order to ~ccumuiate more money. and to buy more commodities that 

are not really necessary - an inclination for a simple life. This is how people today under 

capitalist relations have a positive fieedom. It may be limiteci or constrained due to rnany 

circiimstances , however it does exist nevertheless . 

According to Gould, socialist property-ownership of the means of production and services 

which are subordinated by the collective or people. is the alternative to private property, 
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where the meam of production are sociaiiy owned and does not belong to privare individualS. 

However. individual property is only recognizai as consumer goods but is not exte& to the 

means of production (p. 177). 

In a society that would practice a relative material equality such as socialism, people wouM 

be provided with the tirne. security and resources to use their freedoms, and participate in the 

political process as they wish. Under this economic system it is favourable for those 

individuals who challenge the traditionally saactioned roles. such as patriarchy. to change 

roles when they are no longer econornically dependent on the husband (Cunningham, 1988, 

p. 124). Under socialism, because the system is aimed at the promotion of political and 

economic equality, there may be the possibility of having more cooperation anci respect among 

the people themselves, sinee the values and ideology of society rnay change to a higher level. 

Furthemore, people would recognize that collective production is not oppressive, forcing 

individuals to conf'orm to exisMg social forms. When individuals are free from poverty and 

economic subsewience to others, this would assist individuals to explore for themselves the 

various life-styles and to resist pressure to conform (p. 125). 

Under democratic socialism the polity is organized such that the people would initiate and 

execute legislation, have referenda, recal1, and review legislation that is proposed by the 

elected politiciam (p. 126). Furthexmore, the elected politicians would be subordinate to the 

electorate with people rotating positions of governance. With the technological capabiiities 

we have today, people could decide on various issues on a daily bais and discuss those which 

are more complex in 'town-halls', prior to making a political decision, with their represent- 

ative king subservient to the electorate. 
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Within socialism. which is conceiveci as the transitional stage from capitalkm to 

communism, there is a standard principle in place which p e h  to the measurement of 

labour. This tenet, taken h m  the writing of Karl Marx's Critique of the & t h  Programme 

(1875) is 'nom each according to their abilities to each according to their work'. This 

principle is determined by the duration and intensity of the work done by individuals. 

Given the fact that some individuais are endowed with superior physicd and mental 

attributes, then the equal right to participate under a socialist system rnay have an unequal 

result - one endowed with a superior talent and one having the right to benefit from it. 

Socialism recognizes the unequal attributes of people and the ir productive capacities 

(Abemethy, 1959, p. 194). 

Therefore, socialism sanctions the equal standard principle, 'to each according to thek 

work', which would determine differences in remuneration. keeping in mind that the means 

of production are collectively owned so that the weak or less talented do not suffer. 

Furthemore, within a socialist system people are rewarded not solely on the basis of money. 

It is foreseeable that individuals within this system would be rewarded by recognition, admira- 

tion, respect and other forms of acknowledgment. Surely the socialist project is to lessen 

inequaiity and focus on ail human needs and conmbutions. For example, there is an exception 

to this standard or principie (Le. 'to each according to their work') under democratic 

socialism. if there are two individuals, one who is marrieci with four children and the othtt 

is not and single, and both imlividuals receive the same pay, and ass-g both individuals 

put in the same a m o u  of hours of work or both provided the 'same' intensity in their work. 

it would be clear that the individual who is single would be richer than the other who has to 
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provide for himLcelf and her/his four children (p. 195). Based on the socialist standard. one 

individual would receive more than the other. However. there would be such exceptions 

under socialism for individuals in order for them to fulfil their basic ne& - in this case the 

individual with the children would be provided more resources. 

This example succinctiy demonstrates diat one individuai's right to be rewarded more than 

another on the basis of m e r  greater contribution, based on the physical or mental attriiutes, 

should not supersede the needs of other individuals. Nevenheless. it is only under corn- 

munism, where the abundance of goods is provided to the collective. does the residue of 

bourgeois right become a thought of the pst ,  as society inscribes the communist p ~ c i p l e .  

'from each according to their abilities to each according to their needs'. 

Furthemore. this normative view of a socialist society outlined should not be confused 

with the former state-socialist societies of eastem Europe and the Soviet Union, since these 

regimes practised authoritarianism. where individual's rights becarne usurped by the state. 

The niling bodies in these former state-socialist societies acted essentially as paternalistic 

judges standing above individual citizens and undermining their civil libenies. They 

suppressed aii forms of dissent, thus eradicating the sovereignty of the people. Basically, the 

party subsumed the state and civil liberties. These states failed to realize that the whole in 

itself constifutes individuals, who by discourse and critique (civil liberties) would instead 

rectify aiad strengthen socialism. Instead. these former state-socialist regimes regardeci the 

whole as primary. Therefore, given the umlemocratic practices under these societies. sociai 

property did not belong to the producers, but instead to the dictatorial rule of the bureaucracy 

or party (p. 177). It is worth rethinking and posing the question as to why this tragedy 
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occurred in the former state-socialist systems. One clue or key answer may lie with the fact 

that the lefi denigrated 'bourgeois rights' when these rights had merit in contributhg to the 

construction of the socialist projeet. As these rights werr repudiated. then it was conducive 

for any party or state to usurp power. However. it was also seen that these former state- 

socialist regimes usurpbd collective rights by marginaiizing the soviets. which were made up 

of people with grass-roots power. They substituted the party for the soviets. the central 

committee for the Party, the politûuro for the centrai committee and finally the leader for the 

politburo. Therefore. broadly-based collective leadership diminished within these former 

state-socialist societies. 

. iew of RoDedy 

The alternative view of property provides a balance between personal property rights and 

collective social property. Personal property rights is the right to control things or possessions 

that are required for some area of personal development. C o ~ e ~ t e d  to the right to personai 

property is the right to privacy. However, social propew is the right to control things in 

common for everyone's interest - ie., education, training facilities, hospitals. means of 

production, iind hancial institutions. By common ownership of the meam of production. al1 

collective interests in society would smve towards a communal objective. working towards 

satisfjhg the expectations of s d l e r  segments of the society. The whole in this case would 

mean the entire collective and the parts would designate the groups and individuals which 

make up the collective. As Carol Gould said, 'the social activity connotes iradividuals woriang 
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for a comon  purpose in society' (Gould, 1988, p. MO). This prompts several questions as 

to how the various levels of society could work together and how would the distribution of 

their provisions be coordinated? This is not easy for me to answer, but my attempt here is to 

provide pmposals that could be criticized or refined and used towards the construction a this 

socialist project. First, in order for any economy to be functionai. al1 levels of govermnent 

have to be involved in the collective decision making process. The federal government would 

coordinate trade with other societies afier the population had access to their proposals. 

discussed them and made decisions accordingly. This same process would occur for the 

regional and municipal areas of a country. Within the industrial sectors. workers themselves 

would decide how best to produce the goods that are required from a society. This would also 

need discussion in order to fulfil tasks. It is possible that for this socialist project the 

industrial sectors, schools , work places. residential communi ties and block organizations select 

and elect uieir own candidates to represent themselves at the federal level. From here on the 

elected would make decisions conceming the planning of the economy so as to provide for the 

various levels of government and for society in general. Furthemore, once the elected made 

a proposal they may consult with the electorate so that the quaiity of the idea or proposal 

would be increased by their input and feedback. 

My proposal is that through democracy and with the advanced technology and 

communication systems we possess today it may be possible that economic planning would 

provide the needs for ail the people. It may be the case that for economic trade and for 

national political decisiom, that this socialist mode1 may be cenmst, however when it cornes 

to issues that may not need the collective experience and knowledge of the society, then people 
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may decide to operate through decedization. I realize that the former state- socialist 

systems of the past have fded, in that they no longer exist, but 1 doubt whether they would 

have fded if they had adhered to the arguments put forth by Carol Gould. 

Therefore, under democratic socialism, not only will people have the civil liberties that 

are essentiai for the assertion and preservation of the collective rights, but individuals wiil 

have the right to accumulate and contml personal property for their self-development, needs 

and entertainment, with Limits on the accumulation of wealth. This right, as mentioued before 

should not be extended for purposes of the domination and exploitation of other human beings. 

Persona1 property right shouid be for hisfier own purposes only. and that the possession of 

material t h g s  are necessary and advantageous for the individual's purpose. An additionai 

daim to personal property occurs w k n  the product or object is derived from an individual's 

own labour or activity. Personal property cannot be clahed when a product originates from 

the social labour or activity in which the individual panicipated. People under democratic 

socialisrn would acknowledge the distinction (p. 18 1). 

The distinction outlined above is consistent with positive freedom. where individuals are 

given the nredom to utilize their potentials or capacities to produce a thing for one's own use 

or for his/her consumption. However, as mentionai, this penonal freedom is external- social 

labour should not be transformeci for personal gain. Therefore, it should be noted that not al1 

things or propeaies can be claimed by an individual. For example, the means of production, 

educationai institutions, hospitals. culturai institutions. and parks can rightfully be used by 

individuals, but carmot be owned privately for personal gain (p. 182). 

It is under democratic socialism where the collective interests and penonal interests may 
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be satisfied - even more so under advanced communkm where the productive forces provide 

an abundance for dl, thus satisfying both the individuai rights to persouai property and the 

collective claim to property . However, it is important to note ecological restrictions hem, thus 

limiting the notion of what cornmuniSm could be. Technoiogy, for example, has alleviated 

much work and has made grrat breakrhroughs for humans, but Marxism has failed to look at 

the negative aspects of technology. Furthemore, under this socialist ideal it has been 

proctaimed that the people would possess the right to participate in the decision making 

policies that would pertain to production and dismbution. It is assened that socialism would 

provide the right to work as a condition to the acquisition of personal property and the 

fulfilment of the principie of equal positive freedom or selfdevelopment (p. 184). 

Carol Gould has provided a normative vision of a socialist society, where there exists a 

balance between the civil liberties of individuals and the collective rights of society . She has 

given us a concise outiine of the importance of personal property as a condition to freedom, 

but points out why such property must not be used to dorninate and exploit others. Gould 

points out several times that in order for the civil libenies and the acquisition of personal 

property to be protected under a socialist society, there would have to be mechanisms in place 

where ail eligible individuals participate in the political and economic debate. Through this 

kind of procedure, both the collective ami individual rights would benefit. thus making them 

compatible and not muaially exclusive. 



Chapter Five 

Men auci women are not e@y situated in social Me. in generai, women have less access 

to material resources, social status, power and opportunities than men. The most plausible 

explanation for the inequaiity between men and women is to be found in the organization of 

society. and not from gendered differences in personality (Ritzer, 1988, p. 295-6). For 

scholars and academics to c l a h  that there is gender inequaiity is to suggest that most women 

are less empowered than men. In this chapter, three major feminist theories will be outlined 

which attempt to explain inequality of the sexes - liberal. radical and Marxist feminism. 

Liberal ferninism sees the private sphere or the home as a place where women provide 

services that are undervalueci - housework, chiid-care. and the emotionai and sexual servicing 

of men. However, liberal feminists do not see particular value in the private sphere. Instead 

life's tme rewards occur in the public sphere or social life. Here there is money. status, 

power. freedom and the opportunity for growth. Liberal feminists would contend that 

restricting their opportuaities of participating in the public sphere banishes them to the burdens 

of the private sphere and limits them to the chores of the househoid. For women, confinement 

to the private sphere excuses male members of the household from taking part in the sharing 

of the tasks of the privatesphere (Ritzer, 1988, p. 296). Liberal feminists point that sexism 
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as an ideology is conducive to the social arrangements of men, who benefit from the material 

rewards, status, power etc. Because of sexism, women are not only precluded from many 

roles that men do but ais0 are socially conditioned to be dependent and subordinate to the 

male. 

Other liberals, such as the feminist sociologist Jessie Bernard, contend that marriage 

insrinitionally ernpowers the husband with authority and freedom, as he moves beyond the 

obligation of the private sphere. Bernard argued that the mandate of mamage dictates that a 

wife become cornpliant, dependent and centreci on the chores of domestic household. 

Accordhg to Jessie Bernard, given the culture. ideology and belief system surrounding women 

in our society, marriage for a woman is equivalent to a state of powerlessness, dependence and 

obligation to provide domestic, emotional and sexual services to men. Within this structure, 

a woman graduaiiy ceases to be independent. as she rnight have k e n  prior to &age. This 

kied of oppression of women within marriage may be one possible reason why marrieci women 

and unmarrieci men rank high in stress indicators, while unrnamed women and married men 

ranked low. Feminists such as Jessie Bernard would Say that mamiage is bad for women and 

good for men (p. 297). 

Liberal femhists believe that fkeedorn and equal opportunity exist in a capitalist system, 

but point out that this 'freedom' and 'equai oppominity' is spoiled by ideologies such as 

sexism and racism. They assert tbat these ideologies are carried over from past history and 

beiieve that sexism and even racism oui be eradicated through educational programs. Ll'beraI 

feminists propose the following in order to eradicate gender inequality: 1) equal economic 

opportunities; 2) changes in the family and in mass media messages so that people are not 
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sociaiized within parti& roles; and 3) there shouid be ae[empts to challenge sexism withm 

society. Liberal Feminism is compatible with the economic structure of capitalism. Its ideal 

is to refom institutions and educate people so that they too can realue individualism, choice. 

&dom and equality of opportunity (p. 300). 

Radical feminkt perspectives share with Marxism an analysis of how capitalism shapes 

family Me, in particular the relationship between the male and fernale in the household. They 

both also challenge the economic reductionist perspective on the issue of fairness within the 

family unit. Both these schools of feminism contend that traditional Marxist views are 

hadequate in explaining patriarchy or gender uiequalities and that these hierarchies cannot be 

explained by looking at the economic social relations alone (Hale, 1990, p. 340). 

Marxists would argue that the subordination of women in the household occun because 

it is conducive to capital accumulation, since capital is based on free wage that requires the 

reproduction and maintenance of workers. In this way the subordination of women would be 

beneficial to the economic process. Furthemore, classical Marxists contend that wcmen are 

used for cheap labour and sexist ideologies reinforce this reality. 

Although the classical Manrist explanation of gender inequality may have some merit, it 

also bas limitations. For examp1e. in the former Soviet Union, where the majority of women 

were employed full-time in the ecoilomy , there were also gendered discrepancies. both at work 

and in the home. It was lcnown that women in a socialist household, as in the capitalist world, 
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still performed most of the work in the house. For this reason it is fair to suggest that the 

Marxist ttseory is weak in explaining why these inequalities beoveen the sexes exist (pp. 340- 

1) - 
Many radical feminists critique classical Marxist theory for not adequately explaining 

attitudes of male domination in and out of home. For many of these ferniniau, there is no 

correlation between the exploitation of men by capital and the subordination of women by their 

parnien in their homes. In addition, classical Marxist theory can be cnticized for legitimizing 

male domination by shifting women's subordination to economic relations (p. 341). 

Contemporary Marxist feminists would consider the class structure of the capitalist system 

as a detemiining factor of gender relations in our society. Nevertheless. women from various 

socio-economic backgrounds are not United on the basis of gender. Upper middle class women 

are often amagonistic and unsympathetic CO the problems of bluecollar women and women 

on social assistance, but share many experiences with upper middle class men. Marxist 

feminists acknowledge that women are less advantaged than men in t e m  of rewards, statu 

and power, but point out that the cause of these inequaiities lies within the structure of 

capitalism itself (Ritzer, 1988: p. 301). 

Marxian feminists stress that gender inequalities are indicative of the visibiy dominant 

class within capitalism - the bourgeoisie. which is mainly comprised of men who own the 

productive and organizational resources of iodustrial production, agriculture, and national and 

international trade. These scholars contend that women of the bourgeois class do not own 

property, but are themselves made property - they are the wives and the possessions of 

bourgeois men. Furthemore, bourgeois women train their sons in this ideological mode, who 
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eventually would inherent the weaith of their fathen. S d a r  to the experience of working 

class women, bourgeois womn provide emotional. social and sexual services for their men. 

The services provided by bourgeois women are accompanïed by a conspicuous. ostentatious 

life-style afforded by their nch husbanâs. As Rosa Luxemburg said. bourgeois women are 

'parasites of a parasite' (Quoted in Ritzer. 1988, p. 302). 

Maxxist feminists contend that women as wage eamea are poorly paid and serve as a 

source of profit for the mling classes. Furthemore. these scholan charge that the marginaiity 

of women in the wage sectors acts as threat to unionized male worken. As housewives 

women are involved in the reproduction of capital by king  unpaid caregivers, and maintaining 

the proletariat husband by providing emotiod support. preparing food. and was hing clothes 

(p. 302). 

Therefore, according to Marxist feminists. gender inequalities exist because of class 

oppression, with the main factors king propeq inequalities. exploited labour. and alienation. 

According to these scholan. the way to eradicate gender inequaiity is to eliminate capitalism. 

through the united actions of the exploited classes who comprise of both men and wornen. 

Marxist feminists argue that by over-throwing capitalism and making al1 propeq (me- of 

production) the asset of the coclmunty. that not ody would class exploitation case  to exist. 

but that its by-product. gender inequality, would also cease to exist (p. 302). 

Other Marxist feminists such as Heidi Hartmann contend ihat patriarchy and capitalism 

form two separate systems (dual systems theory) which should be studied separately , but at 

the same time as two realities that interact with each other. Hartmann would also argue that 

capital and private property are not the causes of women's subordination ami gender 
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inequality . Neve-iess, feminists such as Hartmann point out how men as wage earners gain 

over women in the job market s h  women in general are disadvantaged and men take 

advantage of the work and services done by women at home (Jonasdottir. 1991. p. 36). 

It is fair to suggest that too ofken. whenever political theonsts, economists or sociologists 

from either right or left discuss the issues pertaining to distributive justice, that gender 

hequaiities and famüy structure are rarely examineci. Scholars not incorporating family life 

or structure in their analyses either do not care or assume that the ctiaracter of gender relations 

in our society is satisfactory . We do know. however. that the division of labour between the 

sexes in the household is unequal (Ob. 1989, p. 8). 

Feminists have criticized progressive liberals such as John Rawls for his deficient analysis 

of gender inequality. They contend that Rawls' theory of justice places linle emphasis on the 

gendered structure of society (p. 90). Rawls pays no attention to the interna1 justice of the 

family and is criticized for assuming that the family is another institution (p. 94). Some 

feminists scholars have argued that in the assignrnent of basic rights of citizenship, Rawls 

argued in favour of men over wornen by invoking his 'difference principle' (p. 95). 

In contemporary liberal democracies, women do have legal rights. However, in Our 

society a women h general faces non-legal barriers, that are derived from ideological 

assumptions. For example, a woman may have the right to engage in a traditionally male 

dominated profession, but their choices are still very much restricted by notions that its a 

'man's job' and a 'woman's job'. It is important to note that these notions are often 

intemalized by women themselves. The conjectures held by many males in our society, 

coupled with the fact that there are no adequate universal day-care programmes. in order to 
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provide women with the opportunity to advance themselves. should lead feminists to anaiyse 

society beyood the Li'bertarian notion of 'eqyi liberty' and 'rights' (Osborne, 1991, pp. 123- 

4). Given that these self-perpeniating se& ideologies exist, it may be fair to Say that women 

have legal rights, but do not have the same opportunities as men (p. 127). 

In many liberal democracies, there is a preamble in the constitution which stresses the 

importance of justice, liberty and equaiity. However, in our society inequaiities between the 

sexes still exist. For example, full-time working women su1 eam 70% of the salaries of full- 

tirne working men. In the U.S., half of the poor and 3/5 of chronically poor households with 

children are rnaintained by single female parents. The poverty rate for elderly women is 

alrnost twice that for elderly men, and women are not proportionately represented in politics 

(Okin, 1989, ?. 3). 

Nevenheless, the power relations between the gendea penemtes both the work place and 

the family structure, hence reinforcing the inequalities between both sexes (p -4). Further , 

the inequalities that women experience in the econorny may reuiforce the gender inequalities. 

Women are employed but in many cases receive lower pay than their partnen and many 

women still depend on male wage e m r s .  Women still are responsible for the majonty of 

the work clone at home, even if they work-full tirne as do their partners. Most men are stiil 

reluctant to do the chores around the houe, and whenever they do participate it is usually in 

the less burdensome areas. Numerous women do three jobs: the dornestic work; caring for 

her child/ren; and working out of home (Hale, 1990, p. 344). As women in general earn l e s  

than their partners. the power structure may nianifest itself within the home where women do 

most. if not aU household work (Okin, 1989, p. 5). One may assume that since more women 
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are working today than compared to 20 or 30 years ago, that the labour within the household 

would be more or iess equal; however, studies have shown that women stiil do the majority 

of the work at home (p. 172). 

Child care for many women is tw expensive and rnany women are cornpelleci to take tune 

off work in order to provide care for their childfren. Women who do take time out are not 

able to compete with males in the economy. The inequality between both genders ais0 reveals 

itself whenever there is a divorce - the women may be entitied to half the family property. but 

may not have the sufficient incorne to maintain herself and her chWren (Haie, 1990. p. 344). 

Therefore. in most cases it wili be women and their children who are more prone to poveq 

as compared to their ex-husbands, although in some cases. men have been impoverished as 

well (Okin. 1989, p. 175). 

Because of the power differentials between the sexes in the family. women are in a 

different position than their husbands. As mentioned before. it is usually the woman who gives 

up work to care for the child/ren and it is usually the fernale partner who accompanies the 

husbaad wherever he works. This may be amibuteci to patriarchy. where males have a berter 

chance for advancement and increased hcomes than do women in our society (p. 173). 

Statistics Canada reporied in 1991 that the unemployment for al1 women was 9.7 per cent 

aed the percentage was worse among immigrant women - 10.7 per cent. It was even worse 

for national miwrity women, who have an unemployment rate of 13.4 per cent. Aboriginal 
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women had the highest degree of ai i  the above when it came m unemployment - the percentage 

was found to be 17.7 percent. Unemployment among women rose from 487,000 in 1989 to 

697.000 in 1993, and the unemploymem rate for single parent families headed by females rose 

fiom 9.2 96 to 11.6% in 1994. The report found that more women work part-tiw and the 

number of full-tirne positions fell between 1990-1992. It is estimated that about 114 of women 

work part-the. whmas for men it is around one in ten (Smith, 1995, p. 9). Full t h e  work 

is hard to anain and many women in Canada live on part-time wages and work at more than 

one job. It is estimateci in a March 1995 study, that 33 1.000 women held more than one job 

(p. 10). 

Statistics Canada has also reported that in almost every profession. wage disparities 

contirme to exist. The average Canadian woman eams 72 cents for every dollar that is earned 

by men. The report showed that males in the managerial or administrative positions earned 

an average of $5 1.680.00 in 1993. while a woman received $34,765.OO. h clerical jobs, a 

full-the working male earned $26,627. while a female eamed $21,647.00. In the sales 

ind-. this discrepancy between male and fernale earnings aiso existed. with males earning 

$32,342.00 and females receiving $18.670.00 (p. 10). Unequai pay for the equal work done 

by women is a necessary component for capital accumulation. Low paying jobs which involve 

piece work are lucrative for businesses (p. 13). 

The number of single parent families. w hich are usually headed by women is growing in 

Canada. In 1991.537.000 families in Canada were single parent households with 84 per cent 

of this number king wornen. And. since 1980. poverty among families led by females has 

increased. A 1991 study also found that 45 per cent of lone female families live with low 
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It is fair to conclude that within liberal democratic capitalkt countries, women are not only 

exploite& but the subjects of discrimination. 'This is not to insinuate that within state-socialist 

countries the problem ceases to exist. in fact as the literature has pointed out, women in the 

former Soviet Union also faced discrimination. Therefore. even though class plays a large 

role in perpetuating patriarchy and sexism as an ideology, there may be other factors that need 

to be addressed in order to eradicate an oppressive patriarchal structure and its ideology. The 

sarne, of course, can be said about racism. 

In a just society women should not only have the same rights as men. but the same 

opporainities, so that they can develop their intellecnial and creative capacities. participate in 

politics, and influence and make decisions about their collective well being. Furthemore, 

they should be economically and physicaliy secure. 

Women are more vulnerable than men in a patriarchal society such as ours. They are more 

vuhierable if divorce occurs, as they often have to take responsibility for their chiidren without 

the sufficient support from their ex-husbands. As an ideal, we c m  envision a future where 

one's gender, and race has no relevance. and where assumptions about male and female roles 

would vanish. We can imagine a society where men and women both participate fully in al1 

spheres of life, nom child caring, to doing different kinds of work. to participation and 

decision making in politics. 
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In order to achieve equalS between men and women in our society, the challenge for us 

is to make major changes not only within the family, but also within the institutions that d e  

up our communities. Legislatim and enforcement on a massive scaie is a doubthil resolution 

to gender imqudities. Perhaps what is neeâed is fundamental structurai change which in the 

long run wül influence a higher level of consciousness in human beings themselves. 

Neverthetess, some feminists scholars have proposed that adequate universal and 

subsidized daycare should be provided for al1 children. in order ro provide justice for women 

and children (Okin, 1989, p. 175). This would enable women to work, earn mowy and 

possibly contribute to changing the attitudes of pauiarchy . However. as it is known this is not 

enough. as full-time working mothen are still doing more at home than their working part- 

ners . 

Other feminists believe that the change in attitude has to stan not only at home but in the 

workplace. For example. employers must by law eradicate sex and racial discrimination and 

large-scale employen should be requid to provide day-care for children until school age (p. 

176). StiU other feminist scholars insist that the school structure also bas to change in order 

to combat sexism and the stereotyping of women. For example. 84 per cent of elementary 

teachers are fernales, while 99 per cent of superintendents ate male. This disproportional 

reality may affect how students perceive the hierarchical responsibilities between the genden. 

which then may only perpehiate ami reinforce the sexist notions that exist within society (p. 

177). Therefore, progressive female thidcers have argued for 'affunative action* policies for 

women in this case, in order to provide them with equal opportunities and to offset this reality 

of sexism, until society becornes more equal. 
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Furthexmore, these scholars think that children should be iaught gender and racial 

discrimination through the content of the curriculum - they need to be aware of present 

inequalities - intolerance and prejudice in the workplace. for exampie. in order to undentand 

its unfairness (p. 177). 

Today within our Society we observe the problems of poverty. sexism and violence that 

are facing women. These probiems arise wt only because of clas  oppression. but patriarchy 

as well. However. this still leaves the question of an analysis of the origins of pauiarchy. 

sexism, poverty and violence against wornen. Perhaps these issues are considered 'women's 

problems' by some. they are actualIy quandaries for the entire society (Smith, 1995, p. 13). 



Chapter Six 

In this section a normative vision of a communist society wiM be outlined so that it may 

be compareci with existing socialist states and communal societies. There wili also be a 

philosophicai critique of the capitalist market economy, its ideology and reasoning. It is 

difficult for anyone to deny that capitalism has k e n  successful in production, however, it 

is fair to suggest that it has not been successful in distribution. This is ceaainly tme when we 

observe the state of North American capitalism today. 

Arguments for a communist econornic system are not new. in fact Gilbert provides insight 

on economic justice by pointing out that within the Bible. there are arguments in favour of 

equality. There are also other references made in the Bible to the principle of sharing goods 

in common, a quality that can be interpreted as communist thinking. For example, in St. Luke 

12: 15 it says: 'take heed and beware of covetousness: for a man's life consisteth not in the 

abundance of things which he possesseth' (Quoted in Gilberi. 1991, p.34). Further, in St. 

Luke 21:44-45 it states, 'and ail who believed were together and had al1 things in common: 

and they sold their possessions and goods and distributed them to ail, as any had ne&' (p. 34). 

In order to envision a communist society it is imperative to examine the key issues that 

pertain to human needs. First, there is the distinction between needs and wants. It is 

envisioned under communism that there is a hierarchy of basic needs among iodividuals. For 

example, a family of ten people needs a larger home than a single person; this is 

understandable and just. However, when it cornes to desires or wants, every individual should 
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be allowed to accumulate the Iess essential goods withh reason; the amount and what an 

individual desires may be decided by the collective in which she participates in the decision 

making process. Nevertheless. v i . y  aIl people would concur that need is more important 

than want or desire. For example, if someone Û pressed for the need something to eat. the 

longer slhe goes without food the worse the situation becomes. With the passage of time a 

need tends to grow in intensity which can fead to serious illness or death to an individual. 

Wants, on the other band. have the potential to be evennially forgotten if they are not met. 

Another key issue in this discussion of human needs pertains to the juxtaposition of 

difference and equality , where needs and persona1 differences in individual taste can be 

respected equally. Therefore. a vision of communist society rnay not only have to possess 

equality in respect to needs. but may have to respect the qualitative differences of personal 

choices and tastes of human beings who rnake up the society. 

Decisions as to how the collective needs and personal wants should be acquired or met 

should be determineci by society. It is my belief that under an hypothetical comrnunist society 

where people are very much involved in the decision-making process for both the political and 

productive spheres of society, that this issue of collective needs and personal choices would 

be resolved, As 1 noted earlier, no individual alone has an answer, however, when the 

collective discusses. debates and proposes policies. then it is undoubtedly possible that this 

issue can be resolved. 

It may be fair to define need as what is essentid for life to be perpeniated. However. 

according to some scholars, when M m  wrote about human needs. he was referring to the 

maximization of pleasure (Soper, 198 1. p. 6). The word 'need* connotes the understanding 
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of what we must have or coosume (p. 10). How do we determim this? The essentials of Life 

- food, shelter, clothing. health care, and a livelihood are necessary for anyooe's survival and 

so the amount produceci and consumed in order to fulN everybody's essential needs shouid 

be determineci by the collective/society . 

It is perceived that under communism. a principle based on needs will detennine 

distribution. This assumes that there are principles that detennine what should be counted as 

a need itself. Marx assumeci that these principles of detennining needs would evolve when 

there is the abolition of private property or private ownership of the means of production, the 

disappearance of aiienation between the menial and physical work. and the increase of the 

productive forces where it provides every individual with 'abundance' (p. 189). 

'Distribution according CO needs' is a noble and enlightened primiple. Marx believed that 

any society chat dismbutes theu social wealth in proportion to the labour contributed cannot 

be considered as a just society since human beings differ in their capabilities and vary in terrns 

of needs (p. 190). According to Marx. an equirable society is one where there is no 

correlation between input of labour (effort and talent) and the reward or r e m  from chat input. 

For M m ,  if there were natural inequalities among individuais. then any distribution of wealth 

without taking these differences into account may be said to be unfair and inequitible (p. 

19 1). Nevertheless, where there is distribution according to need. it should be a communist 

objective for human labour not to be relateci to the value of products. What ceases to exist 

under coxnmunism is the common standard of payment which is mea~u~ed by the intensity of 

work and duration (p. 206). 

The goal of communisrn is to achieve equality based on needs, Le.. there should be equal 
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resources for every individual, though die resources wouid Vary according to needs (Nielsen, 

IgSS, p. 283). Therefore. e@ty is based on the principle that everybody 's needs as a right 

should be met even though these needs Vary from penon to penon. However. this begs the 

question, if needs Vary from person to person. how does a society determine portions or 

shares? In this case, it would not be equal shares if individual A's needs are greater than B. 

but it is egalitarian in that everyone's needs are equally valid. In this situation cornmunism 

is equai and unequal within different contexts. 

Awther question arises when one asks how the extent of a need is to be judged? This may 

be determined and affirmecl by consensus and decided by society themselves. This, however 

prompts another consideration: how does this occur and through what mechanism can this be 

achieved? My response to this is not to be taken as arbinary . but only a suggestion in order 

to receive critical responses that would contribute to my construction of the normative view 

of cornmunism. It may be possible. that in a communist society. there would be the existence 

of regular public forums, where virtuaily every member of society has the kmwledge 

(Uiformation) and opportunity to discuss issues, where an agreement coosequently occurs in 

order to implement their decisions. This seems to be a just recornmendation that may 

conmbute to building my conceptuaiization of cornmunism. 

Therefore, a society should decide to distribute according to need; second, it should then 

maximize the greatest happioess to the least advantaged of society - the physically chailenged 

and the elderly; and third. a society should distribute according to 'unmanipulateci preferen- 

ces'. In trying to attain equality based on needs, there should be an autonomy of individuais 

in place where not only their oeeds are satisfied, but within reasonable bornes, their wants 
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C a .  also be satisfeâ (p. 284). 

One rnay further challenge the above by suggesting that everybody's needs are different 

and given this claim. an individual may Say: "1 need three Mercedes and a mansion". Fim. 

1 think it is clear that if an individual claims this to be a need then slhe does not take into 

account pnorities, since what they ciaim to be a need is a want or desire and not a need. 

Second, it may be thought tbat under a communist society where not only the social relations 

have altered, but also where the culture, values, ideology and morality have evolved to a 

higher level, that hdividuals may not define needs withh the context of wants or desires. 

hdividuals within cornmuniSm would acknowledge that the prionty of the society is to provide 

the basic essential w d s  fust, which includes food. shelter . clothing . health-care. education 

and the right to a livelihood. These basic needs would be seen as pnorities over entenainment 

or going to sec a symphony orchestra. for example, and that when these prerogatives are 

attained then there should be room for entertainment and individual 'wants' within society . 

I do not claim here to posses the answerls. but do believe that society as a collective and 

through direct dernocracy may develop the solution/s in order to ensure that both the collective 

interests and individuai preferences are fulfilled under a communist social arrangement. 

Furchermore, within an egaiitarian society, the burdens of tha~ society would be shared and 

every person would have a voice about how this should be dom (p. 284). 

Ideally, the 'radical egaiitarian' position acknowledges the potential for realising the 

equality of needs and, within reason, divides the remaining resources into wanrs or desires. 

This may be possible in a communist society , where people rnay be conscious of the main 

communist economic principle, and further have the consciousness of the necessity for 
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conserving the earth's resources. Furthermore, d e r  this system, where a purer democracy 

is envisioned, people may also recommend alternative fuels and materials so that the nanual 

environment does not vanish. Therefore, it is miperative that the existing gentration be fully 

conscious of the environment and be thoughtfui of the generations to corne after them, by 

creating safeguards of our resources for them. Both capitalkt and e x i s ~ g  state-socialist 

societies have had huge problems with regard to the environment, which have contaminateci 

the earth for funire generations. 

Nielson proposed that under cornrnunism not only needs will be satisfied but desires as 

well with the available remaining resources. It is assumed that under this economic system 

people can decide together in regards to these goods that go beyond human needs. Since there 

are limits to the earth's resources, wants and desires may have to be a collective social 

decision. Furthemore, it is possible to amive at a settlement on distribution based on needs, 

but when it cornes to wants or desires this rnay create the potential for waste, extravagance 

and inequality. As long as an individual conmbutes, shares and is a good citizen then some 

time should be provided in order that s h e  pursues the desires within reason - this would 

include hisher desires withh reasonable IUnits decided by the collective. 

As previously ernphaswd, it can be conceived rhat under cornrnunism equality of needs 

for everyone would be a societal decision, where every individual and collective interest 

engage in the polity to resolve where and how to dismbute resources (p. 285). Therefore, 

democracy would be indispensable for fair distribution by having political mechanisms such 

as public forums in place where people would detexmine the collective and individuai interests 

in society. Nevertheless, ' a cWy existing' socialism may have to be a precondition to these 
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Akhough not the same, socialism and radical egalitarianism would bah  restrict some 

Iiberties anci this includes the rights to non-interference. If. for example. an individuai has 

capitalistic tendencies and would Wce to exploit labour. then under socialism this would be 

forbidden under the law and enforceci by the socialist state Le., a srate comprised of a 

democratically elected administration. This would be a violation of non-interference, but to 

sanction it would be a violation of non-interference itself, therefore one must determine which 

of these restrictions are justifieû. Socialism provides people the protection to the enactment 

of fiir distribution and should protect people's liberties to participate in the political system, 

where they would legislate and execute laws that would benefit them collectively and on an 

individuai basis (p. 304). 

Communisrn as an ideal is an economic structure and a stage of social development where 

highly conscious, moral people would work together without exploitation and would not be 

concemed with economic liberal arguments of the past. since that kiod of ideology would be 

considered obsolete and unethid. Within these arrangements. when individuals care for 

others, Le., the collective, then there is no need to entertain selfish thoughts. 

Before proceeding, 1 would like to elaborate the notion of what 1 mean by selfishmss. 

There atz basicaliy two definitions of selfishness - the first is the bourgeois idea that is related 

to possessive individualism. It is a narrow definition of self-interest. The second version of 

selfishess is an enlightened version of self-interest - it is a generalized reciprocity or a self- 

interest conceptualized in a broader way. Within this second. more advanced fom of 

selfisimes, collective interests are imbueci with individual interest. It is a self-interest that is 
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beyond the market definition - a narrow def i t ion  of self-interest. This is the type of ideal 

that is envisioned d e r  communism~ 

Furthemore, in a communist society, there would be an abuadance of goods and services 

provided, where needs are saesseci, and citizens would not be concerned about who got more 

or Iess. They all would achowledge that the economy is based on needs. People's talents 

would be acknowledged by respect and admiration from the communitylies, cities or whole 

country. Respect and admiration in itself would be a reward. thus remuneration would not 

have to be by the allocation of resources (p. 306). However. it is a reality people's incentive 

is also comected with respect and admiration for the job they do under capitalism. 

Nevertheless, for people to transfomi a society to communism, there would have to be a 

complete rupture or metamorphosis which would change the culture or consciousness of 

society . 

It is imagineci that in a classless society, there may exist a gnuine social ownership of the 

means of production with workers' democracy in place wirhin the state. In this context, the 

state would e v e d l y  'wither away' because it would cease to become an instrument of power 

and exploitation benefitting a class (Arthur & Shaw, 1978. p. 225). However, given the 

complexity of the society tbat is pictured, it is dificuit to imagine how allocation and services 

would be provided without a central mechanhm that is democraticaily operateci by its citizens. 

Therefore, the notion that the state would 'wither away' under communism is difficuit to 

comprehend within a complex society. 

We can visualize that d e r  cornmuniSm individuals would possess the conscious control 

of production by cwperating with other individu& - it would elirninate exploitation and the 
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vicious cut-ttirOat cornpetition that is expenenced under capitalkm and may enable people to 

engage in socMy productive activities. Furthemore, under this social system labour tum 

may be reduced to the minimum. for society to attain as much free time as possible for 

individuais to engage in social development. If people wanted to work more in order to 

acquire more goods this shouid be aiiowed (Pruzan, 1989. p. 136). 

CornmuniSm may provide W o m  for people since there would be no obstacles preventing 

them from participating and benefitting from their labour (p. 168). Within communal produc- 

tion. the drive of production is not towards capital accumulation, but rather production wiU 

be socialiy detemineci through dernomatic mechanisms so that the people's needs are satisfied 

(p. 169). The labour tirne workers spend on production rnay be kept at a minimum, since 

production under communism would be based on human needs, and where individuais would 

have the time to develop culture and science (p. 172). Therefore, the less thne society speads 

on the production of food or goods, the more time it will have for other activities - 

development of culture, knowledge and civilization (p. 173). 

Within this proposeci ideal state - comrnunism - the measurement of labour or the intensity 

of labour will not exist. It is believed that individuals under communism will cooperate 

together in order to fuifil their needs. The sufcess of non-coercive cooperation in production 

depends on the recognition that each individual contributes equally or to the best of their 

abilities (p. 175). There is the exception where a minority of individuals such as disabled 

people mi@ get 'something for nothing' - this would be condoned. however the problem lies 

with the 'k rider' and comrnunism does not have an answer for this. It may be possible that 

if communism is achieved this problem may be solved through the decisions of the collective. 
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The democracy that wiii be practised under comrnunism would ensure that production and 

dismbution occur wirhout coercive mûisures (p. 178). However. this mode1 bas not answend 

the question as to what measures should be taken with regard to those who rnay not want to 

contribute. but reap the fniits of other's labour. It may be fair to contend that commUILiSm 

may provide work for everyone. but it caneot afford to provide welfm for 'free riders'. This 

problem may have to be decided by the collective or society as a whole, and if need be 

propose and carry out sanctions in order to resolve the problem. However. it is doubtful 

whether sanctions alone may solve the problem. consequently the people themselves should 

decide on this matter. 

It is foreseen that every able-bodied individual should participate equally in order to plan 

production and distribution. The free aiad equal participation of al1 individuals in production, 

regardless of the differences in their smngth or mental attributes. may eliminate the possibility 

of individuals from Muencing the polity to the expediency of a small group of people (p. 

178). Since socialism still possesses the potential for inequalities. communism may not be 

guaranteed and socialism as an institution might regress. 

A system of communal production would satisfy social needs. This social srmcture is 

assumeci not to be coercive but democratic in nature. What would then bind people together 

under commuaiSm is democracy, equality based on needs and the freedom for people to plan 

production and distribution. However. the above ethos of this society is detennined by the 

requisites of communai production - in other words socialism and communism would have to 

be preconditions for a new ethics or cuiture to be amid (p. 183). 

Although the communist principle is 'perfection* when imagined, it is wcessary to ask 
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how this model or vision would work in a practical sense. For exampie, what would give 

people an incentive to work hard and conaibute to the common good when there is no 

connection between what an individual conmbutes and what she  may receive from the 

collective product? How would society guarantee that everyone would contribute? And 

f i y ,  how are needs to be f&ly deterxnined and by whom? 

1 will attempt to answer the questions posed above. However, 1 would like to make it 

clear that these proposals or answee are mt claimed as truths on my part. and that they are 

provided in order to better undentand communism as an ideal and the possible limitations in 

achieving this worthwhile modei. The key point in the fint question is incentive - how c m  

there be motivation if conmbution and receiving of the collective labour are separable*? One 

possible suggestion is that under this model. since it is assumed that there is an abundance of 

go& and security for everyone. then it rnay be the case that acknowledging this may become 

an incentive in itself. However. what happens if A observes himseif to be working barder and 

longer than B? Then A may address this issue with the rest of the collective. in order to 

resolve the problem. It may be the case that the collective rnay decide to pressure B to 

contribute more to his potential or else the collective rnay make decisions chat sanction hîs 

priviieges . 

Clearly. here we may see the possibility of the collective or society as a whole establishing 

certain laws in order to address problems w i t b  the model. That is, that certain mles may 

be applicable in order to get individuals to work for the principle, 'from each according to 

theu abilities, to each according to their needs' . Furthexmore, it is assumed that this problem 

of the 'free-rider' and incentive may be minimized since this higher stage or modei 
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(communism) may consist of people with a higher consciousness and moraiiw. It may be a 

reasonable assumption to suggest that values and moraiity may change since our values and 

culture today are more or less an advance. for exampie. on the slave-owning societies of the 

past. Furthermore. within this ided state. the needs may be fairly determined by society 

discerning the prïonties of one individuai over another. and this decision may be accomplished 

by the collective. On a small group scale, the collective bonds cm secure a comection 

between the work done and the provisions. In the family unit for example. the young and the 

elderly may be cared for based on their n& without other members of the household receiv- 

hg any contribution from them. This works because of the family solidarity, however it is 

not cenain yet. whether these principles of caring, and sharing can be secured across a society 

that is large and complex and where people do not even know one another. 

One explanation of how surplus value is created under capitalkm is based on the labour 

theory of value. Ln Volume One of Kapitai, Marx argued that the value of a commodity is 

deterrnined by 'the quantity of socially necessaty labour' that is required to manufacture it. 

The implication of this is that the surplus the capitalist extracts cornes from the product of 

labour. Ttierefore, what occurs in these social relations is that capital buys the labour power 

of the workers, which is also a commodity. The labour power of the workers manufactures 

comrnodities where its value is determined by 'the quantity of socially necessary labour'. 

However. when the wmmodity produced is sold on the market. its value is greater than what 
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a rnember of the proletariat -ives. In other words. labour is exploited. Thenfore, for part 

of the day the proletariat works for free. This fact is obscured by the wage contract. wbere 

workers are paid for labour. but not for their labour power. This is the theory of surplus 

value, and because the means of production is in the han& of a few. workers are compelled 

to seli their labour-power to capital in order to survive (p. 57). 

Egalitarianism has emerged as the antithesis to inequalities which are derived not only 

from class relations but fiom other forrns of inequalities such as meritocracy, race, and 

gender. Egalitarianism c m  be interpreted as a protest against injustice and as a demand for 

justice. It is fair to contend that equality and justice have a close connection, as Aristotie 

pointed out more than two thousand years ago. ' al1 men hold that justice is some kind of 

equality ' . Furthemore, it is unequal and not equal treaûnent that needs justification (Quoted 

in Bedau. 1971. pp. 169, 171-3). 

Aithough Marx had little to Say about equality beyond a classless society. 1 will anempt 

to expand his principle, 'from each according to their abilities to each according CO their 

needs' from my own understanding. This economic principle. in my view, is just. It is a 

prkiple which advocates 'equal division with adjustments for difference in need* (Arthur 8t 

Shaw. 1978. p. 240). In other words. it is the comrnunist tenet that individuais should 

receive equally. based on their varying needs in society. even though there rnay be 

discrepancies in the r d t s  of their mental and physical work. 



Meritocracy is based on the principle that the value one contributes to the organïzation 

s/he works for ought to determine how much they are paid. Here it is important to note that 

the labour theory of value claims rhat wage earners do not receive the value that they create 

for the firms. Impiicitly the tiaeory is saying that capitalkm is unfair since the profit that the 

capitalists receive does not equate with their contribution. Nevertheless. merit, conmbution 

and need are variables that measure what people deserve. What do people acnially deserve 

and how can this be measured? Arthur and Shaw render some conditions to calculate what 

people deserve. Fint, ability should determine how much an individual is allowed to have; 

second, 

thought 
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effort or work is thought of to be the best principle of distribution; and third. one is 

to be deserving through the contribution a person makes (Arthur & Shaw. 1978. p. 

However, abilities for certain tasks arise out of naturai endowments or by the environment 

in which one is raised. If this is the case, how can inequalities be justifie&? Funhermore, CO 

have ability alone is not enough because it is possible to be talented but lazy. Persons who 

are not so taiented but are at the same tirne hard working are considered more deserving. 

Also, there is the example of women who contribute greatly to society but given the 

penistence of the gendered nature of housework are not rewarded monetarily (p. 134). 

Saiart Hampshire challenges the meritocratic view by stating: 

Perhaps some will think that the person with greater naturai 
endowments deserves those assets and the superior character that 
rnake theU development possible. Bezause he is more woahy in this 
sense. he deserves the pater advantages that he could achieve with 
them. This view. however, is surely incorrect.. .It seems to be of 
fixed points of our considered judgements that no one deserves his 
place in the distribution of native endowments any more than one 



deserves one's initial starting place in society . . . . .charmer depends 
in large part upon fortunate family and sociai cucumstances for 
which he can c lab  no credit (Nielsen, 1985, p. 104). 

Furthemore, an individuai having a great talent which is indispensable within society and 

receiving great remuneration for hisher work canwt attribute this solely to their own effort. 

An appropriate question is. would they have acquired their position if society did not 

colIectively provide schools, buildings. construction worken. coai minen and other workea? 

If the construction workers did not build the schools or if the miner did not provide the 

minerals that is used to keep the schools operating, would a surgeon or other individuals in 

highly paid jobs been able to realize the achievements of their profession'? It may be fair to 

suggest that their success is very much linked to the workings of society. its workers at al1 

levels of production and services. 

However, it may be important to note that the criteria for rewarding sorneone more tban 

another is a matter of effciency and productivity. Further, there are several rationales for 

compensating some more than others: a) the length of training; b) based on the supply and 

demand - in this case the most unpleasant tasks within society would be rewarded the most: 

C) seniority, where the longer one stays the higher the pay; d) based on output; and finaiiy 

e) based on the responsibiiity and the danger slhe faces. 

The criteria mentioned above may be applied once a basic minimum wage that meets 

everyow's needs in society has been established. Therefore. there might be the situation 

where there is a guaranteed annual incorne that satisfies al1 the basic needs, with the addition 

of pay scales that are based on the criteria mentioned above. Furthermore, we may also 

envision a limit on pay differentials. For example, there may be the case where the basic 
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incomes of society, from higbest to lowest to be no more than 2: I with the above mentioaed 

yardstick taken into consideration, 

The market rationale. however contends that the values of pay should be detennined by 

the supply/demand mechanism, rather t h .  have the state making a judgement as to how much 

everyone deserves. The market sets the pnce impersonally and automatically. The value of 

a task performed by an individual does, in capitalism, depends on how much people are 

willing to pay, which also depends on what a penon is able to do. or willing to do within the 

market. if there is a large demand for the skills of an individual. then slhe may be rewarded 

greatiy; and as the pay rises. more people will be attracted to those positions, hence balancing 

the supply/demand mechanism. Therefore. the s y stem provides eff iciency and is impersonai, 

and that everyone's value is recognized through this mechanism. 

From the capitalist market rationale the determination of values or what people deserve 

is adequate. However. from a moral point of view 1 do not find it convincing. since talents, 

intelligence and effort to a certain degree are endowed to us congenitally , and it is not entirely 

clear to me why those possessing the greater talents and effort should be rewarded more. 

Furthemore. it is tnxe that the mechanism (supplyldemand) of the market under capitalism is 

efficient, however. given the great iaequaüties that arise from this system of distribution. om 

shouid question the system itself. in order to strive for a better one. Rawls has, in my view. 

addressed this matter. and has provided a mode1 to rectify the problems of an udettered 

capitalist market economy . 

Nevertheles, sioce the discussion on imqualities revolves around effort, it is possible that 

person A can provide a large 'effort' whereas B cannot, simply because of conditions or 
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factors that go beyond k i r  control - individuals are not al1 born with an equal 'intelligence', 

talent or physical strength. Therefore, to a cenain extent these innate conditions may be 

beyond the control of an individual. (Nielsen. 1985. p. 115). Given that achievements, to 

a large degree, may derive from these innate differences arnong people, it seems that the 

market mechanism under capitahn does not address this ethical point of view. Furtkrmore, 

if causai conditions determine the Ievel of achievements of an individual, then the question 

arises, how c m  people get what they deserve? 1 realize that this is strictly a moral question. 

however 1 think advocates of capitalism should also address this, instead of resmcting their 

analysis to the market mechanism. by invokuig the supply/demand mechanism and the notion 

of meritocracy. As mentioned before, people do not decide to acquire intelligence, talents. 

strengths, or social position (p. 118). Individuals may alter some of the variables. like 

changing their social position, or 10% or gain weight. etc.. but the initial determinhg factors 

are extemai and beyond one's control and more or less remain the same throughout their lives. 

Therefore. if we argue that we are responsible for al1 of them. then rewards should be 

emphasized, however. if we are not responsible for ihe variables. then reward cannot be 

employed (p. 119). My contention, in conjunction with the above. is that it is virtually 

impossible for a measurement to exist that determines differences in remuneration, given the 

extemal conditions and the innate endowments as factors that are beyond our control. 

When engaging the topic of inequality it is important to distinguish between two dif fe~nt  

positions: a normative and realist view of meritocracy . The normative view says that people 

shouid be rewarded in accordance with the value that they create for society. However, rnany 

believe that the market rewards hoiiow values, for example, professional athletes. The reality , 
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however, is that capitalism does promote meritocracy. as people are willing to spend money 

on a person's talents and efforts and on the bais  of the supply/demand mechanism. If 

meritocracy is based on the value an individuai creates for society then it may be fair to 

suggest that the value c o m t e d  is derived from hûlher physical and mental attributes, which 

in turn conmbute to talents. These physical and mental amibutes then have affities to the 

remuneration that people receive. 

However, this contention pertaining to meritocracy which States that the remuneration a 

person should receive is based on the value they provide for society. may have limitations 

when examineci ediically . If we take. for example the incomes of two individuais, A and B, 

where the ratio king A = 1 and B = 100, dws this imply that individual B is 100 tirnes more 

intelligent or physically more able within hidher job that entitles herhim to receive an income 

one hundred times more than penon A? Even if we take a ratio of 2: 1 or 1.5: 1. it is in my 

view difficult to morally justiQ this. This may strengthen the controveny, that given the 

measurement in this case to be dificult. if not impossible to ascertain. differences then becorne 

negligible, and the only just way of allocating resources should be based on needs even if 

individual input into production have differential results. In other words, rhere is no 

measufemeat tbat would justify tbe discrepancy of incomes in any society . Of courje. today 

most people accept extremely high incomes as deserveci, thus large income discrepancies are 

legitimked. However. people justiQ wage and salary differentials aii  the t h e  without seeing 

this as problematic. People do not judge social arrangements on the basis of what is morally 

fair or not - they judge whether it works or not. and whether it is efficient. 

It is true that the egalitarian position here is considered a noble one, but irnpractical by 
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many people. since it does not provide the incentive for superior performance. responsibility, 

and seniority . However. my belief is that morality should be addresseci and that there may 

be a link between morality ami a just society. It is my view that a system may not operate 

welï if the questions just posed and immoraliry are condoned. If these questions on morality . 
meritocracy and inequaiities are not answered. then how can anyone be sure that a capitalist 

system is the best one? 1 propose that perhaps a better system is that one which is comprised 

of efficiency and promotes satisfaction among the people while simultaneously providing a 

logically sound rnethod of distribution within society. Perhaps a better sociew than the present 

one may provide a balance of the workings of efficiency. incentive and of morality. 

The reason 1 mention this point here is not so much because I'd like to see capitalkm king 

replaced by socialism, but that it seerns to me that within a capitalist market economy. 

morality based on egalitarianisrn does not play a role. For this reason. credit has to be given 

to the liberal philosopher. John Rawls, who 1 think has innoduced morality in his mode1 in 

order to open the path for a betkr society than the present one. Nevertheless, the focus will 

remain on disparities within capitalist market economies, and its method of income dismbu- 

tion are much wider than the human characteristics or talents that can be measured. For 

example, the top 1 % of the Amencan population bas 40% of the total net wealth. but cannot 

claim to have 40% of the total of human intelligence. The point is that the gap in intelligence 

is not thousamis of times higher than othen in order to legitimize income inepualities 

(Thurow, 19%, p. 243). 

When anaiysing the concept of equality, the initial word that arises is 'sameness', that is. 

equal value given accordingly to individuais. This concept of equality has been debated 
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considerably, with the d t  that there is a schism among social science scholars. Opponents 

of equality such as neo-liberals argue that the implementation of the idea is not workable 

because it deprives the individual of the incentive to suive for the maximum use of hisher 

talents and t&at social progress would be impeded. In other words. it would be impractical 

not only to an individuai. but to society as a whole. to implement social and economic equality 

- the latter of which, according to Iiberals. it is not possible. 

Nevertheless, the attempt will be made here to corroborate the Marxian economic 

principle, 'from each according to their abilities to each according to their needs'. by looking 

at this economic tenet through my understanding of it. It is true that not al1 individuais 

possess the same abilities in society that enable them to perform the various tasks that are 

indispensable to any society. However. under cornmunism. individuals who possess and 

exercise a vital talent may receive greater g d s  or materials that would relate to their field 

of work only, in order to serve the interest of society as a whole and in no way should these 

materials or goods be used for their own self-indulgence. Furthemore. within a comrnunist 

society people may decide through the process of democracy, tom-hall meetings and 

economic planning to sanction the allocation of more resources or t h e  to heaith or schools. 

where t h e  may be a greater need for these important fields and institutions. The legitimate 

question to pose here is - do oot the gatherings of the population. followed by discussion. 

debates and the decision-making process becorne curnbersome. when the private market alone 

can efficiently allocate resources to society? This is def~tely true. that the private market 

effectively delivers the goods, however. my only suggestion is that it may be possible that 

under an advanced comrnunist society, where technology and communications are very 
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advanced (more so than today), that people may decide about the production and allocation 

process of major goods ami household commodities. The plausible advantage here over the 

private market economy is that people in a communist society would consciously panicipate 

in production through democratic mechaaisms, and will perhaps. through this process gain 

knowledge by interacting with the rest of the population on how better to produce and provide 

services for their needs without creating waste or harrning the environment. It is tnie today 

that the private market does provide goods or commodities to the market in a very efficient 

manwr, and m e r .  under capitalism the people do make economic decisions as connimen 

of goods. thus the markets reflect the buying tastes of the people, and that in itself is 

sovereignty. One may. however. imagine the gathering of millions of people across a country 

consciously parricipating and arriving at a consensus concerning the priorities of what to 

produce and how to distribute it. If this were to ever occur, where the minds of millions, 

collectively and consciousiy get together to solve the daily problems of society, then it might 

be the case that under communism the economy may even be more efficient than the private 

market economy today. It rnay be true that as the quantity of people participating in society 

increases in order to resolve the various issues that connont them, that it rnay be the case that 

the qyaiity of discussion and decisions will be at a higher level, thus, this king contributory 

for the development of society . 

Nevertheless, under cornmuniSm the talents and tirne of individuals within particular fields 

may be fully supported and utilized by society by graning them more resources in order to 

satisfy a society 's needs. Distribution would be according to need and not individual gain. 

For example, lookhg at the disabled in this k a  of system, these people would receive more 
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care, while able-bodied people would receive less even though their physicai and mental 

attributes may conaibute more to the cornmon wealth. This is a ramification of the Marxîan 

prbciple. The fact that the disabled in our present society have made a considerable pmgress 

by anaining special treatment in order to ensure equal access does demonstrate that the 

majority of people within Our society do feel or accept that needs should be calculated. 

Furthermore, the fact that within our Society there is a strong support for a single standard of 

health care or education system is indicative of the general feeling of resistance towards 

privatization. 

Therefore, in regards to fairness and efficiency. the popular consciousness is a complex 

one. Many individuals would contend that there must be a made off or compromise in regards 

to efficiency and fairness. If the left is to convince people that its egalitarian policies are 

efficient it should study closely how this would be possible. For example, many people see 

state owned companies as inefficient. which has been the case in many instances. 

Furthermore. the idea of placing the interest of the collective over the individuai is imbued 

with the values of selflessness (enlightened selfishness) and duty. This principle c m  only 

work if people accept a cornmitment to egalitarian values and the subsequent benefits that are 

derived from it (fairness and security), wtich is also compriseci of individual interests (Gould's 

argument). 

The foregoing account of equlity also raises questions about the concept of effon. Liberal 

theorists argw that inequality is justifiable because not everyone allocates the same effort and 

talent to a certain task. The concept of effort, however. requires clarification. Here 1 offer the 

following two definitions: effon c m  be defineci either as absolute effort or the results of 
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effort. Absolute effort is the amoum of effon and talent necessary and required for any task. 

whereas the outcome of effort and raient Û the amount produced or vaiued from the maximized . . 

effort (this is resultive effort). 

In order to demonstrate briefly the relaîionship of both forms of effort, 1 will present the 

following example. Can one compare the average income of a surgeon to that of a 

construction worker? I believe so. Yet. the surgeon in one hour of work receives more than 

the construction worker. However. one may make the argument that both worked hard, 

(absolute effort), but because the work of the surgeon is paramount in ter- of 'value' 

(meritocracy), the surgeon receives a greater income. This discrepancy in income cannot 

account for the absolute effon of both the surgeon and construction worker. However. other 

factors rnentioned previously , such as the length of training, the level of responsibility , the 

level of demand far specialized skills are factors that do determine the inequalities in 

remuneration. These are factors that should be taken into account. However, given the innate 

differences in peoples' mental and physical capacities and also given the differences in thei. 

social upbringing, it is still not convincing that these are the correct factors for determinhg 

income discrepancies . 

When m e r  analysing the two definitions of effort, the question arises, which effort 

described is more important? Which definition of effon should be rewarded? Why are 

income differeafes e t h i d y  correct or sanctioned? It would seem that the meritocratic notion 

legi- kqpl i t ies by creating affinities between the definitions of absolute effon and that 

of d t i v e  effort, hence making both concepts inseparable. However, the problem with this 

is that economic reward may be simply based on resultive effort. with absolute effort 
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t- 
W .  effort) possibly placed in a lesser position. Therefore, it is also possible to 

. - 
conclude that econornic reward (remuneration) is the result of absolute effort (maximued 

effort) - 
. . 

To carry the argument funher, let's assume that the maximued effort in a task was equal. 

Should not both parties involved in providing for society receive the same value in return, 

despite a discrepancy in the outcome of effort (resultive effort)? For basic and personal 

expenditures. individuals should perhaps receive equally (with the understanding that needs 

vary between people) and individuais who may apply their talents or knowledge for society 

as a whole may receive greater resources in a communist society, not for self indulgence, but 

for the collective interest, for example. the engineer needing equipment or a surgeon needing 

more resources or medicai equipment. Therefore. society would invest in the talents and 

knowiedge of people, so that it will be utilized to provide and enhance the needs of the 

collective. The process of production and distribution may be presided over by scientific 

economic planning where the people as a collective may decide what are their pnorities and 

needs. This would then entail the democratic process as was mentioned before, so chat the 

needs and allocation of resources may be provided to the satisfaction of every individual in 

socieîy . 

On the contrary, in a private market economy, needs for goods and services are satisfied 

through demamt, whereas the price is determineci through the supplyldemand mechanism. 

This price is determineci by the tastes that the people have. Furthemore, advocates of a 

private market economy contend that with hard work people under capitalism would be 

rewarded to aquîre most of the commalities that are aeeded and desired. These same advo- 
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cates wodd contend tbat in a highly competitive market econorny, where profit-maximization 

is pafamount, employees would reward their employees for their hard work - these rewards 

may be in the form of pay raises, bonuses, and promotions. Conversely. the firms may also 

punish employees who slack off by implementhg deductions, demotion and fmes. 

Therefore, the firm with both an industrious and talenteci workCorce will supposedly defeat 

the cornpetition in the marketplace. Within a broad occupationai workforce the market will 

establish a set price, where then workers may make an average, above or below pay and this. 

of course. may depend on their exertion and output. This is how the market operates most 

of the time. However if we were to analyze comparative worth across categories. then 

surgeons, CEOs of corporations, and sports stars cannot be said to earn their money through 

hard work, 

To measure effort on what a person has acnially done or accomplished seems to be 

insufficient. It can be argued that if an individual tried bard and accomplished very Iittle, that 

hisher compensation would equate to an individual who utilizes herlhis abilities minimally. 

If A has the ability to do Y but repeatedly underachieves and attains Z (2 here representing 

Y on a Iower scaie), while B does not have the ability to do Y. but pushing hislher efforts to 

the limit, manages to achieve 2, it would be 'morally' correct that A deserves more 

remuneration than B, since hisher (A) potential and efficiency to do Y is greater than B 

(Nielsen, 1985. p. 106). 

This would amount to mentocracy and most people would agree with the above 

characterization of this today, however how do we morally jusw individual A's remuneration 

to that of B's given that both carry out the work, but with dBerent results, due to the extemal 
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and innate factors that were discussed previousiy'? This is the theme that 1 have repeatedly 

questioned - the inequaiities associateci with rnentocracy. 

The rationale of egalitarianism is to produce the satisfaction of needs for every member 

in society. Where A's needs may take precedence over B's. this should ody occur if A's 

needs satisfis to a greater degree the needs of the collective than B's. Therefore, everyone's 

needs should be considered, however the most saiient of needs would take precedence. For 

example. if someone needs food in order to survive or is il1 and another individual needs a 

vacation after a hard day at work. then the need of providing food to the former individual 

becomes more paramount than the latter. Within an egalitarian system the= would be disputes 

and discussion about the prioritizing of needs and in advanced communism, people's high level 

of consciousness and reasoning may accommodate these needs and strive tow ard providing 

needs to everyom (Nielsen. 1985. p. 286). 

Egalitarians also propound that there should be equality of the sharing of burdens of 

society. This does not imply that a child. an old man, a disabled individual or a pregnant 

woman should al1 work as coal miners or comauction worken or be required to do jobs that 

are unhealthy aad unsafe. but to point out that ai i  healthy able persons, for argument's sake. 

within their twenties and thirties should be rsquired to share the hardship of doing unpleasant 

tasks in society. In an advanced society, these require judgements about fairness (p. 287). 

Egalitariaxls argue for a world that would satisfy as much as possible the needs of everyone 

and where everyone worics according to their ability. This aiso means that everyone according 

to their abilities shares the ordeals of society (p. 289). There is an equaiity of responsibiliîy 

and duty in work. accordhg to abiîity. This does wt imply that specialization will not occur 
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under the ideal state of commuaiSm, since this is necessary in some cases. Every mernber in 

society should participate in tasks that are cumbersome. cleaning the streeu or collecùng 

garbage, for example, as weil as enter into positions of prestige and power. 1 realize that this 

is w doubt d i f i d t  to achieve, however 1 offer the notion in order to provoke some thought. 

Therefore, the principles of radical egatitarianism are the following: each person should 

have an equal right to basic tiberties and opporninities. for work. political and economic 

participation. W ith these principles, people would attain moral autonomy , Le.. respect for 

human life, and an equal self-respect. The second principle contends that alter ail the neecb 

of society are provided to everyow (needs varying from individual to individual), that any 

remaining time and resource can be allocated so that each penon would get an equal share 

(p. 289). Tirne and resources can be utilized to enhance the lives of the Iess fortunate in 

society - the physicaiiy challengeci, the elderly. and the sick. Even though under communism 

their basic needs are satisfied, the remaining t h e  and resources may be provided to increase 

their happiness h t ,  over the healthy individuais in society. This is to utilke die remainuig 

resources and thne to increase the happiness of the less fortunate in society. 

Withùl liberal theories there seems to be a number of contradictions. The contradictions 

that will be outlined pertain to both the liberal theory of inequaiity and the econornic 

philosophy of the market. As mentioned before, liberal theory advocates that inequalities are 

justified because certain talents are scarce and that in order to attract people to highly sicilleci 
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jobs, which are indispensable to society, a higher remuwration must be provided as an 

incentive. This is the reasoning that is given for econornic ioequalities. In addition, bourgeois 

ideology advocates the economic phiiosophy of the market, where people's încomes are 

justified on the basis that there is a demand in the market that underlies the payment for a 

person's dents or services. 

However, through an analysis of both ideologies we may observe a contradiction. The 

argument that incorne inequaiities are based on how valuable and scarce a given task is 

(meritocracy). and simultaneously contendhg that someone's income should be based on what 

the market could bear rnay be viewed as a contradiction. For example. most people would 

agree today that king a surgeon is not only dificult (training and schooling), but 

indispensable for society , hence the amount of money individuals in this field are given is 

justifiable. However, if the criterion for rewarding an individual is based on how scarce and 

valuable the task is. then it is difficult to morally justify the pay of a very good athlete such 

as Wayne Gretziq, who makes much more than a surgeon or doctor (through the market 

mechanism), when the latter provides a more valuable service for society. It may appear 

difficult for a liberal theory based on meritocracy to justify the greater income an athlete 

receives over that of a surgeon when by h i .  own definition, those who should receive greater 

remuneration are persons who possess scarce, indispensable, and valuable talents. In other 

words, when analysing the normative meritocfatic theory which is a variant of liberal ideology 

and the economic principle of liberalism - supply/demand - there seems to be a contradiction. 

However, it is not dificult, for exampie, to explain the salary that Wayne Gretzky receives 

within the context of a capitalist market economy once you factor in both supply and demand. 
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However it may be hard for anyone to justiQ it based on the meritocratic definition. The 

surgeon, it may be argueci. is a h  scarce but no one is sure which one is betfer than the o t k r  

so that there can be a clear cut measurement. Therefore, this scarcity is not differentiated 

within the occupation. Second, the surgeon's services are limiteci since healthy people are not 

required to see himmer and finally the surgeon's pay is set by the govemment (at least in 

Canada) and is not determineci on the open market. However. if surgeons were to practice 

their skill on the open market then most likely fees charged by the best known and skilled 

surgeons would rise drastically, rhus making his/her services only accessible to the rich. 

Nonetheless, it is stiil my view that the meritocratic value seerns to contradict the 

supply/demand mechanism of the market, unless one can convince me in a very Iogical mode, 

that an athlete is more valuable uian a surgeon, or an airline pilot. or a search and rescue 

worker. In other words, one needs a surgeon to provide any individual with a heart by-pass 

or else that person will die. convenely going to see a great athlete or not, will not put an 

individual's life at risk. From this perspective the surgeon is more valuable. however the 

reality contradicts this normative view of meritocracy. 

Another contradictory outcome of income inequalities may be associated with the 

disinterest and lack of love for a task one may stnve to acquire. when their prime motive for 

advancing themselves in a given profession is mainly for the high economic reward an 

individual would receive. If individuals in a private market economy enter into highly skilled 

valuable jobs for material gain, one may w t  doubt about their qualifications for vital tasks. 

This is not to argue that people involved in important tasks are not qualified, but to 

question how much more qualified would an individual have been if there was a genuine 
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interest in the work done. In a sociery that has a communist social structure, with a culture 

of cwperation within the workplace and would allow individuais to perform tasks based on 

their interest without consideration of material gain as the prirnary or only motive. 

In Plato's Republic, for instance, Socrates had a dialogue with Thrasymachus pertaiaing 

to the love of one's craft or work and its relationship to payment. Socrates contendeci that 

each c d  benefits ssociety, for example, medicine provides people with health. and navigation 

provides safety for sailing. Then Socrates goes on to suggest that the craft of earning money 

gives us wages, thus the focus or concentration of earning an income. becornes a crafi in itself 

(Grube, 1974. p. 19). Socrates poses certain questions in order to demonstrate that focusing 

on each craft brings its own benefit. For example. he asked Thrasymachus. 'would you cd1 

wage earning medicine if someow is healthy while eamhg wages*?' Thrasymachus replied 

'no' to this question. Socrates went on m e r  and asked: 'Nor would you cal1 medicine 

wage-earning if someone e a m  pay while healing?' Again the reply was no (p. 19). The 

moral of the story within the context of an analysis of meritocracy is that if individuals pursw 

a craft within society on the sole purpose of earning a wage or income that is very high, then 

the result is that they would be practising the 'wage earning crafi' and distracteci fkom their 

practice or  trade. Subsequently those pursuing tasks that award high incornes as within our 

society, may be lowering the quaiity of the job king done as compared to a cornmunist society 

where pursuing an activity would be based on the personal interest in that work and most 

irnportantly, having the almistic objective of satisfiing the needs of the sociecy. 

There is, of course. a counter-argumeat to the above. The more people are paid in order 

to do A. B or C, the more is expected of them to deliver. thus placing their work under 
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intense scrutiny and if the individuais don't perform they get demoted or fKed. Therefore. 

if there was a loss in the sense that the person did not deliver. with the high pay s/he was 

receiving, then the monetary reward wïii be o f f ~ t  by market discipline - lower salary or 

bonuses, or the person may even [ose hisher job completely. 



Many of the bourgeois i d d s  such as: liberty; equality of opportunity; dernocracy; and 

even the right to life seem to be cornipted under the system of North American capitalism. 

This section wül explore the discrepancies between these ideals and realities m e r .  

The reality rnentioned by Gould is that within a class stnictured society, many individuals 

do not have the means or access to attain or realize the concepts of equaiity of opportunity, 

liberty and justice in a practical manwr. Second, the majonty of people sel1 their labour- 

power to capital for the interest of a few, who contribute to the great social and economic 

discrepancies which we observe in our society and rnost people under this system do not 

receive the full benefits of their labour. Third, given the concentration of economic power 

is in the han& of a few indïviduals . one may argue that the notion of equality of o p p o h t y  

is a fiction in contemporary market system. For example. rnany individuals cannot go to 

university because it is a financial burden for their families and even if there are govenunent 

Ioans, many individuals think twice about mortgaghg their future. If the means to achieving 

one's goal is not attainable, then the reality of equality or fieedom may become obliterated. 

Today many people do not bave the amwnt of wealth, knowledge and ski11 that would permit 

them to engage effectively in the activities of society (Nielsen, 1985, p. 295). 

One can observe that today inequaiities and the concentration of wealth and power under 

capitalism is so great, that the moral autonomy of the disadvantaged class may not exist. 

Political power, to a large extent is derived from economic power. Some liber& seek 'politi- 

cal freedoms' but tolerate great economic inequalities. Under these cucumstances moral 
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autonomy rnay be undennined for many people (Arthur & Shaw. 1978, p. 236). 

The debilitation of moral autommy under capitalkm means that many people under 

descitute economic conditions are engaged in 'illegal' activities without disUnguishrng between 

good and evil acts. Being poor for example, comipts and creates the temptatiom for individ- 

uals to engage in iiiegal activities in order to satisfjt hunger, the need for shelter and clothing, 

and the socially constnicted culture that owning more goods is equated with how successful 

an individual is (Gilbert, 1991, p. 117). 

When poor individuals lack the power to influence a wealthy society to which they belong 

what ensues is corruption and the loss of the self. Furthemore: 

. . . having become the castoffs of a technological society , king 
powerless to change their condition, disease. filth. malnutrition.. . . 
are nfe arnong them (p. 1 17). 

In addition to the degeneration of moraliq, rnany people under capitalism lose self-respect 

- a corisequence of the impoverished economic conditions and the political marginalization the 

homeless, unemployed. and lumpen-proletariat face daily. This lost of self-respect or low 

self-esteem affects the human psyche to a large extent rhat such individuals commit themselves 

to d m g  and alcohol addiction as a release €tom their problems. 

An additionai argument may be made that under capitalism there exists the notim of the 

moral corruption of affluence. The affluent often develop moral insensitivity, and self- 

righteousness. The capitalist class would wntend that they 'worked hard', thus the reward 

they receive is justifie& hence they deserve whatever goes their way and m e r  add that 

others can also achieve the same r e d t  - this corresponds to theû belief of equality of 

opportunity (p. 1 10). Evidence has demonsûated that during the economic downturns of the 
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1980's. as profits and wages were down and unemployment up. corporate executives 

wntinued to accumulate high salaries and increased perks. with the situation king worse in 

the 1990's (p. 11 1). 

Within the capitaiist world there are a few individuals who own large amoums of capital 

and are increasing their concentration of wealth. In 1987. Fortune magazine had listed 132 

individuals in the worid as biilionaùes, seven of whom are Canadians. Within Canada itself, 

governent handouts, tax breaks, and ~ b s i d i e ~  go to the nch. The Canadian state allocated 

some public money to big corporations for job creation and regional and economic expansion 

and this was used to update their equipment in one plant and close down other plants and 

relocate where labour was cheaper. An example is Aerovox Canada, a company who was 

given a grant of $254,000.00 from the deparmient of Regionai and Economic Expansion in 

order to start a new factory in Nova Scotia. Aerovox responded by closing down its plant in 

Hamilton to start one in Amherst, Nova Scotia, where workers received less pay (Hale, 1990, 

p. 274). Therefore. the company was given a quarter of a million dollars in order to reduce 

its labour cost (Hale. 1990, p. 275). 

Tax concessions to the rich is another reality that occurs under capitalism. For example, 

the total tax deferrais to corporations in Canada in 1976 was $7.1 billion, eight hundred 

million dollars more than the federal deficit for the 1976-77 fiscal year and many companies 

making millions in profits paid w taxes. Furthemore, in 1976, the amount of money that the 

Canadian state received €rom corporate income tax was $6.7 billion. while state handouts to 

businesses totalleci $8 billion. In other words, ordinary Canadians subsidized the rich by $1.3 

billion. In f a ,  ia proportionai tem corporate taxes are even less today . Nevertheless, the 
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proportion of corporate k o m e  taxes since 1976 in Canada has dropped while ordinary 

Canadians paid more in incorne taxes. This is a trend that has been observed not ody in 

Canada but in other capitalkt countries also - Le.. the United States. Therefore, this feanire 

under capitalism supports the view that the overall distribution of wealth have become more 

unequai (Hale, 1990, p. 275). 

Mass unemployment is very common under capitalism which depresses wages as people 

compete with each other. This creates a situation where people receive wages at or below the 

Ievel of subsistence. For many Canadiam this is a reality - unemployment SU hovea arounci 

10% and is much higher in other regions of the country. Many jobs that people do have are 

minimum wage and part-time work. Unemployment rnay even be higher, because Statistics 

Canada does not include unemployment among native peoples living on reserves. or people 

who have given up looking for work. In addition. Statistics Canada does not take into account 

as unemployed al1 women who do want to work but cannot since there is no national daycare 

program (Hale. 1990, p. 276). Furthemore. Siatistics Canada does not recognize those who 

work part-time while wanting to work full-tirne as underemployed. Given al1 these variables, 

it is estimated that the unemployment rate in Canada is more than double the officiai rate (p. 

277). 

Many workers today are threatened by the market economy because thek jobs are w t  

secure, and recentiy, strikes have occurred to defend job security. Unemployment bas 

increased steadily from 3% after World War II to 10% today. The latest figures show that 

almost 1.5 million Canadians are out of work without including pesons who fdl d e r  the 

other variables mention4 (Marxist-Leninist Daily. 1997. Vol. 27, No. 50, p. 3). Many 
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youths in Canadian society are unemployed and thus de& a livelihood - 17 -2% of youths 

benveen the ages of 16-24 are unempioyed, and 19% of youths between 20-24 yean old 

(Mancist-Leninist Daily, 1997, Vol. 27. No. 50, p. 2). 

A study conducted by Marcel &dard. an economist working for the Federal Human 

Resources deparmient has coafirmed the human and economic cos& of unemployment. Due 

to unemployment, rhe Canadian people pay $91 billion as an economic and social cost a d -  

ly . The snidy has also revealed that the 1994 jobless rate has been the cause of $77 billion 

in lost productivity. Bedard estimates that another $14 billion is spent on health, crime and 

other social cos&. such as homicide. suicide, heart disease. psychiatrie hospitals and 

imprisonment - al1 attributed to unemployment. The study demonsuates the link between 

unemployment and malnutrition and disease among the poor. It also found that low-income 

groups have a higher stress level. Unemployrnent according to Bedard can cause higher levels 

of illness, premature death and crime (Marx&-Leninist Daily , 1996, Vol. 26. No. 250. p. 3). 

The United Nations released a report pertaining to world employment for 1996-97. The 

f i i n g  revealed that one billion people in the world are unemployed or underemployed. in 

addition, the U.N. World Food Summit reponed that there are approximately 860 million 

people who are seriously undemourished, with thousands dying on a daily basis (Marxist- 

LRninist Daily . 1996, Vol. 26. No. 230. p. 1). Such statistics are one of the generai f e a ~ s  

of capitalism, since most of the ailluent countries of the world are capitalkt (p. 2). Certainly 

in terms of economic inequality, the transition to capitalism in the former state-sociaiist 

societies has generally created unemployment, poverty. rising crime, and greater levels of 

inequaiity . 
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Within the 15 member European Union. unemployment had iacreased in 1995 to 1 1 -3 1. 

up by 2% from the 1960's. In the central and eastern European countries unemployment is 

in the double digits with 25 year old and younger individuals comprishg almost a third of the 

jobless rate. In Latin America unemployment fias also increased with Asia experiencing the 

rise of underemployment as well (p. 2). 

Statistics Canada defioes poverty as a relationship between income and the amount of 

money spent on necessities - food, clothing, shelter. The lower the income. the greater 

arnount is allocated for necessities (Haie, 1990. p. 278). Surveys conducted in 1982 found 

that families on the average in Canada spent 38.5% of their income on necessities. The 

poverty l i m  is de- where 58.5% of a families income is spent on necessities. In 1986, a 

report conducîed by the National Council of Welfare found that almost 15 % of Canadians or 

3,689,ûûû people were living below the poverty line (p. 278). Therefore. these families still 

had 40% to spend on non-necessities. However. by analysing the National Council of Welfare 

defuiitions. one may make a very good argument that if necessities are equal to basic needs 

for food. clothing and shelter, then the pour are not living in dire poverty . since they still 

possess money (perhaps 1/4 or 113) to spend on 'non-ûecessities'. These conditions rnay be 

very uncornfortable for the poor. however, it may also be the case that there are many in our 

society that are mt even able to attain these basic necessities. Nevertheless. the definiton of 

poverty outlimd by the Nationai Council of Welfare, rnay demonstrate its weakness or 

limitations and it may have to redefine what poverty acnially is. 

Article 25 of the Intematiooal Biu of Human Rights States: 

Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for health 
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housing and medical care and necessary social services. and the 
cight to Secune in the event of uriemployment, sickness, disability, 
widowhood, old age or other lack of livelibood in circumsta~lces 
beyond his control (Williams, 1981, p. 10). 

Even the definition of the International Bill of Human Rights is timited, because the 

Canadian poverty line does not prevent the poor from obtaining the basic necessities. 

However, the homeless, it may be argueci, do have theu rights (in the normative case) 

Today , however many iedividuals under capitalkm live below the poverty line, as d e W  

within Article 25 of the htemtional Bill of Human Rights, where it debilitates their health 

and weli-king. Therefore. the adequacy of these needs may be a better indicator of defining 

the poverty line. Nevertheless, some people are so poor that they are not able to afford 

clothuig or shelter. making it a violation of the proclairnecl (ideal) rights stipulated in the U.N. 

An adequate livelihood should be a human right for everyone. For social welfare to exist 

under private market economies, there is an acknowledgement that there is a moral daim or 

right by dint of king human. to the basic necessities of life, even though the c l a h  to this 

right is wt in the constitution or legal codes of the constitution. It is a moral daim and not 

a legai right because the right to a Livelihood does not exist in most liberal constitutions. 

Therefore, liberal capitalist States by mt acknowledging these rights, violate normative rights 

(right to food. shelter, clothing). by dint of king a human king. By virtue of king human, 

there ought to be Mienable rights to the variables which are provisions necessary to the 

preservation of iife itself. These provisions are the right to a livelihood. food. shelter and 
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cloching. without which people are reduced to king less than human. Nevertheless, on this 

issue of social welfare, I noted earlier that there are other scholars who contend that its 

existence is a pragmatic, political move. in order to keep the poor quiet and preserve stability 

for capital accumulation. 

One of the salient principles within the constitutions of liberal states is that individuais 

have the right to Me. The Iiberal definition of the right to life means the right for individu& 

to compete in the market in order to obtain a livelihood. However. many people. living under 

capitalism. do not have the means to live adequately . The result of this is that some die on 

the streets, because of the brutally cold winten or because they fa11 ill. This is a violation of 

the fundamentai human rïghts. The liberal detùiition of the right to life is restricted within 

the context of the market, but the right to life is so broad in definition that one may possibly 

contend that the state has the duty to preserve the life of its citizens by providing them what 

is needed - here referring in particuiar the plight of the homeless. Therefore. it may be argueci 

that the legal right to life that is ens- in the constitution of liberal democracies is violateci 

by the system from which it originated. The point here is not so much to criticize capitalism 

for aliowing hornelessness to exist. which 1 think as many people agree is a disgrace in a 

society that is very üfnwnt, but to point out that in a philosophical manwr, the legal right to 

life is very broad, that it may be interpreted to mean the preservation of life also. 

Nevertheless. Welfare states and nopstate organizatiom do assume this obligation. There 

are programs such as U. I.C.. welfare, universal health-care. in order to ensure that the poor 

do not starve or die in large numbers. Most people in our society do feel that we shouid 

provide, through taxes, at a minimum some assistance to those who are poor. sick or 
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unemployed and this is the reason states provide these program. However, most people also 

feel that able-bodied people should not be able to live comfortably on welfm because then 

they would have linle incentive to seek any employment and because of this the people bave 

supporteci significant cuts in w e k  recently. But this support of cuts to social programs bas 

shifted, as deficits have corne dom. Most people now believe that cuts to health-care, 

education and other social programs are too cirastic. This is m e  in Alberta, where the Klein 

govemment cutbacks were very deep and popular with the rnajority of people. but now people 

feel that certain services. particularly in the area of healthcare, should be restored. 

Liberal states formally guarmtee property rights. however. they do not enshrine certain 

fiindamental human rights. such as the right to food. medical care, adequate shelter. clothing 

and income in the constitution (Salmi. 1993, p. 6). Under capitalism, there is greaf emphasis 

put on pnvate propeq and civil liberties, while the consequenus of the social relations of the 

system is seen as secondary . There exists the violence of omission, which means that the 

system may not be doing enough for people Iike the homeless. Each t h e  the hungry starve 

or the homeiess die becaw of the cold, then it may be legitimate to conclude that these people 

are victims of social violence (pp. 16- 18). Shelter. clothing and food are fiindamental human 

rights anci not having them or possessing in an adequate amount makes people in such destitute 

conditions prone to disease and iliness. This in itself is 'the greatest terror' (p. 18). 

A study published by the I8enwtionaI Joumnl of Epidemiology concluded that between 

1980 and 1986, 121.500 Americans died prematurely of diseases which were not severe but 

treatable - diseases such as pneumonia, appendicitis, asthma, hiberculosis, hernia or influema. 

The saidy also fwnd that 80% were African Americans who couldn't afford health imurance. 
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The New Enghnd Joumai of Medich reporteci in January of 1990, that death rates between 

the ages of five and sixty-five are less in Bangladesh than in Harlem. New York (p. 76). 

Another snidy conducted in 1988 found that a third of low-income families in the U. S. suffer 

from severe hunger problems on  a daily basis (p. 77). 

The private market economy should bave no role in health a r e .  People do not choose to 

be iil and to become severely il1 is an unfortunate circumstance - people should not be 

punished if they cannot afEord to pay. However. the essence of private markets is to produce 

winners and losers. When it cornes to healthare, people should not lose it (Kuttner, 1997, 

p. 110). This is a limitation of private markets. and healthcare should not be treated as 

another cornmodity for sale. Privatized health-care like that of the US. operate on profits. 

where the most efficient means for insurance companies to make profits is to avoid sick people 

or limit the care of patients (p. 1 1 1). Profitable insurance companies like Golden Rule. in 

one incident disallowed a $3 1,569.ûû bill for a hem-bypass surgery. contended that the client 

or subscriber 'rnisrepresented' his health when he purchased the policy, failing to disclose he 

had high triglyceride levels (p. 140). Although it is hard to prove. this type of reasoning by 

the insurance Company is a pretext to avoid paying the costs of the surgery, so that profits 

become the priority above health. Profit motivated insurance companies involved in 

healthcare would try to avoid high-risk iodividuals who are prone to illnesses. As Robert 

Kuttner wrote, 'private insurance companies routinely nini down cancer patients as 

'uninsurable' (p. 143). 

There are presently 40 million Arnericanir who do wt get preventative care, because it is 

too expensive for them to pay. There are millions of uninsured and underinsureci individuais 
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in the U.S.. an indication that the private market cannot solve this vital and most needed 

service (p. 146). In a society having gross incorne inequalities like the Unites States, poor 

people are less k l y  to benefit in proper nutrition. sanitahon. and vaccination, that in general 

shape good health. Ghetto neighbourhoods have public health conditions of the third world 

with high mortality rates (p. 152). 

Studies have demonstrateci selfdestructive behaviour to be associateci with lower social 

classes. Poor people use the health system less, and tend to wait until their illness becornes 

worse. In addition, the selfdestructive behaviours - alcoholism, smoking. and dmg 

addiction - in many capitalist economies, can be said to be embedded in the structure, or 

social relations of the system itself, and in which the way out c m  only be through a more 

equitable system of distribution (pp. 1524). 

It rnay be fair to contead that economic discrepancies under capitalism in most cases 

translates into political ùrqualities. In a sense one may argue that capitalism is a 'dictatonhip 

of the nch'. where cabineu in provincial and federal levels take heed more fkom industrial and 

finance capital than fkom concern for people. However, regardless of the existence of multi- 

parties or of competing interests groups within liberal democracies. many parties invariably 

o r g e  themselves to protect the interest of capital or accommodate thernselves to capitalism. 

The capitalist class in gemrai seizes power in order to manage an economy that would be 

couducive to capital accumulation (Hale, 1990. p. 267). Govemments change every four or 
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five years, but the social relations remain the same with most people not having a Say about 

how the surplus should be distributcd in the economy. Democracy should not be limited to 

politics - it should incorporate the economic content as well. Parties on the left should study 

how to implemem refomis that would mate  discussion and more awareness, so rhat the= may 

be in the future a possibility of undermining capitalism. and possibly constnicting an 

alternative society. Many people in capitalist societies have lost faith or reject liberal 

democracy by cynicism and rejecting the right to vote. Some contend that necessary decisions 

are too cornplex, and given the swings of opinions. it is virtuaily impossible to carry out a 

sustained long-tem rational policy (Williams. 1983. p. 102). 

The private market and representative democracy has proven incapable of resolving the 

problems of sociery, and yet we hear the rhetoric from liberals that it c m .  It is heard rnany 

times that people are not interesteci in politics or in bringing about democratic renewal. These 

advocates of the democratic status quo point to the cynicism and 'apathy' which surround 

liberal democracies as evidence. The cynicism and apathy does exist. however. it rnay be faK 

to point out that poor nunouts in liberal democratic elections is. as Raymond Williams said. 

'a consecpence of the merely apparent involvement in decision- making'. People do feel 

discouraged and in some liberal democratic societies, people yeam for democratic renewal, 

for example, the Spicer Commission, a constitutional forum conducted in 1992 in Canada. 

Furthemore, it would be absurd to reject new principles, proposals and practices, since they 

are indispensable, when the old ways do w t  function properly. If people do not try then we 

will never know how a new political process rnay work (Williams. 1983. p. 104). 

Those individuais or groups not interesteci in democratic renewal rnay argue that this 
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states as evidence of 

is vain to suggest that 

changes are not rteeded since the othu option is authoritarianism. Williams f i e r  adds that 

there is no need to make nich cornparisons because any Failure to make changes is aimost 

certain to direct us to social and economic decline and wone (p. 105). 

The features of a represemative democracy have been that the majority of candidates corne 

from wealthy backgrounds or are people who are supported by the rich to protect their 

interests. For example. in the 1992 Amencan election. 435 members of the House of 

Representatives and a third of the Semte spent $504 million dollars on campaigning (Tovar, 

1997, p. 149). This provokes the query. how can these individuals represent the interest of 

the masses under these arrangements? (Marxist-Leninist Daily. Vol. 26. No. 170. p. 4). 

Capitalists pnde themselves in having democracy in action. of being a democracy by the 

people - however people are deprived of real power. It may be the case that within a hue 

democracy, one would not imagine the anti-social offensive that is taking place not only in 

Canada but in other capitalist corntries around the world. In an authentic democracy, people 

wouid increase M i n g  that is vital and needed for themselves. such as education, health-, 

housing. clothing, food, a national daycare program and others. Lnstead, liberal democracies 

have demonstratecl that it refiects the interest of the rich as capitalist states slash programs and 

tramfer h d s  to the fioancial oligarchy and capitalist class at the expense of people's need. 

These cuts and attacks on the working class and people hurt the citizens h l v e d ,  in 

particular the working poor. There is no mechanism in place, aside fiom elections. where the 

people themselves cm decide on crucial policies such as the budget. If people were indeed 
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in power it is difficult to accept that the problems of capitalism, such as poverty. 

unemployment, and large kquaiities would not be resolved. People have a deep desire to 

create a humane society, but what prevents them h m  solving these problems under capitalism 

are the mechanisms that are not in place, where they c m  initiate policies to serve their 

interests (Met-LRninist Daily, Vol. 26, No. 170. p. 4). Although it is uue that the 

people's interests are not unifieci or singuiar - there are for example. within the working class 

done. various interests and multiple affiliations. hence finding it difficult to agree or to even 

stick together. Perhaps it is fair to suggest that in general most people did agree during the 

Spicer Commission. which caiied for the people of Canada to draft a new constitution. which 

would have also given them the power to initiate and execute policies. I beiieve this would 

have been a great step forward. Democracy under capitaiism. however. is not king fully 

exercised when people are prevenied from expressing themselves by initiating and executing 

policies. that serve themselves, and when campaigns require the backing of millions of dollars 

(Marxist-Leninist Daily , Vol. 26, No. 170. p. 4). There is the possibility . with the advanced 

techiiology and communication systems of today that people could democratically participate 

in the centrai decisions and debates even on a daily basis. It is m e  that no where, in large- 

scale, cornplex, urban-industrial societies bas participatory democracy ever been sustained, 

however, we can propose these measures in a very realistic manner because it seems plausible 

that the technology to carry this project and to further deepen the meanhg of democracy may 

be within Our grasp. 

Democracy and capitalism seem to be at odds when dealing with distribution of power. 

Democracy -es the quai distriiution of power - one person one vote. whiie capitalism 
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extols the belief that the unfit should be overtaken by the econornicaily fit - nvvivai of the 

fittest (Thurow. 1996. p. 242). The increasing income gap in the last 20-25 yean is in part 

due to the implementation of neo-liberal policies, but aiso on the Spencerian tenet - survivai 

of the fittest, which is associated with efficiency. Spencer believed that the economidly 

strong had the duty to drive the ecommidy weak into extinction. Drivhg the economically 

vulnerable out of the market is the alternative to government interference in the economy or 

state welfare. Today, for example, there exists the Contract with America. an agenda 

unleashed by Republican party which is very 'Spencerian' . Thei. reasoning is that social 

safety nets are not necessary. Furthermore. they argue that if individuals are forced to face 

starvation. then they would go and work hard. Social welfare programs would only create 

dependency . according to Spencerian advocates (Thurow . 1996. p. 249). 

In previous modes of production, poiitical and economic power have gone together but 

under capitalkm this is not necessarily the case. If the disconnection of politicai and economic 

power exists, then those with economic power have the means to influence those in politics. 

in order to Unplement policies that would be conducive to capital accumulation and profit. On 

the other hand, those holding political power have an incentive to coerce those in economic 

power to accumulate wealth, so that they would enjoy the same material standards of living 

as their muent fnends in the economy (p. 250). For example, President Jobnson bemme 

wealthy, even though he held low-paying jobs for his entire working life-tirne. Newt Gingnch 

is another example. His entire conglomeration of political activiries have provided hirn with 

economic power through book sales and lectures (p. 25 1). 

It is fair to contend that capitalist societies have constructed their political systems so that 
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economic wealth translates &O political power. This reality expresses itself through campaign 

contriitions, expensive television ads and the existence of special intenst groups who have 

politicai influence (p. 250). Therefore, big money debilitates the etectoral democmtic process 

under capitalism. Ln addition. pressure nom capital is not only through lobby groups and 

networks, but can be mediated by the market. For example. governments fear the loss of 

investment and fi- moving to other places; they also fear the implementation of riskg 

interest rates to counteract the possible lost of revenue from 'capital flight' or from a possible 

slow down in investment. Furthemore, when political parties in liberal democracies do not 

have different ideological beliefs, where debates could take place on alternative economic and 

political programs. elections then become popularity contests and bas& on trivial m e r s  (p. 

255). 

Financial institutions. capitalist corporations and the press who c lah  to represent 'public 

opinion' ail play key roles in fotmhg major policies. Trade unions and radical politicai 

parties are perceiveci as exercising extra- parliamentary power. when in reality they are 

practising a right which in the present time is dominatexi by the capitalist class (Williams. 

1983, pp. 118-19). 

With incorne kecpaütiies irmasing and with real wages declining, what has been fostered 

is racism and attacks on the welfare state. However, rnany white middleclass individuais who 

have vomi for Republicans or neo-liberai policies and stiIl expexience the dedine of their real 

wages may throw themselves into ex- right wing militia-type groups (Thurow. 1996, p. 

253)- 

With the left king presently in a decline. capitalism now possesses a cane - blanche in 
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implementing neo-liberal, Spencerian policies. This cm be observeci dl over the world as 

Liberal States condone high mmployment, poverty and increasing inequaiities (p. 270). 

Before going on to discuss the features of a socialist society a summation of the strengtbs 

and weakness of capitalism wiU be provided. The general characteristics of the political and 

economic structure of the system will be outlined in order to discem their strengths and 

w e ~ e s s  . 

Advocates of liberal democracies contend that the strengths of capitalism are the following: 

a multi-paw politicai system; the existence of fundamental freedoms; the existence of the 

democratic nghts; the existence of legal rights (presumed innocent until proven otherwise); 

the existence of equaiity rights; freedom of expression; freedorn of conscience; &dom of 

association; fieedorn of the press; and the freedom to strike. 

There is the existence of a multi-party system. where competing parties strive to achieve 

political power. Briefly, the weakness, as mentioned before, is that the democratic process 

is limited or unf'air. due to the amount of money certain political parties and candidates receive 

in the campaigns. In other words, this politicai process is vitiated by the penetration of 

economic power, which tramlates into political power. The sûength of bourgeois democracy 

may be its representation, however it is weak in tenns of political participation among its 

citizens, which explains why there may be low nirnouts during elections in liberal 

democracies. 
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Within the economy, capitalism also has its strengths and weaknesses. Within a private 

market economy, the allocation of resources is done through the price mechanism. The 

market mectianisrn operates on: 1) individual economic units, where individuais decide by 

themselves what, how, where and when to consume or produce a commodity; 2) they do this 

with reference to the price of a commodity within the market; and 3) prices will respond to 

the mechanism of supply and demand. The final result within this system would be the 

equilibrium of supply and demand and the coordination of al1 individual agents in the 

economic activity (Grossman, 1974, p. 19). The economic units within this system are 

independent and autonomous with regard to decisions in production and consuming. This 

exchange of goods and services among people is automatic, impersonal and does not discri- 

minate. It is amoral, as t coordinates the decisions of both individual producers and 

consumers, without any dictation from authoriw (p .20). Within this system, cornpetition 

among producers of goods and services unleashes productivity because there is also the 

incentive to outdo the cornpetitor, thus this eventuaily benefits the consumer. Nevertheless, 

it is within a private market mechanism, that there are adjustments due to the disturbances that 

arise from the mpply or demand side. The private market mechanism tends to coordinate and 

bring a cohesiveness to the supply of goods and what is demandeci, thus bringing a reasonable 

efficiency to the functioning of economy. Furthemore, the private market econorny brings 

about innovation, which may be in the form of new products or new production goods. This 

system promotes change at a fairly brisk rate. Rivate production agents are compelled to 

adapt to these changes if they are to be cornpetitive within the market (p. 63). 

The private market economy also detemines the distribution of wages and wealth, by the 
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mechanism of supply and demand. Furthemore, the private market economy creates an 

incentive structure which hamesses self-interest to meeting the d e d  of othen via the 

market. If individuais produce at cost and sell more than th: cost of production, thus maLing 

a profit, then k r e  is an inducement for private agents to produce for a demand in the market. 

People's needs and wants would be satisfied even in rernote areas. since the individual agent 

has an incentive. This makes the economy more flexible than a command economy, which 

is cumbersome, and may be to slow to respond to the demand. 

The private market economy analysed by Hayek disperses economic power, however, 

there is also the tendency of concentrating economic power with the emergence of mompolies. 

In addition, fair competition and equal oppoRunity for everyone to take part in the market, 

plays a vitai role in prevenring monopolies fkom occurring. Advocates. such as Hayek. argue 

that the strength of a private market economy is that it disperses power and decision-making 

is essential for a democracy (p. 64). 

In short, advocates of capitalkm would argue that the strengtb of the system lie in the 

fact that it is responsive. efficient and that the system fosters freedom and democracy. 

However, democracy was fought for, and capitalism does not necessarüy equal democracy. 

Given its stnngths, capitalism is blind to ma-peniniary consideratioas - it pays Little attention 

to the notion of distributive justice. Many individuals gain through profits, however, 

capitalism is imbued with many social ills such as poverty, homelessness, and crime. 

The private market economy has the tendency not to achieve full employment. The 

fhhmentai reamn for this may be decentralization, where millions of large and m a i l  private 

economic uni6 make their decisiors without a direct central co-ordination. However. one may 
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argue chat unemployment in capitalkm exists because this lowen labour cost. Nevertheless. 

it is wt only endernic to experience unemployment, underemployment, ami insecurity under 

the private market economy, but also people experience business cycles, prosperity or 

depressions, infiation aiad deflation. which in rnany cases affect the lives of millions 

(Grossman. 1974, p. 65). It wouid be fair to contend that the private market system is 

anachronistic, irrational and has limitations. 

Socialist critics have outiined the negative characteristics of cap itaiism. which are depres- 

sions, unemployment, inflation, sluggish growth. poverty. and homelessness. Furthemore. 

critics of the private market have pointed out about the depletion of the earth's natural 

resources as capitalism possesses an insatiable demand to produce and consume. However. 

former state - socialist countnes have also had great problems concerning the environment. 

Nevertheless, in niany cases, private firms who use natural resources - water and the forests, 

for example, pay Iittie or even nothing for the usage. since no one owns the propeny or it is 

crown land (p. 67). Capitaiism is dominateci by money; it is a money economy, and ir is fair 

to Say that the central measure of inequality is income and wealth (assets). In the past 20 

years, the implementation of neo-liberal policies has led to more income inequaiities, which 

has manif'teà itself through race, gender and class. 

When aiialysing capitalism and state socialkt societies. it is accurate to suggest that both 

are "mixeci economies" with either state (sociaiist or capitalist) upholding the dominance in 

one fonn over the other. For instance, the capitaiist states defend private propew in the 

means of production with the public sector king residual. Conversely. socialist States defend 

public property in meam of production, with private sectors king residual. 
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Never the less, societies Vary in proportionality when observing private and public means 

of production. Therefore, thû demonstrates that within capitalist and socialist states, there are 

variant modes of social formation (Le Sweden is capitalist but has a stronger welfm state tban 

the United States). H e m ,  there is a correlation between the strength of a welfare state, to 

iricom distri'bution; the stronger the welfare state, die more equal the incorne distribution and 

vice-versa. This leads us to infer that the cause-effect relationship in the capitaüst mode 

generates irquality of income. It seems that the weaker the welfue-state is. the more unequal 

income will be (for example, the United States). 

The general strengths and weaknesses of state-socialist societies would also be outlined in 

order to compare the system with capitalism. However. before providing this brief surnmation 

of a socialist system, the general features of the Cuban socialist system will be presented in 

order to discern its strengths, accomplishments and weaknesses. 



As an example of actually existing socialism, the gewral features of Cuba's political, 

social and economic structures wiii be outiïned. In addition, this section will demonstrate the 

strengrhs of socialism by illustra~g the advmcements and achievernents made by the 

revolution. This in no way is to suggest that Cuba is free from problerns - its system also has 

limitaaons that cm be rectifieci by reforms based upon constructive criticism. However. the 

socialist revolution in Cuba is a good example of the collective benefits and political soverei- 

gnty that have been gained by the people. 

Cuba's politicai and economic democratization process may have limitations, however. my 

purpose here is to emphasize the many beneficiai features that exist in Cuba in order to 

accentuate the existing supenor features of socialism and its realization in capitaiist counuies. 

In addition, in constructing democratic socialism, the weaknesses of Cuba's political and 

economic democratization process can be refmed so that the standards reached are similar to 

the normative view outlined by Carol Gould. However, Cuba as a state-socialist country does 

have political and economic strengths which are necessary conditions to prove the following : 

1) that 'actuaily existhg' socialism does exist and is feasible; 2) that actuaily existent 

socialism can be usefui by applying its attributes to other people wishing to transfonn their 

country to socialism. 



Cuba has a complex politicai structure compriseci of three main bodies - the state, the 

council of state and the communist party. Within the state. there are three levels of public 

assemblies - the municipal, provincial and national assemblies (Ward. 1978. p. 128). 

Candidates nuining for the municipal assernbly are se1ezted and elected by the people. In 

every electorai district people discuss and debate the potenual nominees before electing them. 

and the cornmunist parcy cannot submit candidates (Hamecker, 1980. p. 78). Within this 

process of nominating and electing canclïdates. the party is separate. thus enabling grassroots 

sovereignty to be expressed in the polity. 

However, at the Provincial and National levels candidates are elected by delegates of the 

Municipal assembly. This process invokes the consideration - would it not be more 

democratic if candidates to the provincial and national assemblies were elected by the people 

directly? The ratiooal for this process. is that delegates of the municipal assemblies. who 

were chosen for their outstanding records and politicai consciousness would be the best to 

elect and to represent the highest state organizations (Hamecker, 1980. p. 85). This 

argument may provc weak as the new eiectoral p r m s  now gives the people of Cuba the right 

to directly elect candidates to the Provincial Assernbly . This will be discussed briefly below. 

The selection of Provincial and National assembly candidates is made by the special 

nominating cornmittee, which is comprised of representatives of the party and mass 

organizations (Harnecker, 1980, pp. 85-6). 

However, the majority of the candidates to be selected have to corne h m  candidates who 
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were selected by the people dirrctly , for the municipal assembly, but were not elected by 

them. This mchanism is in place in order to respect the popular wili and to assure that there 

is a Linkage between the top layers of governent and the people's needs (p. 88). In addition, 

both the municipal and provincial assemblies can reject partially or completely the List of 

candidates made up by the nominating cornmittee (p. 86). The nominating cornmittees were 

ais0 established in the former Soviet Union as an inversion of the power relations between the 

Soviets and the party, hence what occurred later was that the soviets becarne subservient 

transmission rnechanisms for the party policies decided at the top. 

However, there have ken  certain changes to the electoral process in Cuba recently. 

Withh the political system in Cuba, mass organhtions do play a large role in norninating 

candidates and making policies. It is my view that the Cuban electoral system is much more 

democratic than the former eastem European state-socialist societies. since it responds to 

society 's social reality and changes accordingly . 

For example, the nominating committees or commissions in Cuba comprise of the 

following groups: the Central Organi7iition of Cuban Trade Unions; the Cornmittee for the 

Defence of the Revolution; the Federation of Cuban Women; the National Association of 

S M  fanners; the Federation of University Students and the Federation of Students in 

intermediate Education. These commissions or nominating committees have to select just 50% 

from dismct delegates who, as memioned before, were selected from grass-roots people, but 

were not elected by them. The rest of the percentage cornes from citizens from the different 

spheres of Xe, i.e., the various groups or organizations. Precandidates for both the 

provincial and national assemblies are given profiles and then these are presented to the 
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municipal assemblies for approval. Now , the people can e h  by direct vote. delegates to the 

Provincial Assembiies as compared to before where this was restricted to the delegates fkom 

the municiple level flovar, 1997, p. 147). 

It ïs important to emphasize here again, that mither the Communist Party nor the Young 

Communist League nominate candidates - at least for the municipal level. However. as was 

said before, for the Provincial and National Assemblies the Communist Party does take part 

in nominating candidates with the various mass organizations. This makes it possible for any 

citizen. worker, student, f m e r ,  employee, or housewife to be nomioated irrespective of 

opinions or views and without king a member of the party (p. 147). This mass participation 

and opportunity in the Cuban electoral process is indicative of the huge participation of 

Cubans in the Iast elections - 98 per cent. Delegates to the municipal assemblies must be 

accountable to their electors at meetings that are held every six months. although meetings 

rnay be reconvened any t h e  by the delegate or by the electon (p. 148). 

People in Cuba do participate and contribute in Wing solutions to the society 's problems. 

The people do discuss, debate, and analyse and have decided many issues conceniing the pend 

code and the constitution. Men and women, workers, students. and pemioners al1 participate 

within their respective organizations in order to discuss and contribute proposals that may be 

propitious to problem solving (pp. 148-9). However, critics of the Cuban system question 

how democratic these mechanisois acnially are and how the people of Cuba can be sovereign 

given that there is ody one politid Party. 



Delegates in Cuba can be recalled by their constiaients if they conclude that a delegate was 

net fulfillinP h û h r  task or was regarded as incompetent by the community. However. at the 

Provincial and National level delegates are not directly recalled by the people. but are subject 

to recall if the lower assembly sanction it; it is only at the Municipal level that people direztiy 

have this power to recall (Hamecker, 1980. p. 109). 

Nevertheless , the recall mechanism highlights the di f ferences with liberal democracies . 

In a bourgeois democratic system. candidates elected by popular vote are individuais of 

various political parties, and once elected. lose touch with their constituents. Hence. the 

voten do not have control over theh delegates once they are elected or even have power to 

intempt a delegate's term. This cm explain why there are low voter tum outs in liberal 

democracies. How interesting cm a campaign be when people are powerless , and know that 

campaigns are full of promises, to a m c t  votes only? Conversely, in socialist Cuba, delegates 

have to keep in touch with their constiments. by advising, consulting and infonning them, or 

be subject to recd, (particuiarly at the municiple level) without the permission of the 

Communist Party of Cuba or Politburo (p. 110). 

However, there are sceptics who have question& whether the right to recall in Cuba is 

ever exercised without the permission of the politburo. Nevertheless. delegates of the 

municipal level must be accountable to the electors. every six months. and that the delegates 

or electon may convene a meeting any tirm. with delegates to the Provincial and Nationai 

assembh to be accountable to the elected assemblies below them (Tovar, 1997. p. 148). 
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While individual r d  of elected members may not exist under liberal democracies there are 

mechiuiisms in place such as the Electorai Accountability Commission, who overlook the 

wrong doing of a goverornent and can force the government to cal. an election. 

Nevertheles, the National Assembly of Cuba is the supreme political body of the Cuban 

state. It is the only body that has legislative and constitutional powers to amend the 

constitution, approve nationai plans for economic and social development, modify and rrpeal 

laws; and only this body can submit laws for referenda. This body is also responsible for 

selecting members for the judicial institutions (Harnecker. 1980, p. 223). Nonetheless, most 

deputies in the Nationai Assembly are chosen by the people, who consist of women, workers, 

peasants, professionais and technicians of various fields (p. 22 1). 

The unions in Cuba are non-state organitations; they are not dependent nor controlled by 

any ministry or other body of government (Fuller, 1992. p. 147). The role of unions is to 

publicize workers' opinions and criticize administration policies and to M e r  organize the 

suggestions and demaids of its rnembers. Furthemore. unions regularly involve themselves 

in decision making forums - production and service assemblies, management counciis and 

planning assemblies (p. 148). In addition, the unions exercise great influence to remove 

managers, however the power to do so st i l l  lies with the state; but arnong worken, many do 

not doubt that if they fileci a cornplaint that was warranteci, then management would be 

discharged (p. 159). 
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Furthemore, it is important to note that s k e  centrai planning is incompatible with pnce 

deîe1IIIljllation Uuough power conflicts between workers and managers, strikes are perhaps rare 

in socialist Cuba, thus possibly making the bargainhg rights of the workers idterior than in 

a democratic capitalist state. However, given tbat Cuba's political system has mass political 

participation, workers' interaction in tbe political system coupled with their proposais may be 

the process of how their issues are resoived. 

In a regulated economy, salaries are set and the inequalities are less inequitable than in a 

private market economy. The ratio from the lowest to the highest paid in Cuba is 1:8.8. 

Conversely , most or ail other Latin American couatries have the top 30% possessing most of 

the househoid income (Statistical Abstract of Latin America. 1989. p. 338). Professiods. 

such as medical doctoa in Cuba receive higher payments, with entertainers, foremen, 

technicians and others king some of the highest paid workea. and food and rent king very 

low in pnce (Ward, 1978, p. 17). 

Regardles of the amount of money a M y  makes, rationhg of food. shelter and clothing 

is pracrised in proportion to needs. This rationing entails long line-ups for everyone, 

including governent officials, doctors, housewives and Street cleaners (p. 17). It goes 

without saying that rationing is hated among the Cubans. but it is ody through this process 

that e e t y  of needs are easured - especially for the basic necessities of Me to which every 

human king has a claim. 
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However, putting the embargo aside. it is m e  that state sociaiist societies possess the 

f e a m  of scarcity and rationing. ûue of the problems may be the incentive stnicnire for 

production within the system that would alIow producers to be mpomive to the demaods of 

ttLe society. Many state socialist societies began to experiment with SIMU producer markets 

because cenûal planning was too cumbersome, too slow and not locally responsive. In Cuba, 

however, in order to alleviate the problems of long delays, and to meet local needs. the 

govenunent allowed a limited amount of privatization to certain secton with hiring king 

illegal (Ward, 1978. p. 30). 

Despite these econornic problems, hunger and starvation is not a problem in Cuba as is the 

case in other underdeveloped Latin American countries. There is no Iack of food which 

supplies the necessary calories. but is in limited supply (p .26). 

In terms of retirement, men retire at sixty and women at fi@-five with a pension provided 

in proportion to w hat an individual has eamed during a lifetime. Furthemore. retirement is 

not mandatory, and therefore the citizen may continue to work as long as slhe wishes unul 

death (p.46). 

Cuba also provides a national daycare programme assisting hi11 tirne working parents to 

participate in the economy. Daycare centres accept children from 45 days old until they are 

of school age. Prior to the revolution rnost women stayed at home to c m  for their children 

and rarely sought cafeers. However, as gender equality was a principle that was sought after 

by the revolutionary government, many women were given the opportunity to go into the work 

force. Education became open and mandatory for all and women now occupy fields diat were 

once restricted to men, such as medicine, Law and engineering. Additionally, a new family 
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code was introduced stathg that men were responsible for half the howwork as well as the 

nurairing of children. If this information is accurate in the everyday life of Cuban people. it 

may be consistent with Frank Cunnipham's view that as a society approaches social and 

economic equalïty then it is possible for gender relations to ovenake equaiity as well. 

Whether this is a lived acaiality is not certain. since we know that in the former Soviet Union 

and other pst-revolutionary societies, women still were responsible for most of the 

housework (p. 46). 

Cuba shares some of the general social and economic feanires outlined under state - 

socialist systwis. Despite the problem of shortages, Cubans rightly point out that their system 

does not have the severe difficuities of inflation. unemployment and crime that are widespread 

in capitalist economies (p. 82). Full time employment is a reality in Cuba. but the limitation 

of consumer goods does create a certain amount of tension. in order CO mitigate this amiety, 

the Cuban goverrunent began to import more expensive products in the late 1970s (p.84). A 

hirther advantage found in Cuban socialist society was the total population covered by social 

security was among the highest in Latin Amencan counmes (p.200). 

In regards to education. the Cuba revolution has without a doubt achieved great 

improvemems. Prior to the revolutionary governrnent, more tban a quarter of the population 

was illiterate and a University education was ody available to the wealthy. PresentIy, nearly 

every citizen can read and write anci, dependhg on particular interests, everyone is given the 
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o p p o d t y  to atmci university or polytechnicai schools (p. 1 17). In 198 1, it was discovered 

that 2.2 % of the Cuban population from the age of 15 and over was illiterate - the lowest 

figure when compareci with otber Latin Amencan countries. Coovenely , Haiti haâ the hi- 

iiliteracy rate of 62 -4% (Stdsnsncal Absrrua of Lufin Arnerica, 1989, p. 179). 

Even sceptics and Mitics agree that the contemporary Cuban educationai system is an 

impressive achievement, but it may still be limited in a country that is a one party state with 

an officiai ideology. Higher education mut  entail the right to free thought, wide-ranging 

discussion and debate where students are allowed to corne to their own conclusions. 

Dissenters would argue that if Cuba had a rnulti-party system, with various opinions working 

within the framework of a socialist economic structure. that perhaps the thinking and 

inventiveness would be more lively . 

In the early 196ûs, private medical practices, clinics and hospitals were nationalized by 

the Cuban state, with public health workers receiving salaries as other employees (Ward, 

1978, p. 1 17). Every Cuban citizen has free medical care for a lifetime. irrespective of their 

background, race or salary (p. 1 18). In 1959, public health in Cuba was similar to that of 

other underdeveloped countries - there were high infant mortality rates, malnutrition and 

problems of hygiene. One of the most wmmon diseases among the workers was malaria, ancl 

in 1962 there were 3,519 cases. However, with revolutionary programmes in place and 
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consisteni n~ieamient provided, the sickness was elhinateci. Furthennore. in 1959 there were 

1,146 deaths due to cuberculosis, but by 1974. the figure had declined to 309. During 1%2, 

rnaternal morality was at a rate of 118 mothers per 10.000 births. but again, by 1974 the rate 

had b e n  reduceci to 56, the lowest rate in Latin America. There were 46 cases of polio in 

1962 and by 1974 there were no cases reported anci children were all provided with vaccims. 

In 1963. there were 900 reported cases of diphtheria and the number was cut back to 3 by 

1971 (p. 119)- 

In 1959, Havana had over haif of Cuba's doctors and hospital beds located in a city that 

comprised ody  a quarter of the country's population. These figures starkly disclose the 

hequalities extant in the previous system where money dictated the whereabouts of medical 

was faciiities and physicians. Conversely, with the establishment of socialism. medicai car- 

created on an equal basis for al1 Cubans. For example, after the revolution. the state provided 

50 hospitais and 150 dispensaries for niral services (p. 1 19). 

In addition, the revolution bas brought about an increased awareness to the Cuban people 

concerning diseases and their prevention. Prior to the revolution . most poor people seldom 

went to doctors because of the Iack of money and the burden it placed upon them. Today, 

health care and education programs are available to every Cuban as a right. For example, 

Cuba le& ai l  Latin American countries in P A .  smears (tests for uterine cancer) and breast 

examinrtions. In addition, there are 340 polyclinics, which are basic medical unis, each 

serving 25,000 people (p. 12 1). One of the widely appreciated features of the C u b a  heaith 

care system is the houseail, where polyclinic doctors spend four houn of theu &y in the 

office, then spend the remainder of the aftenmon working outside the c h i c  (pp. 125-6). 
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In 1960. Cuba had a fetai mortaüty rate of 26.8 per 1.000 live birtbs. about the same as 

many other poor Latin American couritries. By 1965, the figure dropped to 20.5, with 

Columbia, El Salvador. Mexico, Peru, Uruguay. Nicaragua and Venezuela having better fetal 

mortality rates. However. by 1970, the rates had dropped to 15, and by 1978 it stood at 11.5 

per 1.000 live births, one of the lowest in the Latin American counmes. Cuba's latest feral 

death rates during the 1980s rank among the lowest in Latin America (Statisn'cal Abstraa of 

Latin America, 1989. pp. 129. 153). 

When observing the indicators for infant mortality rates per 1,000 live binhs. Cuba had 

a rate of 35.4 in 1960 and 38.4 in 1965 - one of the lowest among Latin American countries. 

From 1970 to 1985 Cuba had the lowest ùifmt monality rate (Statistical Absrract of L d n  

America, 1989, p. 130). Maternal death rates per 10,000 live births has also been one of the 

lowest figures in cornparison to other South American countries. Le.. in 1967. 9.4 per 10.000 

live births and in 1973. 5.5 per 10,000 live births. In the eariy 1980s maternai death rates 

were among the lowest in Latin America (Statistical Abstract of North America, 1989. p. 

109). 

Cuba's quality of life improved dnrmaticaily after the revolution and another source of 

evidence for this can be foumi in the statistics of death due to disease in children under five 

years of age. However, deaths due to influenza and pneumonia have an average rating when 

compared with othu countries in the region. Furthemore, since 196û onwards Cuba has had 

one of the lowest ratios of population per physician. In 1978, there were 673 people per 

doctor, whik Chile, as a measurr of coniparison. s t d  at 2,069 per doctor. The average life 

expectancy in Cuba is one of the highest in Latin America (Srmisical Abstract of Larin 



Amerka, 1985 p. 116, 1987 p. 117, 1989 p.125. 1995, p. 162). 

Between 1965 to 1971 Cuba maintaineci one of the highest rates of caioric intake of the 

Latin American coutries and this contimied throughout the 1970s and early 1980s. By 1983 

it was second to Mexico for this statistic and third during the years 1983- 1985. In geeeral, 

Cuba has maintaineci a high level of daily caloric intake within Latin American countries 

( S ~ ~ c a f  Abstraa of Latin America, 1989, p. 156). The same result was found for statistics 

for fats consumeci on a daily basis - from 1966 - 1985. Cuba scored above the Latin American 

average, with the exception of the years 1975 - 1977. In terms of daïiy protein consunption, 

Cuba has always been (from 1966-1985) above average (Std~cu1 Abstract of Lann Americu, 

1989. pp. 157-8). 

These statistics provide evidence of the success of the socialist revolution in Cuba and 

render a profde of the quality of daily life. The material needs of people - food. housing, 

health care and education were given a priority after the revolution. Numerous indicators and 

examples of the improvement that took place have been documentai here, illustrating Cuba's 

achievements. Despite some limitations, Cuba's quality of life displays some positive features 

and democratic mechanisms within its political system. Its characteristics are a worthy 

exemplar for North American dernocracy to engender and enlarge their own structure of 

politics. Democratic socialisrn is feasible. since there are existing features of this kind of 

doctrine in the world today in the Cuban prototype that enable other people to possess a vision 



of constructing socialism in their own country. 

It is fair to argue that state - socidist societies of the past did not demonstrate the 

normative vision of socialism and cornmunim. Undeniable evidence can be produceci that the 

former state - socialist countries were not democratic. since citizens were not sovereign to 

govern the social, political and economic flairs of these countries. The general pattern of the 

earlier state - socialist societies has k e n  that they were able to generate rapid economic 

growth in the initial stages of industrial development, but as they caught up with the capitalist 

worid and endeavoured to become more technologically sophisticated. they increasingly ran 

into problems and their material growth consequenti y stagnated. There are explanatiow and 

theories as to why this occurred. but the general point is that the former European state - 

socialist societies experienced this pattern during the course of their economic history. 

Further, a warranted critique of these countries in Eastern Europe is that there was liale effort 

and pressure brought to bear to replace outmoded technology and to close companies that 

became a financial burden (Paul, 1989, p.216). 

Although in general, standards of living have been lower than in advanced capitalist 

c o d e s ,  it is accurate to suggest that people were guaranteed job security and may not have 

experienced the problem of economic instability (p. 213). However, other variants of 

socialism, such as the Yugoslavian model, which employed a decentrabxi economic policy. 

experienced high unemployment forcing large numbers of workers to emigrate (Marquit, 
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1978, p. 60). The incorn and wealth disparities were less than in capitalist societies. Some 

of the more egalitarian capitalist societies such as Sweden have overlapped with socialkt 

societies on this issue (Paul, 1989, p. 213). 

Most of the political doctrines of the former state - socialist countries have been 

authoritarian. People in these nation States were not sovereign and could not initiate and 

execute policies that would govern their political. social and economic affairs. The structure 

of these societies in general has been obsemed as a top-down formation. In the initial stages 

of the Russian revolution, for example, people's Soviets were formed. where the people and 

the working class elected their representatives as a venue for the expression of their views and 

a vehicie that would attend to their immediate needs. The trend of these societies has k e n  

that the cornmunist parties who portrayed themselves as a 'part. of the people' prevented their 

citizens from enacting their nghts with regard to economic, political and social decisions . It 

is accurate to suggest that the bureaucracy itself became an authoritarian force - far from the 

normative vision already outlined. Why this occurred is another topic for discussion. Since 

many of the former state - socialist socieîies no longer exist. it is satisfactory to intimate that 

these societies had severe systemic problems. 

One measure of a society is to exanrine the nature and extent of its social iUs. Socialist 

societies have and still do experience pmblerns similar to those experienced in capitalist 

counûies. Overail, however, the former state - socidist societies managed to do better than 

capitalist societies in a comparable level of development in the areas of homelessness, health- 

care, education and employment. This is not to suggest that the former state - socidist 

counûies did not have the problem of homelessness, but it was not experienced to the same 
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extent as has oulirred in capitalisr wuntries (Paul. 1989. p. 215). Variants of state - sociaiïst 

systems usually guarantee the basic mcesities of life - food, shelter. clothing. heaith care ami 

education for virtuaiiy every member of their society. 

Another strength of socialism is that this kind of society has economic stability - that they 

usuaily do not experience the busts and booms as a private economy would, affecting many 

people. In addition, the problem of inflation does not exist in a cornmanci economy. Another 

advantage is that a state - socialist cenaalized ecowmy can customarily avoid industrial 

anarchy and it can easily mobilize the resources of a country to a particular region, 

undertaking certain projects which do net depend on a profit king made. However, if there 

is an undemocratic economic society that is ruled solely like a bureaucracy as in the former 

state - socialkt regirnes. political and economic decisions would not only become despotic but 

would evenaially involve error and distortion (Medvedev, 1977. p. 258). Within economic 

production itself the former state - socialist countries had less stimulus to engage in 

technological and scientific progress. Many enterprises eschewed the wed for new technology 

and to improve the quality of goocis and output. Inventions were ignored and only 

implementecl when they had aiready been applied extensively abroad (p. 268). It couid be 

argued that these kirds of ~roblems may not have existed in the former state - sociafist 

societies if democracy had r d y  been at work. 

Other weaknesses of the system pertained to undemocratic bureaucracy and production, 

where aU the decision-m&@ was enacted in a vertical manner with only minor adjusments 

ocaimag at the local level. The drawback of this procedure was that the leadership. remote 

from the problems to be solved, were inadequate in theu resolution. since feedback from the 
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source of the problem did not exist. At the same thne enterprises were unable to overcome 

obstacles on their own, since they were gening obsolete instructions from the c e m .  As a 

comeqence of these undemocratic ecommic practices. there was an ewrmous loss of 

potential with the economies (p. 239). 

In the former Soviet Union. the issue of democracy was not as important as the question 

of economic planning. Real political democracy would have been very beneficial for the 

former state - socialist countries as there would have been the encouragement of the people 

participating in the development of economics and science. The lack of freedorn of speech and 

the censorship of books bave contributed to the dernise of socialism (p. 232). By espousing 

socialist democracy many of the economic problems that were facing the state - socialist 

countries would have been greatiy ameiiorated. The democratic approach would mean that 

issues would have been examined and debated, providing solutions (p. 233). Furthemore, 

individuals involved in al1 industries and leveis of administration were prevented from 

initiahg policies. Workers and office staff were deterred from providing solutions to the &y- 

to-day problems of ixzdustry, hence the alternative was total dependence on the party or state. 

which inevitably made mistakes @p. 234, 236). 

Nevertheless, the fact that these former state - socialist societies no Longer exist is proof 

that these politicai systems were not satisfying the people's economic expectations. and 

authontarianiSm as an ideology was not working. Given the reality that state - socialism in 

Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union has fàiled, it is pertiaps most beneficial for those 

advancing socialist ideas to leam fiom these failures, evaiuate what exactly went wrong, and 

then adopt new measures for better socialist societies. It is my belief that transitional 
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socialism and communism are attainable, since there are societies and communes today that 

endeavour to [ive by these core ideas. 



Chapter N i e  

This section provides an overview of the general fearures of the social, political and 

economic structure of the Kibbutz as an exemplar of an existing commune, in order to 

strengthen my argument that communism is possible and realisable on a larger scale. The 

existence of communes is an expression of people's dissatisfaction with mainstrearn societies 

and communes are the antithesis of capitalism. Much of what is rejected by those who adhere 

to the life style of a commune are the defects of the capitalist system which include the gross 

inequalities and social ills that this kind of society engenders and perpetuates. Members of 

a commune would argue that capitalisrn involves cornpetition, possessive individualism, 

unrestricted acquisition and exploitation (Kanter, 1973, p. 265). 

Within communes, resources would be allocated based on needs irrespective of effort. 

Individual economic rewards are rejected by most communes on the grounds that it would 

invoke the dysfunctionalism associateci with the present capitalist economic system. (p. 271). 

Remuneration and achievernent within a communal society has no linkages to formal 

supervision and any power hierarchy is democraticdly chosen (p. 187). 

9.2 Kühuiz lkmmacy at Work 

Becorning a member of the kibbutz is a voluntary act and participants have the option to 
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lave if they wish. Cooperation is an integral part of the kibbutz where virnially ail aspects 

of communal life are decided wiiectively. The objective of the kiibutz is to achieve equality 

in ai l  Eicets of life - social, political and ecowmic. Therefore it is imperative that the people 

establish the n o m  to actively participate in ail social functions. not just the process of 

elections (p. 179). To exetcise the right to vote is not a suffciem activity for the member 

of the kibbutz. Democracy is completcd by participahg in general meetings and discussions 

rhat precede the elections (p. 180). Reguiar meetings and public forums are opportunities for 

members to enact the unity of three powers that are a part of the politicai system of the kibbutz 

- legislative, executive and judicial (p. 183). Within these general meetings. there is free 

dimission of issues from various points of view without any time restrictions. Agreements are 

often reached without having to resort to a formal vote (p. 184). Direct democracy within 

the kibbutz consists of a weekly general assembly where decision-making is conducted by al1 

members with a dispersal of authority and influence. There is a rotation of personnel within 

the branches of governing (Rosner, 1983, p. 38). 

Nonetheles, it is essential here to make two points More continuhg funher. First, it is 

important to realize that the voluntary self-selection of the members of the comnunity gives 

the kibbutz and other communes in terms of forming an homogeneous group. In such a 

collective, there exists Wnially the same basic goals and dispositions, that is. a philosophy 

of sharing rather than one of accumularion anâ coqti t ion.  Communes do not experience the 

spectre of the 'fke rider' that arises in a more complex society. Within the kibbutz, if a 

member does not conmbute fairly , s / k  is asked to leave. 

The general assembly or members' meeting is the highest form of k i i  democracy and 
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it is here that policies from various sectors of the commune are presented for debate (Leon, 

1969, p. 64). In these gatherings, cithens express their views and grievances and raise issues 

that relate! to their daily lives (Criden, 1974. p. 40). After a discussion takes place, the 

secrefariat proposals are put forth aM a vote ù taken. and if the proposals are rejected then 

members will discuss and vote for alternative resolutions. Within kibbutz democracy the 

secret 'at  ancl committees are subordinate to the members, even if their opinions dif%er 

(Leon, 1969, p.65). The fiequent town meetings within the kibbutz is indicative of the 

implicit belief among its members that good decisions are derived from intensive group 

discussion (Spiro, 197 1, p. 93). 

The secretariat is responsible to the kibbutl administration and to the general assembiy. 

Its bction is to supervise work undertaken by al1 cornmittees and to execute policies 

proposed by the assembly. However, the secretanat is aiways subject to the desires of its 

members and kibbutz democracy includes committees which perfonn indispensable rash. 

Each cornmittee focuses on a special ara when they are responsible to the secretariat and the 

general assembly . Cornmittees deal with every aspect of kibbutz life and are usually 

comprised of five or six members and an elected chair. Cornmittees are formed for a term of 

one year (Leon, 1969, p. 67). 

K i i  dernocracy is a reflection of the communist ethos and social structure. The aims 

of communes such as the kibbutz are twofold: 1) to avoid confiict between the elected d 

the ruled by having d k t  democracy and bureaucratie rotations at ail levels; and 2) to 

ciraimvent the possible conflicts between the private needs of each individual and the general 

interests of the commune. It is through kibbutz democracy that a munial growing awareness 
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of imiividuai interests is made compatrible with those of the comrnunity (Rosner, 1983, p. 41). 

Within the kibbutz, authority over individuais is considered morally reprehensible anci is 

negatively valued. Instead. authority in the kibbua is perceived as the organïzation of goal 

attainmeat with the methoâ of e x d o n  king one of consuitation and influence. not power, 

since the latter irnplies the existence of coaflict or interest. On the other hancl, influence is 

seen to connote persuasion. discussion and encouragement (p. 46). Democracy within the 

kibbutz can be likened ?O a worker in a plant, where individuais rnay be dependent on feliow 

workers in other areas of Me. The workerk may be chairpersonls of committees, where the 

person in authority addresses the group in order to satisQ her needs (p. 47). 

In a kibbutz the political arrangement of direct democracy is a reality in that there is a 

rotation of elected members. Most of the positions last fiom one to three years in industrial 

plants. By rnaintaining rotation the tendency to monopolize power is checked (p. 48). 

Furthemore. a system of fiequent change provides each member of the society with an 

accumulation of knowledge and skiiI so that people do not feel rnarginalized with the 

organisation. This arrangement of democracy enables individuals easily to arrive at a 

consensus since each member has had experience with various roles within the commune. 

There is munial understanding among members about each individual role. and interest is 

generated becaw others have participated in a particular role themselves. This is workable 

on a small d e ,  but becomw problematic in larger organkations. However. with advances 

in technology and communications this kind of arrangement may becorne viable for targer 

societies. 

The kibbutz electorate express th& power by having OIE vote on every decision taken up 
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by the secretariat and the commictee - including ail funniunentai resolutions that relate to 

planning ptoduction, investment. budget. and education to be ratifieci by the electorate or 

whole commune (p. 50). 

CornmuniSm as practised in the kibbutz represents a higher stage of social development 

by adhering to Marx's principle 'from each according to theu abilities. to each according to 

their needs'. It is important to keep in mind that the kibbutz is a small scale - society and is 

hardly likely to acquire material abundance. Equality is based on need with respect to food, 

work, housing, education health and the care of the elderly (Leon, 1969, p. 75). 

Liberal theory entails the conviction that effort is related to material incentives and since 

communism operates as the antithesis to this notion, cornmunism and communes are doomed 

to failure (Barkai, 1978, p. 4). However, when comparing the living standards withùi the 

kibbutz to that of Israel in the late 1960s and eariy 70s. the per capita income in the kibbua 

was above Israel's average income of $3,000.00 (p. 6). This statistic is important in order 

to debunk the assumption of liberai theorists that economic effort is dependent on material 

motivation. 

Kibbua residents are often idealists who believe in coliective. egalitarian living 

anangementS. hence the above argument may not be accurate at dl times within the space of 

the kibbutz. These individuals are highly motivated ideologically and this is an important 

factor in the continued operation of the kibbutz community. It is me that material incentives 
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induce people to work hard, however it may also be plausible that within a communist society 

almost everyone will be motivated to share so that mterial +tus and punishment may eot 

become as important. It is not my argument here that this wïU occur, given that the human 

motive of greed may not likely disappear. but simply to point out that a communist social 

order may in fact be achievable in a large complex society. 

Individuais living within the kibbutz are usually in solid agreement with the principles of 

communisrn. therefore it is likely that material reward plays a lesser role in relationship to 

incentive (p. 25). Iradividuals who fiad tliemselves at odds with this way of life would leave 

the kibbutz, thus making it more efficient for those who decide to remain. Individual 

members who do theu best to contribute to production without expecting remuneration are 

thought to have a higher level of consciousness. particularly with regard to the understanding 

of abstract concepts. This kind of communist consciousness has instilled in members of the 

kibbutz a high precedence given to education and training. This level of education provided 

in the kibbutz is required for individuals to equally share the duties of life within the 

commune. S h  kibbutz members are highiy educated and talenteci. due in part to an excelent 

educaton and couplai with the fact that they are a group of people who believe in communal 

living. the quality of social life in this enviromnent is signifïcant (p. 26). 

It may also be fair to submit tbat individuais who choose to live in a commum may bave 

motivations which are innuenceci by the society in which they are r a i d  (p. 75). Another 

powerful incentive within the kibbutz is public opinion. which would let the individual 

member lmow whethet their performaiw was up to the others' expectations or not. People 

are  expccted to work hard in order to receive the benefits and privileges that are derived h m  
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being a member of the kibbua. To be regarded as a good worker and to eam the respect of 

the kibbue community is encouragement enough (p. 76). Prestige for individuais in the 

ki'bbutz dcpends on his/her work record and mt in the differences in acquired material goods 

(p. 77). Therefore the kibbua can: 1) provide enough work for ali mernben; 2) ~ â 1 1 ~ ) t  

fiord to provide for the welfare of 'free riders': 3) can provide for able-Wied adula only 

in so far as they contribute. 

Cornmunism. as bas been mentiowd, is based on the Marxist economic principle 'from 

each accordhg to his abilities, to each according to his needs'. The illustration of the kibbua 

has shown the praxis of this principle as al1 the needs of the community in this scenario are 

provided for equaily, irrespective of the nature of the work that is done (p. 79). However, 

able-bodied members are expected to work strenuously, contribute to the collective and there 

is a low tolerance of the 'free rider' element- 

Kibbutz equality does eot Unply standardbation, since people's needs may vary. The 

commune makes decisions conceraing its expenses and consumption in order to satisfy the 

meds of its wmbers (p. 80). For example, working clothes, toilet requisites. and cleaning 

materials are supplied to each member according to need. With regard to food, the kibbutz 

supplies three meals daily in a communal dining hall, and if individual famiiies wish to 

maintain their privacy . they may prepare meah at home (p. 8 1). 

In a capitalist society people are persuaded to want material things for prestige and statu 
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but do not r d y  need them. Convenely, under a comnninist arrangement, goods and services 

are supplieci with real needs in mimi and not for motives of stature. In addiaon to this, 

Wty and freedom am imeparable principles within the kibbutz society and individuals are! 

not subordinated to the collective (p. 85). Individual freedom of acquisition is limited, 

however. If a member of a kibbutz acquires a gift from abroad, such as a book, vase or a 

pichue, then these items would not k considered problematic. Difficulties arise when a 

rnember receives larger gratuities that the kibbutz already may or may not have. For hance,  

in the Artzi kibbutz, many members were receiving reparation money from Germany. The 

community decided that the money must belong to the commune. which was then used for 

building swimming pools, cultural centres and other arnenities. For large sums of money to 

be in the han& of a few individuals within the kibbutz incites serious differentiation among 

its members, with the possibility of undennining the communist economic prieciple (p.89). 

It is important to note that since the kibbutz are surrounded by capitalist economic 

influences, the psychological makeup of some of the members may not be in complete accord 

with communal living. This is supported by the fact that members of the kibbutz have 

declined over the years and they now comprise 2.7% of the total Israeli population. 

Nonetheles, there are stiii highly devoted individu& who believe in the c o m m d t  principle 

and choose to remain. Most Israelis prefer to live under capitalism as the accumulation of 

material goods, prestige ami statu are very powerful influences. It may be the case that siuce 

capitalûm has been around for approxiniately five centuries, it may be difficult for people to 

envision an alternative to t .  This may be one of the reasons why communism is not as 

' popular' as capitalism, as it is regarded as a utopian form of society (p. 94). 



Another incentive that mernbers of the kibbutz possess is the economic security that the 

commune bestows whidi is impossible to achieve under capitalism. Individuais living in the 

kibbua have complete ecowmic searity, within the limitations of a predomiriately 

agriculturai society which is vuinerabte to bad weather and crop failures. Every individual 

within the commune has the right to work, shelter, clothing and food and parents are not 

preoccupied with the procurement of rent and mortgage payments. mediai bills and education 

for their children. Medical and hospital bills are paid when a couple in the commune has a 

baby , providhg the child with clothing, shelter, education and food. If the parents wish. the 

child may remain in the parents' house (p. 86). 

The sick and the elderly are given can in the commune. so that recovery h m  illness need 

not contribute to the economic instability of each member. Neither does a recuperating 

member need to worry about unemployment, because they are irnrnediately employed once 

slhe recovers. If an individual is permanently disabled or too old to work. the kibbutz 

provides the same standard of living to these rnembers as well. In fact. if a disabled individual 

calls for a special diet or home due to their iiiness. this would be granted by the communiîy 

(p. 87). However, the c o d t y  may not be able to af5orc-i to carry too many depedents and 

always provide with generosity and security since there are limits to their materiai assets. In 

this situation, where there are special needs for some memben, the kibbutz is compeUed to 

apply the principle of communism and margmai utility. 

Equaily as important to the economic security an individual experiences within the kibbutz 

society is the psychological safety that is f o u i  in the system. Within this f o m  of cooperative 
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living, members not only have the positive consideration of a sense of belonging, but are fret 

h.om 'cut throat' wmpetition as found under capitalism. The kibbutz is free from the 

pressures of conspicuous consumption in order to achieve prestige, power and ego- 

gratification. Furthermore, anxiety arising nom the urgency to attain distinction from the 

ownership of pmperty and wealth, and consumensm, is not found in the kibbutz (Spiro, 

1971, p. 87). 

Members of the kibbutz live either in single or double accommodation depending on need. 

Although modest in si=, the houses contain aii the normal rooms found in a home, with the 

added luxuries of televisious, record playen, refrigerators and airconditioners (Bedford, 

1990, p. 12). 

Chiidren who are bom in the kibbue have usually lived separately from their parents h m  

an eariy age in what are known as special children's houses, with parents seeing their children 

only a few hours a &y. This system bas especially been an advantage to mothers, since they 

are then given the the to work, and the drudgery associated with the raising of children is 

lessend. Furthermore. advocates of this system of child-rearing daim that the kibbutz 

eciucation teaches children the atiributes of communal living. It also seems that there is space 
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givm within tbe prkiples of the kibbutz ducati011 to king up one's chiid with certain values 

(with communal vaiues putatively king paramount), although. the value of a private nuclear 

family is likely not as strongly upheld as in Canadian society . 

Nevertheles. slight changes have been made as parents ais0 realized that the pleasure of 

child-rearing was removed in this systcm, and that king away from a nuclear family mode1 

reduces the bonding factor, which could create personality disorders for the child. It is 

estirnateci that one third of kibbutz children now live with their parem until the age of f i k n ,  

when they attend special teenagers' houses (p. 12). Kibbua schools place an emphasis on 

agriculture and work in order to benefit the conimunity, and children are given the opportunity 

for higher education - either technical schools or university (p. 13). 

Healthcare is a right for dl memben of the kibbutz. Al1 the necessary medical facilities 

are aîlocated to every member in the form of regular visits by general practitioners. dentists 

and eye s p e c W  in order to ensure a high standard of health for the community (p. 12). 

The kibbutz bas m specifïc retiremm plan for the elderiy , other than as imlivicbk enter imo 

rheir senior years. k i r  working t h e  is gradualiy reduced with ai l  benefits granted (p. 13). 

9.9 conclusion 

Within this thesis which involved an analysis of distributive justice and the concept of 
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equality, much knowledge has been acquired. However, there also remains a lot to be 

investigated, so that hurnanity may proceed toward a r e m  and more h m  social 

structure. w k  there is genuioe democracy and needom. and where al1 individuais are 

emaocipated from hunger and economic insecUrity. 1 believe that a system which incorpomes 

the above principles is plausible, if we move away from capitalism anci move towards 

sociaüsm - a sociaiism where people genuinely own and comol the meam of production and 

financiai institutions, and wkre they can democratically decide how and where resources are 

to be allocated. It would be difficdt to persuade me that this would be possible under 

capitaiism, where class conflicts exist, and where the democratic process under this system 

is impekd by large amounts of money . In short. the electoral system under capitalism is 

contaminateci, and given this argument, it would be difficult for concemed individuals in this 

society to address non-peniniary issues, get into power and implement socialist and egalitarian 

policies. 

The capitalist democratic process gives the impression that it has representation for the 

people, however, the various political parties bave demonstrated to be from the niling classes 

or from poiitical parties who espouse the doctrines of capitalism. Furthemore, the electoral 

system under capitalism is also poorl) rateci by the people, when it comes to the degree of 

politicai participation. This might explain why in many liberal dernocracies voting among the 

people is low, since the popdace may feel that they do wt have political power, since voting 

for one party or another &es no substantiai difference. It would M e r  explain the 

cynicism that prevails in many capitalist counaies when it comes to politics. 

Capitalism as an economic system has strengths as weii as weaknesses. As a system it is 
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very powerful, in temis of its productive capacities. Additionally. it has demoostrated 

redience whenever economic downairris in the form of recessions and depressions ocau. 

Capitali,cm7s weaknesses have a h  been outliaed, one of its major ones king that it camiot 

provide the basic iiecessities for ali of its people. It is a system which promotes meritocracy, 

and w b  gross ecommic hxplities exist. Capitalism has demonmted that it destroys its 

own core tenets such as 'equaiity of oppoRunity' and 'freedom'. Many individuais have the 

legalistic right to achieve their goals or plans, but in reality resources to redise objectives are 

limited. The notions of 'equality of opporniaity ' and 'freedom' are compteci. In short. the 

system is not only exploitative, but does not promote real democracy. 

Conversely, this treatise has attempted to discuss the strengths and weak~lesses of 

socialism. Its effectiveness has ken  shown through the reality that when it is implemented, 

it provides security and the basic necessities for people. The weaknesses have been 

documented as the authoritarian naaire of the former Eastern European socialist States which 

precluded theV citizens from the realisation of their civil liberties - i.e.. freedom of speech and 

of conscience, etc. 

The example of the Cuban socialist nation state has provided sufficient information to 

conclude that socialisrn has aftordcd its people with equal access to the basic necessities of 

Me. Although Cuba has experienced the same economic problems that faced the former state - 

socialist regimes of eastem Europe, it is difficuit to characterize their problem of shortages 

as a structurai one, given that there has k e n  an economic embargo. 

In regards to the Cuban politicai system, critics have questioned the possibility of 

democracy within a one Party state, however, Cuba does maintain strong elements of 
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demxracy, such as mass participation in their p o l i t i d  system. The system does have 

drawbacks, but it is my impression that the politicai system has the potential to engender and 

to enlarge democracy, and that it wouid k worthwhiie for North American countries to study 

aod appropriate ideas from Cuba. if progressive people plan to construct forms of socialism. 

The existence of the kibbutz communes demonstrate features of communîsm that are 

a c w y  practwd, thus communism, which 1 argue is a morr a d v d  stage of social 

development, is conceivable, not an utopia as 'bourgeois' scholars would like to claim, but 

as a rnateriality. The kibbutz communes exhibit true dernocracy , where social. politicai and 

economic powen are enacted by the members - the secretariat and cornmittees who are 

elected by the people themselves and are subject to the electorate. Furthemore. the kibbutz 

gives each member the opporCunity to participate, by rotation, and to engage in the governing 

bodies of the society. This procws enhances the mutual interests and understanding of the 

various roles within the cornmum. However, this begs the question of whether the kibbutz 

experiment is capable of inspiring mass allegiance and loyalty and sustainhg it over an 

extended period of t h e ?  

In any case, the exemplar of the lcibbutz communes truly demonstrate their members to 

have politicai scwereignty and are fk fkom the exploitative relations that are experienced 

under capitalism. It is a society tbat has attained a high level of culture, as well as economic 

and psychologicai security. This is not to suggest that the kibbutz commuws are flawless in 

their structure, but to claim that the features of the society that have been outlined show that 

commUIIISm is fa ible .  Progressive people and politicai organizations in particular must re- 

think and propose ideas, tactics and strategies in order to faditate a rupture in society, so that 



the transformation h m  capiralism to transitional socialism may take piace. 

In contemporary Canadian society and in other parts of the world we experiew an anti- 

social ofinsive by various govermnents. These attacks hurt the working classes ami orcihay 

people. We are living in a time when these atfacks obligate concemed individuals and the Left 

to propose electoral reforms, so tbat disaission of the issues confroming a i l  of us takes place. 

The people themselves must decide and execute policies on the various problems that they 

face. This couid be done by having public forums, and by utilizing advances in 

communication technology. Through this process, the proletariat and the people at large 

wouid be empowered and may come to redize how threatening their predicament actually is. 

This may unleash the beginning of class consciousness to incite the critical mass to overthrow 

the capitalist system. 

Every politicai theory or standpoint discusses the concept of equality which relates to 

distributive justice. It has been noted that equafity in one 'space' or context may violate or 

undermine equality in another, thus creating a schism in various theories of justice. 

Therefore, given that diverse theories of equality are defined within particular contexts or 

'spaces', it might be more b f i c i a l  for social theorists to amalgamate the merits of ail these 

theories of equality into a re-fonnuiated concept. This provides an insight into eqmlify and 

distributive justice! which prompts the consideration, wbat is the defition of a definition? A 

definition may be explaimd when a word or concept such as equality is clarifieci so that it 

leaves no ambiguity. In this case eqdity as a concept may have to be redefined, so that it 

accommodates tbe sundry tharies of equality. If this reinvention is ever achieved, it should 

incorporate the foremost components of al1 of its forms, and perhaps this wili provide us with 
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a common denominstor that couid be used in achieving distributive justice in acaiality. 
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